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In writing this manual, emphasis has been 
placed upon the operation rather than maintenance 
of the Model ND130A analyzer. It has been neces-
sary to include remarks concerning some of the 
elementary principles of scintillation spectrometry 
as a foundation upon which to base discussions of 
operating principles. Those using the analyzer for 
alpha particle analysis, or other applications re-
quiring the use of a pulse amplitude distribution 
analyzer, may find much of the introductory mate-
rial inapplicable, except in the sense that some of 
the characteristics of the analyzer explained with 
reference to gamma analysis, also apply to the 
analysis of energy distribution of other particles, 
and even to such applications as experiments util-
izing the~~-Mossbauer effect. 

In earlier pulse height analyzer instruction 
books, emphasis was usually placed more on main-

tenance and circuit design theory than upon oper-
tion. Such manuals have been less than completely 
successful in their objective of allowing non-fac-
tory personnel to properly service the analyzers in 
cases of failure. Two factors have made this ob-
jective even more difficult in the case of modern 
analyzers. One is that the instruments are appre-
ciably more complex and difficult to understand. 
The second is that although an analyzer may at 
one time be quite well understood, the interval be-
tween failures is now far longer. It is virtually im-
possible to describe all of the intricacies of circuit 
design. sufficiently well to qualify the reader to cor-
rect amalfunction without introducing more prob-
lems in the process. Those skilled enough in 
transistorized circuit design to perform their own 
servicing should be able to understand the outline 
description of analyzer design adequately from 
that outline and from the circuit diagrams. 

1. PRINCIPLES OF PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS 

A. Multi.-channel Analyzer Developmen# 
and Outline of Operation 

A little over a decade ago, most multichannel 
pulse height analyzers were of a type called "dis-
criminator" analyzers. In these instruments, a volt-
age sensitive discriminator was used in each count-
ing channel, one of which would produce a pulse 
whenever an input signal occurred which fell 
~~vithin preadjusted voltage limits. A scaler was in-
cluded with each channel, and a count of the num-
ber of pulses which occurred within each of the 
several voltage ranges was made. The resulting 
data indicated the distribution of pulse amplitudes 
which had occurred during the measurement. 
While such devices had the advantages of sim-
plicity in electrical structure and of high operating 
speed, the disadvantages included such matters as 
high cost-per-channel, inconvenience of readout, 
and others. 

Wilkinson introduced a new concept, in 1950, 
which has been the most popular method since. 
The Nuclear Data Model ND130A analyzer uses 
this concept. In this method, each input pulse is 
digitized (as will be described briefly~'~. and the re-
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sulting number f or a particular pulse ~ a. 
count in some form of pulse counter, with the se-
lection of which counter is to receive a pulse deter-
mined by ordinary digital circuitry. The advantages 
instantly gained include the possibility of using a 
_digital computer to count the pulses, and to store 
in its memory the information relating to each 
channel. The cost of such a computer is relatively 
small, and the number• of counting channels pro-
vided has little effect upon the overall system cost. 
It permits the use of automatic curve plotting, au-
tomatic digital readout, cathode ray tube curve 
presentation, and even (in the case of the Model 
ND130A analyzer) internal data reduction. 

The special purpose digital computer comprises 
the greater part of the analyzer system, in bulk 
and in cost. However, from an engineering point 
of view, and from the point of view of the scien-
tist using the equipment, the most important por-
tion of the analyzer is the analog-to-digital con-
verter which produces, in response to each input 
pulse, a number whose magnitude is a linear func-
tion of the peak amplitude of the input pulse. 

There has been little change, in the last ten 
years, in the basic method used for conversion.. 



Wilkinson employed a circuit which caused a 
capacitor to become charged to a voltage propor-
tional to the peak voltage of the input pulse. Fol-
lowing this charging operation, the capacitor was 
linearly discharged, with the time required for this 
discharge therefore a linear function of the input 
pulse magnitude. During the discharge, pulses 
from a periodic pulse generator were counted by 
means of a simple scaler; the state of the scaler 
at the end of the process indicating in digital form 
the magnitude of the input pulse. 

This description of the Wilkinson conversion 
method may also be used in describing the opera-
tion of the converter (generally ref erred to as the 
ADC) in the case of the Model ND130A analyzer. 
This description is, of course, not complete, in that 
nothing has been said of such things as coincidence 
gating, generation of "end of conversion" signals, 
and the like. For a preliminary understanding of 
the complete analyzer, however, no further discus-
sion is needed of the ADC, in order to understand 
the overall structure of the pulse height analyzer. 

The storage of information in the memory is 
accomplished by means of an arithmetic process 
which is serial-decimal rather than parallel decimal 
as is used in some analyzers. In serial decimal stor-
age or readout, information is handled one decimal 
digit at a time, rather than as whole numbers. 
When adding two whole numbers, a human uses 
serial. decimal arithmetic, for he adds the least 
significant digits, records on paper the result, con-
siders the carry required when adding the next 
most significant digits, and so on. In "reading out" 
a whole number from a written notation, he vocal-
izes or re-writes the number one digit at a time, 
most significant digit first. The parallel arithmetic, 
used in most earlier analyzers, is less natural from 
the paint of view of mechanical recording media 
such as magnetic or paper tape and of typewriters, 
which record one digit a~ a time. By use of serial 
decimal arithmetic, the need for conversion of 
whole numbers to serial form is avoided. Numbers 
read from tape need not be translated to parallel 
form as required in parallel systems. 

B. Definition of Terms, and Description 
of Common Spectral Features 

Before discussing the principles of radiation 
analysis, it will be helpful first to define, with ex-
planatory remarks, the terms to be used in the 
discussion. 

Some of these terms emerge from a description 
of the spectrum shown in Figure 2 which shows 
the distribution of energy of gamma radiation de-
tected by means of a scintallation crystal, NaI 
(T1}, which is one of the -most commonly utilized 
detectors. While the._ general shape of the Gsl~? 
spectrum is peculiar to this form of detector, the 
observations usually apply to other detectors. 

The presentation is in logarithmic form, wherein 
_the vertical position of each point is at a level 
which is a linear function of the logarithm of the 
number of counts recorded in the corresponding 
analyzer counting channel. The horizontal calibra-
tion lines are decade lines, indicating the 1, 10, 
100, etc.,. ,count levels. Various features of -the 
spectrum are indicated by Figure 3, the legend 
underneath the figure, and ~ the following explana-
tion. 

Figure 2. T ypieal spectrum o f cesium 137, taken with 
energy scale set at about l.3 m.e.v. full scale. Figure 3 
indicates some o f the more ~ important features o f this 
spectrum. 
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n 
This x-ray, shown in more detail in Figure 4, is 

useful from the operator's point of view in setting 
the analyzer zero energy position. It can be re-
moved from the spectrum by use of an absorber 
such as aone-millimeter thick iron disk. ~ P e 

' _ of __ - - _.~_ 
thi~___line.,__ extending back to the photomultiplier 

"noise region. Typical noise, at room temperature, 
does not extend beyond the equivalent of ten 
k.e.v. Slightly incorrect amplifier adjustments can 
cause this noisy .region to extend up to the low 
energy side of the x-ray line, at high counting 
rates. Amplifier misadjustments (discussed in a 
later section) can be distinguished from photo-
multiplier noise by decreasing the counting rate. At 
low counting rates amplifier misadjustments pro-
duce proportionately less apparent noise, whereas 
photomultiplier noise is not affected appreciably 
by counting rate, and becomes proportionately a 
greater part of all recorded information. 

Figure 4. Expanded view o f x-ray peak shown in spectrum 
o f Figure 2. 

b. Backscatter peak 

This broad line is produced by gamma photons 
which are scattered back at about 180° from sur-
rounding material. The amount of scattering is a 
function of the distance of the source from the 
material, decreasing with increasing distance. The 
proportion of backscattered gammas entering the 
crystal to the number of gammas directly received, 
for a fixed sample-to-surrounding-shield distance 
obviously decreases as the_ distance from the source 
to the detector decreases. The shielding around the 
detector and source should not be nearer than 
approximately one foot, and the source should not 
be more than two or three inches from the detector. 

a. barium x-ray, 32 k.e.v. ~------------ ---------------------~ 
a ~ 

d ~ 

0 

i b 
c 

f 
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Figure 3. Principal features of typical cesium l37 spec• 
trum shown in Figure 2. (Detailed explanation given on 
pages 2, 3, 4 and 5) 

a. 32 k.e.v. Barium x-ray line. 
b. Backscatter peak. 
c. Compton edge. 
d. Photopeak, cesium 137, 0.662 m.e.v. 
e. 749 k.e.v. photopeak of cesium 134 impurity. 
f . Continuum due to accidental self -coincidences pro-

- ducing partial sum pulses. 
g. Accident sum coincidence peak. 
h. Detail due to background radiation. 

c. Compton distribution 

Although the cesium 137 source emits a nearly 
monochromatic gamma, the sodium iodide crystal 
does not absorb all of the energy ~of all of 
the gamma photons entering the crystal. The 
amount of energy absorbed in the crystal is quite 
random, except that there is a minimum amount 
of energy with which any gamma may escape 
after. interacting. The probability _ of any gamma, 
which has lost only part of its energy in an inter-
action with an atom within the crystal, losing all 
or part of its remaining energy in .interactions sub-
sequent to the initial "collision" increases with 
crystal size. The resolution of the crystal-photomul-
tiplier combination usually decreases somewhat as 
the crystal size increases, but the slight loss in reso- 
lution is much less important than the effect of a 
large number of gammas escaping the crystal after 
losing only part of their energies. 

d. The 0.662 m.e.v. photopeak. 

Those gammas which loss all of their energies 
within the crystal produce a large .number of 
scintillations in the crystal. The number of light 
photons produced is, on the average, proportional 
to the gamma energy absorbed, but unfortunately 
only a small percentage of light photons produce 
photoelectrons a# the photomultiplier cathode. 
Since the number of scintillations and the number 



of photoelectrons produced is subject to statistical 
variations, the pulse height produced at the photo-
mulplier anode differs from individual gamma 
photons, despite the fact that all of the absorbed 
gamma photons were virtually identical in energy. 
_The width of the photopeak, at half height,_ is ap-
proximately equal to 2 ~/ N, where N is the aver- 
age number of photoelectrons produced at the pho-
totube cathode. A typical width, at half height, 
for the cesium 137 photope~ak, is 53 k.e.v. Excel-
lent photomultiplier-crystal combinations provide 
a width of 46 k.e.v. The difference in effectiveness 
is surprising. An interesting observation in this 
connection is that users who would not accept 
an analyzer which had a resolution not nearly per-
f ect are frequently content to save a f ew dollars 
by ordering an unselected photomultiplier-crystal 
combination. Using a crystal which has a resolu-
tion of 60 k.e.v. (which many detectors have) makes 
it impossible to detect the presence ~of a percent of 
cesium 134 (gammas at 0.605 and 0.794 m.e.v.), 
whereas a detector with a resolution Hof 54 k.e.v. 
can detect the presence and indicate the amount of 
cesium 134 to less than a tenth of a percent of the 
amount of cesium 137 in the source. It is highly 
recommended, for gamma analysis, that every of -
fort be made to obtain the highest resolution de-
tectors. If a large (at least 3" x 3'") crystal and 
good photo-multiplier isobtained, i~t should be 
treated with great care, particularly in avoiding 
rapid temperature changes (a degree or two an 
hour, ~or less). Figure 5~ shows a radium 22.6 spec-
trum taken with a ,good detector and Figure 6 
shows the spectrum with the same source and 
geometry but using an indifferent detector. 

e. The 0.794 m.e.v. cesium 1.34 photopeak. 

Figure 5. Spectrum of radium 226 taken with good reso-
lution crystal and photomultiplier combination. Compare 
this with Figure 6. 
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f. Accidental self-coincidence continuum. 

At any counting rate, there is a finite probability 
of two gammas entering the crystal at nearly the 
same time. Even if these gammas are of identical 
energies, there is a certain chance that one, or 
neither, will lose all of their energies, or that both 
will be totally absorbed. There is a greater chance 
that they will enter at slightly different times, 
perhaps a microsecond apart, than nearly co-
incidentally. There will always be a photomul-
tiplier output pulse which is greater than if only 
one of the gammas had entered, if the two are 
coincident within a microsecond. The "sum" pulse 
produces the apparent continuum beyond the pho-
topeak, and in fact produces a continuum at lower 
energies also, obscured by the non-coincident 
gamma counts. The number of counts in this con-
tinuum is directly proportional to the source in-

tensity, for a given isotope. It is obvious that not 
only is this continuum capable of completely ob-
scuring very weak lines, but what is quite as im-
portant in some cases is the fact that counts ap-
pearing in this continuum represent counts which 
have been "swept out" of some other region of the 
spectrum by the accidental self-coincidences. Ana-
lyzers capable of perfect, dead time corrected, 
timing of experiments are frequently accused of 
incorrect timing because of the absence of counts 
in a line, swept out by accidental coincidences. 
Errors of a percent can occur at counting rates of 
10,000 _ules per second while the accuracy of the 
timing s ould be better than one percent. The 
sweepout effect must be considered during tests of 
timing accuracy or during quantitative measure-
ments of activity. 

Figure 6. Spectrum of radium 226 taken with poor reso-
lution crystal and photomultiplier. combination. Compare 
this with Figure 5. 
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g. The accidental self-coincidence sum peak. 

Calculation of the shape of the self-coincidence 
component of the complete spectrum would be 
difficult, since the amplifier and analyzer character-
istics enter the situation. It is not difficult to see, 
however, that it is not unreasonable to expect that 
two completely absorbed gammas virtually in co-
i~cidence will occur frequently enough to produce 
a sum peak at the region corresponding to 1.324 
m.e.v. Such "accidental" or quasi-sum peaks can 

readily be distinguished from true sum peaks by 
changing the counting rate without changing the 
source-to-detector position (use a weaker sample) . 
True sum peaks do not vary in intensity, relative 
to other lines in the spectrum, as a function of 
source intensity. 

h. Background detail. 

The detector used in this measurement was not 
shielded. 

C. Principles of Radiation Analysis 

In this section will be discussed the numerous 
concepts and instrument requirements which are 
encountered in the analysis of the energy distribu-
tion of events detected by various radiation de-
tectors. The discussion will be general in the sense 
that it will usually not refer to the use of Nuclear 
Data analyzers but to matters encountered in the 
use of any pulse height analyzer. It should not be 
taken to represent universally accepted interpre-
tations, but it is a reasonably objective discussion. 

In any interpretation of amulti-channel analyzer 
spectrum, it is important that all the effects of ex-
perimental conditions be carefully considered. For 
example, in the spectrum shown in Figure 2, ex-
perimental conditions can alter the shape of the 
spectrum in many ways. The amount of X-radia-
tion detected depends upon the material between 
the source and the sodium iodide crystal, .and the 
backscatter peak magnitude depends upon the 
nature and location of the surrounding material. 

Figure 7. Spectrum of cesium 137 taken at high count-
ing rate. Note the large number of counts beyond the pho-
topeak due to pulse pile-up. Compare this spectrum with 
that shown in Figure 8. 
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The reasons for which these changes in condition 
can alter the spectral shape are for the most part 
beyond the scope ~ of this discussion. But it is im-
portant to appreciate that conditions which might 
appear irrelevant to those not well acquainted with 
the techniques, can markedly affect the spectrum 
shape. Not only can experimental results be mis-
interpreted, if the experimental conditions are im-
properly controlled, but the operation of the 
analyzer cannot properly be evaluated unless test 
conditions are quite tivell reproduced. 

The effect of counting rate, that is to say, source 
intensity, upon the shape of the spectrum is evi-
dent from the comparative measurements shown 
in Figures 7 and 8, of two measurements made 
under the same conditions except for source in-
tensity. The apparent continuum of radiation be-
yond the photopeak is at a higher level for the case 
of higher counting rate than for the low counting 
rate measurement. This is to be expected, for the 
following reasons. 

Figure 8. Spectrum of cesium l37 taken with same de-
tector and geometry as for Figure 7, but at reduced count-
ing rate. Note the fewer pulse pile-up counts beyond the 
photopeak compared with the spectrum taken at high 
count rate, also cesium 134 (0.794 m.e.v.) photopeak not 
visible in Figure 7. 



Figure 9. Spectrum taken with puller superimposed on 
cesium 137 source to show how counts are "swept out" by 
coincidences between the cesium and the pulser pulses. 

The probability of two events being nearly coin-
cident, by accident, at any given counting rate can 
readily be calculated. If the input pulses are one 
microsecond wide, after amplification and shaping, 
then at 10,000 events per second at the radiation 
detector, about one percent of the events will be 
to some degree improperly reported by the detec-
tor. It is not always important that the number 
of accidental self-coincidences be minimized, but 
in some measurements if such coincidences occur 
once per hundred pulses, the error may be impor-
tant. What is _more, there may well be information 
of interest obscurred by the presence of large num-
bers of "accidentals". The illustration shown in 
Figure 7 is an excellent illustration of this effect. 
The cesium 137 source used contained a small 
amount of cesium 134 as an impurity. The relative 
amounts have the ratio of perhaps one part in five 
hundred, in this particular sample. In the illustra-
tion showing the spectral shape at low counting 
rates, this trace impurity can be seen, but at high 
counting rates, it is completely obscured. Where 
accurate quantitative measurements are involved, 
and whenever experimental conditions permit, 
analysis should be at a sufficiently low counting 
rate to reduce the number of accidental coinci-
dences to an acceptably low level. The effects pro-
duced by accidental: self-coincidence are commonly 
ref erred to as pulse pile-up effects. 

Figure 9 shows, in an artificial situation, this 
effect in a manner which makes quite clear that it 
is not only the obscuring effects of scattering 
which results from accidental self-coincidences 
which are undesirable. It is the fact that counts are 
tnissing from the spectral lines involved which is 
often misleading. In the ,example shown in Figure 
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Figure 10. Spectrum taken with identical source, detec-
tor, and geometry as in Figure 9, but without pulser. 
Note the few ``swept out" counts in this spectrum com-
pared with that o f Figure 9. 

9, a cesium 137 spectrum is shown, with a low 
amplifier gain. Superimposed upon the signals 
from the detector was a periodic, constant ampli-
tude pulse. In the absence of detector signals, the 
periodic pulse would be analyzed as a mono- 
chromatic line at about channel 296, and there 
would be about 7000 counts in the line. However, 
frequently this periodic pulse occurred at the same 
time that a gamma photon entered the- detector, 
and was analyzed as an event of higher energy 
than the energy corresponding to that of the mono-
chromatic line. Counts have been "swept out" of 
the monchromatic line, and the intensity of the 
line appears less than it actually is. Obviously this 
effect should be considered in interpreting the 
spectrum, particularly in this case where it can be 
seen so clearly. Figure 10 shows the same situation 
without the presence of the periodic pulses. The 
"sweep out" effect can easily be overlooked, or for-
gotten in error, however, and in such cases either 
data will be misinterpreted, or what is even less 
to our liking, the correctness of the analyzer tim-
ing circuits may be suspected. 

More frequently than in the past, automatic data 
reduction techniques are utilized in interpreting 
accumulated data. The method most commonly 
used is to subtract, point by point, one or more 
components of the spectrum by use of a previously 
measured or computer-derived standard spectrum. 
If the standard spectrum was compiled at love 
counting rate, then the remainder of the complex 
spectrum, after subtracting out a single component, 
may be in error if the complex spectrum was me~s-
ured at high counting rates. The same sort of er-
ror will be made if the source-detector geometry 
has been changed from that used in accumulating 
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n the standard. This is further evidence that for 
highly accurate work, source intensities should be 
kept as low as economics and other experimental 
factors permit. Carefully standardized detector-
source geometries, and standardized energy scales 
are recommended in applications involving activa-
tion analysis. 

A large proportion of the applications made with 

this type instrument do not involve gamma analy-
sis, of course, and in some cases alpha radiation, 
rather than -gamma radiation is involved. Some 
mention of these applications will be made in later 
sections, but inasmuch as the input signals are of 
the same general shape and randomness as those 
encountered in gamma analysis, the requirements 
upon the analyzer are roughly the same. 

11. CHARACTERISTICS RELATING TO MEASUREMENT PRECISION 

Various analyzer characteristics are of impor-
tance in influencing the precision of the data ac-
cumulated. It is important that these characteris-
tics be evaluated initially, and perhaps monthly 
thereafter. Linearity, stability, resolution and 
scatter-freedom, and live timer accuracy are the 
most directly important of these characteristics. 
These will be considered in this order, with illus-
trations of their meaning given where applicable, 
and various tests to determine these characteristics 
will be discussed. 

A. Linearity 

The characteristic curve, for a particular ana-
lyzer, indicates the channel number into which a 
pulse of any amplitude will be recorded. Ideally 
this should be a straight line. The departure of 
this characteristic curve from a straight line pass-
ing through zero amplitude and channel zero, at 
any abscissa, is a measure of the non-linearity. 
This measure is expressed in two ways, both of 
which are of importance. 

The integral linearity is the ratio of the depar-
ture, at any point, to the pulse amplitude corre-
sponding to full scale. Generally the term integral 
linearity is intended to mean the ratio defined 
above at the worst part of the characterist~ c. 

As a practical matter, this is a poor description 
of the quality of an analyzer's linearity. It is a well 
entrenched definition, however, and it is impor-
tant to understand its meaning and limitations. 
The principal limitation lies in the fact that the 
percentage error of pulse height (or particle en-
ergy) expressed as the ratio of the actual error in 
energy to the correct energy may be very great 
in the lower pulse height regions, and yet the in-
tegral linearity, as defined above, may be appar-
ently excellent. An integral linearity of 1/2;% may 
produce actual energy errors, in the lower energy 
regions, of several percent. 
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A second definition of linearity is ref erred to as 
the differential linearity. This is an indirect sort of 
description of absolute linearity, meaning the uni-
f ormity of channel widths over the entire range. A 
differential linearity of 2~, as an example, means 
that no channel departs by more than 2~ in width 
from the average channel width over the entire 
range. This description has the merit that it fixes 
the maximum limit of the ratio of the absolute en-
ergy error to the energy, at any point, and there-
fore assures those interested that the analyzer does 
not become highly non-linear at the low energy 
regions. 

A more meaningful description of linearity, 
which to distinguish it from the other definitions 
may be called absolute linearity, is the ratio of the 
error in energy to the true energy, at any region. 

These various definitions have arisen because of 
the peculiarities of multichannel analyzers. It is 
usually more difficult to achieve absolute accuracy 
in the lower energy regions than the middle or 
high energy regions. A definition which fairly in-
dicates the limitations in the low energy regions 
presents a picture of quite inadequate linearity in 
the higher energy region. On the other hand, the 
common definition of integral linearity; which is a 
realistic way of describing performance in the 
higher energy regions, may suggest far better pre-
cision in the low energy regions than actually ex-
ists. At least two definitions must be utilized in 
order to adequate 1 y describe an analyzer's 
performance. 

There are two methods which may be used t~ 
check linearity. One is by means of a precision 
pulse generator, which may be used to provide 
pulses of full scale amplitude, half full scale, a 
quarter of full scale, and so on. This is the most 
rapid means for testing, but the tests must be made 
with care, for such' effects as overloading of the 
pulser (some of which are designed for operating 
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POINT n  

Figure 11. Determination o f peak location. 

1. Select come arbitrary count level, preferably near half 
height, and preferably passing though a data point such 
as point n. 

2. Count the number of channels between this point and 
the intercept of the curve with the selected count level 
line. 

3. Divide the number of channels by two. In this illus-
tration there are 6.3 approximately, which gives the num-
ber 6.3/2 — 3.15 The peak is centered in channel n -}-
3.15. 

into an infinite impedance) , use of improper pulse 
rise time or decay time, and others, can give re-
sults suggestive of excessive analyzer non-linearity. 
Many laboratories do not own a precision pulser, 
so other methods should be devised. 

The engineer quite naturally thinks of utilizing 
a pulser for linearity checks, since he frequently 
employs such a device in the process of design. 
The scientist is more likely to consider the direct 
approach of measuring various radiation sources, 
and calibrating the analyzer by observation of the 
positions of the various spectral lines. This method 
is slower, ~ inasmuch as a f ew minutes are required 
to determine, ~vitll accuracy, the actual line posi-
tions. Care must be used to avoid the use of spec-
tral lines falling upon the Compton edge corre-
sponding to gammas of higher energy, if gamma 
radiation is involved, for the position of the line 
may be altered measurably if it occurs at a posi-
tion where the count levels due to higher energy 
radiation are rapidly changing as a function of 
channel position. 

Figure 12. Spectrum of cesium 137 taken with gain of 
about 0.89 m.e.v. full scale. With good linearity, spectral 
shapes should be similar at high and low gains. See Figures 
l3 and l4. 
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In determining line positions, it is not permis-~ 
sible to use the highest point in a "peak" as the 
indication of line center point. Figure 11 indicates 
a more accurate method. The "highest point" 
method can easily be in error by as much as one 
channel, whereas the method indicated is accurate 
to a degree limited only by the slightly assymetri-
cal shape of the photopeaks, Accuracies of a smell 
fraction of one percent in determining absolute en-
ergies are easily obtainable. Generally the multi-
channel analyzer precision does not justify deter -
mining energies with such accuracy, but in this 
application the object is to determine the analyzer 
accuracy from the known energies of different 
lines. An excellent combination of sources is cobalt 
60 and cesium 137. Lines at 2.5, 1.33, 1.17, and 
0.662 m.e.v. are provided. A second measurement 
of the same source, with the gain set at one half 

Figure 13. Spectrum of cesium l37 taken with gain of 
about 3.53 m.e.v. full scale. Expanded view o f this spec-
trum is shown in Figure 14. 

Figure 14. Expanded view o f spectrum shown in Figure. 
This spectral shape should be compared with that of 
Figure 12. 
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that of the first measurement, allows calibration of 
the lower pulse height regions. While it is true that 
it is not practical to determine whether or not the 
gain setting has been reduced by exactly one half, 
if both measurements indicate high linearity it is 
reasonable to assume that the entire linearity char-
acteristic is good. 

A rapid indication of the differential linearity of 
an analyzer can be obtained by making two meas-
urements of a simple spectrum, such as that of 
cesium 137, at two widely different gain settings. 
If the spectral shape is the same for both cases, 
this is an indication of excellent differential lin-
earity. Figures 12, 13, and 14 indicate such a com-
parison test. 

There is a great difference betv~~een the linearity 
required in some applications as compared with 
others. Just as a micrometer need not be linear or 
accurate at all, providing it does not change in 
characteristics, if it is to be used for comparison, 
so an analyzer need not be very linear if compari-
son methods are to be used, or if the intensity of 
lines of known energy is the only variable of inter-
est. Nevertheless, excellent linearity is required in 
many cases. 

If the information accumulated is to be com-
pared with standard spectra, or with information 
obtained with another analyzer, it is important that 
the linearity be good. If automatic data reduction 
techniques are to be employed, using standard 
spectra as a basis for "stripping" various com-
ponents f rom a complex spectrum, the linearity 
must be excellent. An exception to this, of course, 
is the case in which the same analyzer is to be 
used for both the accumulation of standard spectra 
and for measurement of the new unknown, for in 
such cases the non-linearities of each analysis 
match. 

B. Stability 

There are two types of drift encountered in the 
use of pulse height analyzers. One of these is the 
shift of the entire spectrum left or right; this is a 
shift of zero energy intercept, and is ref erred to as 
"zero shift". Such drift is almost always a fault of 
the ADC. The other is a drif t in gain, which may 
occur at the detector, in the amplifier, or in the 
ADC, or all three. It is obviously easy to detect 
the presence of either of these types of drift, and 
quite easy to distinguish between them. It is al-
ways necessary, in the case of gain drift, to deter-
mine which of the three components is at fault. 
If the drift is extreme (e.g. two or three percent) , 
the isolation process is not difficult, and steps as 
outlined below can be taken to determine the 
fault. For drifts of a smaller amount, special meth-
ods are often necessary. 
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Use of Tektronix oscilloscope calibration signals 
for analyzer tests. 

The most fruitful first step in determining the 
source of gain drift, where the drift is consider-
able in amount, is simply to examine the signals 
from the detector by means of an oscilloscope. A 
good oscilloscope is sufficiently stable to allow 
drifts of as little as five percent per day to be 
measured. The oscilloscope should be directly con-
nected to the detector output, without connecting 
to the analyzer. If there is drift, this may be due to 
a faulty detector or to an unstable high voltage 
supply. If possible, the voltage supply should be 
replaced by another, to determine the fault as be-
ing either the supply or the detector proper. Where 
this is not possible, a good voltmeter can usually 
show supply instability. For the best sensitivity, the 
technique of measuring the supply voltage with the 
voltmeter returned to a nearly equivalent voltage 
from a battery stack (using great care to avoid 
electrical shock) , can be used. If the batteries have 
not been loaded with more than a microampere, 
for a few days, and if they are maintained at nearly 
constant temperature, drifts of a f ew hundredths 
of a percent in voltage can be detected. 

If the tests indicate that the detector is at fault, 
the difficulty can sometimes be corrected without 
changing the photomultiplier tube. Magnetic field 
changes, for example, produced by altering the po-
sition of the detector with respect to the earth's 
field, can produce substantial (several percent ) 
gain changes, if the detector is not shielded. Perma-
nent magnets in nearby equipment, or in volt-
meters, can produce fields which will alter detector 
gain. Photomultiplie~r tube gain is a function o f 
temperature, it cannot be expected that operation 
will be satisfactory in ambients which vary consid-
erably in temperature. 

To distinguish between amplifier gain changes, 
and drift in the ADC gain, it is necessary to intro-
duce constant amplitude pulses directly into the 
ADC. These should be fairly short, perhaps ten 
microseconds in duration, with a rise time of one 
or two microseconds to the maximum point. Such a 
pulse can be obtained from the voltage calibrator 
of most Tektronix oscilloscopes, using the circuit 
shown in Figure 15. 
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The amplitude stability of such a pulse source is 
only fair, so something should be done to acceler-
ate the drift of the faulty_ part of the analyzer, if 
there is in f act a fault as indicated by careful ex-
amination of the detector stability. Almost all drif t 
in the analyzer circuits is produced by temperature 
changes. For rapid determination of drift location, 
therefore, it is useful to either cool or warm the 
analyzer below or above room temperature. Then 
apply the constant amplitude pulse, in the analysis 
mode, and observe the system behavior. If a change 
of fifteen or twenty degrees f ahrenheit does not 
produce drift of consequence, then it is generally 
reasonable to assume that the portion of the system 
being tested is stable. Do not heat and cool scintil-
lation detectors, for they will fracture at even very 
low rates of temperature change. 

If any portion of the analyzer is found to be the 
cause of the drift, Nuclear Data should be notified, 
unless highly skilled personnel are available to at-
tempt to correct the malfunction. The best proce-
dure to follow in the event it is elected to correct 
the malfunction is to cool individual ADC or ampli-
fier circuits, using a cooling spray such as "Zero 
Mist", to isolate the faulty component. 

C. Resolution and Scatter Freedom 

In using this analyzer for alpha radiation analy-
sis, either solid state diode detectors or propor-
tional gas detectors are used. In either case, spec-
tral lines are far better resolved than with 
scintillation detectors. The reason for the better 
resolution is simply that many more ionizing events 
are produced and the mean deviation is therefore 
a smaller percentage of the average number, for a 
given alpha particle energy, than is the case for 
the mean deviation of the number of photomulti-
plier photoelectrons emitted per event involving a 
gamma of the same energy. 

In order to avoid degrading the resolution of the 
overall measurement, it is necessary that the ana-
lyzer not introduce a spreading of an otherwise 
nearly monochromatic spectral line. 

The simplest test of this quality, on a short time 
basis, is to apply signals from the Tektronix voltage 
calibrator output terminal, or from a precision 
pulser, to the analyzer. The details of connections, 
and pulse shapes required, are discussed in the 
section concerning input pulse shapes (section IV) . 
The pulses should all fall into a single channel, if 
the pulse source is stable, and if the pulse ampli-
tude does not lie at a value corresponding to the 
end or beginning of the channel. A slight ampli-
tude or amplifier gain adjustment should always 
finally result in all counts being recorded into a 
single channel. Where 512 channel operation is in-
volved, the channels are quite 31~ xrow, and it is 
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possible that the small transients produced in 
switching to the. analyze mode of operation may 
cause the first two or three pulses to be improperly 
recorded. This effect may be eliminated by holding 
the analyzer erase button depressed until after the 
analyzer is in the analyze mode. Typically, the 
scattering of such effects as amplifier noise, supply 
voltage ripple, and the like, introduces about one 
half of one channel of "jitter". If the pulse ampli-
tude is adjusted to fall in the center no counts will 
occur in adjacent channels. Performance can be 
considered adequate if there is no more than plus 
or minus one half channel of "jitter." 

Quite as important as short term "jitter" is long 
term gain and zero stability. For measurements of, 
say, eight hours duration, it is necessary that the 
g~.in and zero .shift, and short term "jitter" be appre-
ciably less than the natural width of the spectral 
lines of interest. To minimize drift, the analyzer 
should be operated under the most favorable con-
ditions. It should be operated in a reasonably cool 
(75 ° F) environment, with constant temperature of 
environment. The line voltage should be stabilized, 
and it is preferable to keep the analyzer continu-
ously on for an hour or two before highly demand-
ing measurements. Such measures are not required 
for scintillation counter applications, since gain or 
zero drifts of a fraction of a percent are not serious. 
A half percent drift, when utilizing a high resolu-
tion counter, however, may decrease the measuring 
resolution by more than a factor of two. It is not 
possible to state exactly what stability can be ex-
pected of the analyzer proper, under such favorable 
conditions, but in at least one application the ADC 
circuits used in this analyzer have permitted a five 
day measurement of a line 0.35% in width without 
noticeable loss of resolution. 

In high resolution measurements, it is usually 
necessary to use special low noise, high stability, 
preamplifiers. It is recommended that all amplifi-
cation be accomplished external to the analyzer. 
The internal amplifier is designed for sodium 
iodide scintillation detector applications only. Am-
plifiers are discussed in Section IV. 

Whatever type detector is employed, scattering 
due to accidental near coincidences will occur and 
an artificial "monochromatic" line will be widened 
at high input signal rates. A comparison of line po-
sition at higher pulse rates is an important meas-
urement. This comparison may be made by super-
imposing periodic pulser sig~rals upon random de-
tector signals, and varyin the .random pulse 
rate. There should be no s if t in position, and 
at least half of all counts corresponding to the 
pulser "line" should fall into ore channel, if the 
pulser was initially set to a value corresponding to 
the center of a channel. These conditions should 
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apply at input signal rates of 10,000 counts per sec-
ond, in the case of scintillation spectrometry. 
Greater loss in resolution than this, or even a single 
channel of position shift, indicate possible mal-
functioning of the analyzer. Care should be taken 
not to reach this conclusion too quickly, of course. 
The pulse source stability should be verified, and 
no experimental conditions should be changed, ex-

cept removal of the radiation source, in making the 
comparison. A shif t of one channel in the position 
of the pulser line is not ordinarily serious, particu-
larly since high precision and counting rates this 
high are generally incompatible because of the 
almost unavoidable effects of accidental self -
coincidences. 

A very practical and simple test of the effects of 
counting rate upon analysis accuracy is to make 
two measurements of a combination of radiation 
sources, as follows. For gamma analysis, a cobalt 
60 source and a cesium 137 source may be used. 
A one microcurie cobalt 60 source, placed directly 
upon the crystal, and a one microcurie cesium 137 
source placed about 3 centimeters away is a suit-

able geometry for the first measurement. After a 
two or three minute measurement, remove the co-
balt 60 source, and subtract cesium 137 counts, 
-only, for the same live time. At the end of the 
measurement, the remainder will be cobalt 60 spec-
trum, with no differences noticeable from that of a 
measurement of the cobalt, alone, if the analyzer 
is perfect, and if "sweep out" effects are neglected. 
Figure 16 shows the results of such measurement. 
It can be seen in this _measurement that there vas 
evidently a slight shift in the position of the 0.662 
m.e.v. cesium photopeak, in the second measure-
ment, for more -counts were subtracted from the 
low energy side than the high energy side. The 
"wiggle" shown in this example, in the remainder 
spectrum at 0.662 m.e.v., .corresponds to the effect 
of about a fifth of one channel shift in position at 
the higher counting rate. A one channel shif t 
would have produced a "wiggle" of about a third 
of a decade in amplitude. 

Only a considerable malfunction would produce 
as much as a one channel shift at the higher count-
ing rate present when. both sources are in position. 
However, amplifier . or detector misadjustments can 
produce such a shif t, as explained in the section on 
amplifiers. Drastic gain changes occur in some 
photomultipliers, when high counting rates are in-
volved, with the original gain re-assumed only 
after minutes or hours after the sources are re-
moved. This characteristic is almost intolerable, 
and should be corrected by changing photomulti-
pliers. Photomultiplier tubes which satisfy the re-
quirement of virtually no gain shift with counting 
rate, as well as providing high resolution, are valu-
able and should be treated accordingly. 
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Figure 16. Cobalt 60 spectrum after subtraction of 
cesium 137 showing `wiggle' at 662 k.e.v. due to shift o~ 
about I /5 channel during subtraction. 

Where some doubt exists as to the cause of gain 
changes with counting rate, a constant amplitude 
pulse should be superimposed upon the random 
signals. If the photopeak of a spectrum shifts with 
counting rate increases, but the monochromatic 
pulser line does not, the phototube should be 
strongly suspected. Amplifier misadjustments can 
produce the effect, however, so if possible the 
pulser signals should be introduced through a small 
condenser directly at the phototube anode, so that 
they suffer the same amplifier effects as the de-
tector ~ "signals. Spurious lines produced by this 
makeshift way of introducing monochromatic 
pulses at this point may be ignored; the pulser line 
change, as a function of counting rate, is the only 
variable of immediate interest. It is well to "look" 
at the detector anode signals with an oscilloscope 
as an aid in adjusting the periodic pulse amplitude. 
The pulser signal shape is not critical, for this ex-
periment, but its rise time should be about one 
microsecond or less. 

D. Timing 

The dead time of an analyzer may be defined as 
the total length of time during a measurement in 
which signal pulses, if they occurred, would not 
be recorded as counts in the analyzer. The live 
time, naturally enough, is the time during which 
the analyzer is not dead. To a first approximation, 
the experiment live time is equal to the elapsed 
calendar time minus the total time taken during 
the actual analysis and storage of the events re-
corded. This is only an approximation, for many 
pulses will occur during times in which the ana-
lyzer is not actually busy, but during times in 
which the linear gate is reopening after an earlier 



,analysis. Sucll signals are rejected by the ADC, 
despite the fact that it was not actually busy at the 
time of occurrence, to avoid accepting possibly 
distorted pulses. This "rejection sensitive" time is an 
important part of the actual dead time in the sense 
that it is counting rate dependent, and can amount 
to several percent of an experiment's live time. 

Some analyzers provide a live time indication by 
integrating the entire time during which the ana-
lyzer is neither dead nor in a "rejection sensitive" 
state. This integration is accomplished by counting 
pulses from an oscillator, during the "live" inter-
vals. The total number of such pulses is propor-
tional to the integrated live time. 

This concept is very easy to understand, of 
course. The mental picture which this description 
usually produces is one of an oscillator operating 
at a megacycle rate, or thereabouts, so that each 
live time interval can be measured with an ac-
curacy of about a microsecond, which is a reason-
able situation. There is a disadvantage to this 
approach, however, in that measurements are 
sometimes made for several hours, which means 
that several billion o s c i 11 a t o r pulses must be 
counted. A ten decade counter is expensive, so an 
alternative means has been devised for determin-
ing live time, using a much lower frequency. 

This method uses the same concept of counting 
oscillator pulses which occur during live intervals. 
Even if the oscillator pulses were at a one pulse per 
second rate, after a sufficient interval enough such 
pulses would be counted to represent accurately 
the percentage of time the analyzer was live. The 
method is really a periodic sampling of the state 
of the analyzer. If the "clock" frequency were in 
fact one cycle per second, then after ten thousand 
clock pulses were counted, a live time of ten 
thousand seconds must have elapsed. The calendar 
time elapsed may well have been twenty five 
thousand seconds, but a little consideration shows 
that the elapsed live time is very nearly ten thou-
sand seconds. The process introduces statistical er-
rors, but generally not of consequence, since at the 
relatively low counting rates (e.g. 5,000 input 
pulses per second into the ADC) used ;where pre-
cision of analysis is required, the clock counting 
process is not completely random, and in fact the 
mean deviation is only a small fraction of a per-
cent, in a sampling of 10,0(}0 accepted .clock pulses. 
A one cycle per second clock is excessively slow; 
the N130A analyzer utilizes, a ten thousand per 
minute clock frequency, in order that a good sta-
t~stical sampling can be obtained in one live 
minute. 

The___ analyzer is automatically stopped after 
some preselected number of clock pulses have oc-
curred during live intervals. The preselected num-
ber is always at least 10,000 or one live minute, and 
the maximum selectable live time is 800- minutes. 
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The accepted clock pulses are stored in the first 
analyzer counting channel, and circuits within the 
analyzer constantly "monitor" the clock pulse chan-
nel for the purpose of stopping the analysis when 
the preset level is reached. If the analysis is manu-
ally stopped, the clock channel retains the infor-
mation showing the duration of the measurement, 
and if a subsequent measurement is made in the 
subtract mode of operation, the analysis is auto-
matically stopped when the . clock channel is 
emptied. This feature is ref erred to as the "experi-
ment time memory". 

Because a single channel can store only one mil-
lion counts, and since the minimum number of 
clock pulses that can be preselected is 10,000 in 
order to insure good statistical accuracy, evidently 
the total range of measurements which could pos- 
sibly be preselected is 100 to 1, or 100 minutes. To 
increase the range covered, the clock oscillator fre-
quency may be set by svc~itch selection to 1000 
pulses per second, which allows timed measure-
ments of up to 1000 minutes. Practical considera-
tions dictated that the maximum preset time for 
automatic stop of analysis be 800 minutes, because 
the clock channel monitor is of simpler design if it 
need recognize only times for which the most sig-
nificant digit is an integral power of two, with the 
exception of 1000. 

The present discussion is not intended to de-
scribe the mechanical operating details associated 
with selection of live time, but rather to outline the 
basic approach- used. The essential facts can be re-
viewed simply by stating that the total live time 
elapsed during a measurement is determined by a 
periodic sampling of the state of the analyzer. Each 
time a clock pulse occurs during a time in which 
the analyzer is not dead, a count is stored in chan-
nel zero, the "clock channel" of the analyzer. when. 
10,000 counts are recorded in this channel, evi-
dently one live minute has elapsed. A greater num-
ber of clock pulses counted in this channel indi-
cates that proportionately greater live time has 
elapsed. 

There is of course a little dead time introduced 
by the act of storing so many clock pulses. Storage 
requires approximately 18 microseconds, so a total 
of 180,000 microseconds is used each minute of live 
time. This dead time is not considered by the live 
time circuits, of course, since no clock pulse is ever 
missed on account of storage of an earlier_ clock 
pulse, for they are separated by six milliseconds. 
However, the error is less _than one - third of one 
percent, normally negligible, constant, and easily 
correctable. 

The greatest source of error in analyzer timing 
circuits is usually; in the determination of when the 
analyzer is actually dead, and when it is not. Most 
analyzers do not consider the "rejection sensitive" 
time as dead time; ~ and there are certain other less 
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important effects not considered. To avoid this 
problem, the clock pulses counted in the Model 
~'D130A analyzer are introduced as "tagged" signal 
pulses, at the ADC input circuits. If the clock pulse 
is accepted by the ADC, and not rejected on any 
basis, then the storage of a count in the clock 
channel is immediately started, and the attempt by 
the ADC to actually analyze the "tagged" signa~._~ 

pulse is aborted. There is no difference, ~what~evex, ~.-.. 4 _ ~.~, 
the probability of the clock pulse being accepted r _ _ ---

than f at o any real .- gnal pulse being__accepted: ; 
fihe percentage of clock pulses accepted, there~ore,.~.1 
is virtually identical to the percentage of real sig-
nals which are accepted. When 10,000 clock pulses 
have been accepted, then with proper considera-
tion of possible statistical errors, one live minute 
has elapsed. For longer measurements, _or at rela-~ 
tively low sigria~~ pulse rates,- the timing accuracy is 
a ~ftnction only of the ..stability of the clock oscil-_.. 
lator. T_ ests at 10,000.__ signal pulses per .second 
shou~c~ show an accuracy to well under_ a percent. ;~-.:__~ 

Where are a number of ways in which the timing 
process may be checked. The frequency of the 
clock oscillator should be occasionally measured by 
observing the length of a measurement in which 
there- is no dead time produced by detector signals. 
Live time, under these conditions, is equal to real 
time, so the correctness of the clock oscillator may 
be easily determined. The oscillator is not crystal 
controlled and is therefore subject to some drifts. 
The drift should not exceed a percent per month 
nor a percent per 20°F temperature change. The 
frequency can be readjusted, if necessary, by ad-
justing the two potentiometers located on the front 
panel circuit board, located inside the cabinet, just 
above the clock on-off switch. 

As indicated  earlier, the major problem in timin .~._ -- -
is not associate with osciIlator fr ~ uency s 

t ~~wit __ .,et~m~nation o~ eff_ec~ive_ dead time. To __ _ _ : r_~_ .- __..._..._..-
~neasure~ the overall accuracy, it is -not necessary fo 
use precisely calibrated radiation sources, as might 
at first be supposed, but instead the simple experi-
ment described below is adequate. 

The reasoning used in the measurement of ac-
~curacy is as follows. At zero dead time, the accu-
racy is perfect, since every oscillator pulse will be 
counted in the clock channel. For the same reason, 
the accuracy is nearly perfect, for any analyzer, at 
low counting rates, since if the dead time is only 
a few percent, and if the amount of dead time in-

volve~d is known reasonably well, then the overall 
:error is therefore very small. (The poorest ana-
lyzers can determine dead time to within a few 
percent. If the dead .time is high, say 90~, a few 
percent error produces drastic errors in the live 
'time indication, but if the dead time is only 10%, 
then a fEw percent -error in determining this pro-
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daces only a f racoon of one percent error in live 
time indication. 

Figure 17. Combined cobalt 60 and cesium l37 spectrum 
taken for live time test. 

,~.M..~r~ ._ 

Figure 18. Spectrum of Figure 17 after subtraction of 
cesium 137. 

If a low intensity source, preferably cesium 137, 
is used in combination with a relatively intense co-
balt 60 source, and both measured together, a 
spectrum such as shown in Figure 17 results. If the 
cobalt 60 source is then removed, and cesium 137 
is subtracted from this spectrum, the result should 
be as shown in Figure 18. Since the mixture has 
been measured at high counting rates, and the 
cesium line subtracted at low rates, the live -time 
determination is correct i f the cesium line is com-
~letely subtracted out in the proper amount. 

The "sweep out" effect discussed in an earlier 
section must be considered. Accidental coinci-
dences between gamma photons from the cobalt 
source with those from the cesium source produce 
sum peaks and partial sum peaks not visible in the 
spectrum. Such accidentals do not occur when 



cesium, alone, is the source during the subtraction. 
For the ND130A analyzer, the amount of "sweep-
out" is about 1.5'% per 10,000 cobalt counts per sec-
ond. It is normal, therefore, that the cesium line 
will be over-subtracted by 1.5'% if this counting rate 
is used. If the test is made at this high counting 
rate, it is preferable that at least a four minute 
measurement be used, since statistical errors in the 
clock channel, in a one minute measurement at 
very high counting rates can amount to a substan-
tial fraction of one percent. 

In making the test, no change in position of the 
cesium sample should be made after the first part 
of the test. If the ~photomultiplier gain changes dur-
ing the measurement, when the counting rate is 
decreased, it is necessary to integrate the counts in 
the general region of the cesium 137 photopeak, to 
determine whether or not the average number of 
counts is the same in this region as f or a cobalt 
spectrum separately measured under identical con-
ditions. The gain change would produce an ex-
cessive number of counts subtracted on one side of 
the cesium 137 photopeak, and too few on the 
other. 

Other methods can be used to verify the correct-
ness of timing. Some involve the use of periodic 
pulse generators. It is quite undesirable to utilize 
such devices in checking, since there is a possibility 
of momentary locking-in of either the pulser oscil-

lator or the clock oscillator, which can produce 
very large apparent errors. If great care is used to 
avoid such effects, it is permissible to use periodic 
pulses. 

The "mixture" method is a very direct test, 
measuring exactly the variable of ultimate interest, 
the independence of spectral line indicated inten-
sity from the effects of high overall counting rates. 
Refinements of the method can be devised without 
great difficulty. In some radiochemical analysis, 
tenth percent accuracy is desirable, and to confirm 
timing accuracy to this value requires considerable 
care. 

Where precision as fine as 0.1'% is desired, it is 
recommended that the clock oscillator be replaced 
with a 60 cycle (power line frequency) square 
wave generator, or a 120 cycle per second pulser 
controlled by the power line. Alternatively, a crys-
tal controlled oscillator may be used. To connect 
such an oscillator, a simple single wire alteration 
must be made in the analyzer wiring, to allow by-
passing the built-in timing oscillator. The oscillator 
used should supply a five volt square wave, with 
one microsecond rise times, at any d.c. level. 
The built-in oscillator, in environments appropriate 
to overall analyzer optimum precision, is probably 
accurate to within a tenth o f one percent per day. 
This should be verified by occasional careful meas-
urements at zero dead time. 

I11. OPERATING PROCEDURES 

A. Analyzer Front Panel Controls 

1. Read-Stop-Analyze switch. 

This switch permits the operator to stop any op-
eration, and to initiate either analysis or readout. 
The switch has only a momentary effect in the 
read or analyze positions, sufficient to initiate the 
operation. The analyzer controls the operations 
after they have been initiated, except that by plac-
ing the switch in the Stop 1 position, the operations 
can be stopped. The Stop 2 position is actually an 
open position in the switch. The analyzer is not 
held in the stopped condition, but is free to accept 
such externally produced signals as those from the 
address advance buttons, . or (where appropriate 
wires have been included) external start analysis 
or start readout signals. In the Stop 1 position, the 
address and digit scalers are positively held in a 
particular state, and the control circuits are posi-
tively held in an off condition. 
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2. Readout Mode switches. 

The operation of these switches is partly self-
explanatory. The only switch in this set which -has 
much effect upon the general nature of the read-
out operations is the Digital-Analog switch. In the 
digital mode of readout, information is read out a 
digit at a time, sequentially, at a constant rate. 
This continues until all channels have been read 
out, after which readout operations are automati-
cally discontinued. In the analog mode of readout, 
however, information is rapidly "fetched" from a 
given channel, an analog signal proportional to the 
logarithm of the information in that channel is gen-
erated, and the process is halted sufficiently long 
to plot a point. The next channel is then read out, 
and a point plotted, with the process continuing 
indefinitely if the readout is by cathode ray tube 
display. If readout is by pen recorder, then read-
out stops after the recording is complete. Decade 
line points are automatically plotted in both CRT 
or Pen readout. 

u 
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The function of the Type-Punch-Dump switch is 
solely to change the speed of readout. There is no 
difference whatever in the sequence or nature of 
readout in these cases, except that data is pre-
sented to external devices at different rates. In the 
Type mode of operation, appropriate solenoid drive 
currents are provided at the rear of the analyzer to 
operate an IBM output typewriter. In all digital 
readout modes, binary coded decimal signals are 
provided at the same connector to operate paper 
tape punch control devices such as the Nuclear 
Data model 130T paper punch and reader control. 
The Dump mode has been provided to make it pos-
sible to use such devices as magnetic tape record-
ers, without ~ altering the .analyzer. 

Nearly the only function of the CRT-Pen switch 
is to alter the speed of readout. The exception is 
that in the Pen mode of operation, readout is not 
repeated, but ends after the decade line points 
have been plotted. 

3. Sub-group position switches. 
The operation of these switches is self explana-

tory. As indicated on the front panel, one only 
should be operated at a time. No serious effect 
occurs if they are incorrectly altered, but if they 
are not properly set, analysis may be into an un-
expected portion of the memory. 

The 0-511 group switch is not connected to any 
circuit, but has been included only to make the 
operation of the switches more self -explanatory. 
This switch may be used for other functions, if 
necessary, if the analyzer is modified for some 
reason. 

4. Group Size switches. 
It is necessary that these switches be set in a po-

sition corresponding to the size group desired. The 
group size chosen must correspond to the group 
size selected by inference in the selection of the 
group position to be utilized. That is, it is not cor-
rect to operate with the group size switches set at 
512 channels if, for example, the sub-group loca-
tion switches are set to select operation in the last 
half of the memory. No data is lost from the mem-
ory if incorrect settings are used, except that the 
analysis can be incorrect in such cases. 

5. Ramp Slope switch. 
The ADC accepts pulses from zero to negative 

three volts in amplitude. The spectrum will be 
spread out over a number of channels indicated by 
the setting of the Ramp Slope switch.. This switch 
only selects approximately the amount o f spread. 
It should got be used as a gain change switch. 

6. Auto-repeat switch. 
When this switch is in the Auto-repeat position, 

after each readout operation in the digital mode, 
the memory is cleared, and a new analysis opera-

g. 
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tion is initiated. Otherwise the analyzer is stopped 
of t~r readout, which is non-destructive. 

J . 
7. Pen Calibration switch. 

In making a recording of a spectrum where loga-
rithmic representation is used, it is frequently de-
sirable to expand the vertical scale so that the 
entire spectrum, or a region of interest, extends 
over the entire recorder span. Typically three dec-
ades are adequate. To set the recorder zero level 
and full scale level, it is necessary to have voltages 
corresponding to the top of the top decade of inter-
est and of the bottom decade of interest. When the 
Pen Calibrate switch is on, the vertical deflection 
output voltage to the pen recorder corresponds to 
the one count level. If the -f-1 decade calibration 
line button is depressed, the voltage then corre-
sponds to the level of the 10 count decade line. 
Depressing the -~- 2 calibration button increases the 
voltage to correspond to the 100 count level, and 
so on. Using these buttons, it is therefore possible 
to adjust the pen recorder without making a trial 
recording first. Always return this switch to normal, 
after calibrating the recorder. 

8. Live Time Control switches. 

a. Clock On-Off. 

The only effect of this switch is _ to stop the 
clock oscillator. This switch may be used when, 
very long (week-end duration, for example) meas-
urements are to be made, and it is not desired to 
stop after 800 minutes, the longest measurement 
ordinarily possible if the clock oscillator is on. Very 
long measurements seldom involve appreciable 
dead time, for they are usually long for the reason 
that counting rates are so low that it requires a . 
great deal of time to accumulate statistically valid 
information. Fora 512 channel measurement, the 
total dead time is about two minutes per million 
accumulated counts. 

b. Clock Frequency switch. 

This switch selects the unit of time involved, 
either minutes or tens of minutes, by altering 
the oscillator frequency. The time unit used should 
be minutes, where measurements are of 100 total 
minutes or less in duration. The mean deviation in 
the number of clock pulses accepted during a 
measurement, MD, is given by: 

MD - N X 
Dead time ~/2
Total time 

where N is the number of clock pulses accepted 
and recorded into the .clock channel. If the per-
centage dead time is great, then the value of N 
should be kept high, so the higher frequency clock 
should be used. 

~~ 



c. Live Time Units at Stop Point. 
The settings o~f t'hese switches determine the 

counting level, in the clock channel, at which the 
analysis will be stopped. The product of all of the 
switch settings, times the live time units used, is 
the actual live time at which the experiment will 
be stopped. 

It is worth repeating that any experiment may 
be manually stopped. It may be re-started without 
a$ecting the accuracy of the live time information 
recorded into the clock channel. The experiment 
will eventually be automatically stopped, despite 
possible interruptions, after the preselected live 
time has been reached. 

9. Overlap switch. 
When this switch is an, the horizontal deflection 

voltage decoders are reconnected in such aman- 
ner that data in the second half of the memory is 
superimposed upon data in the first half . 

10. Amplifier controls. 
These controls are conventional. The accuracy of 

the coarse gain control is one percent. 

11. Energy Zero Position (Window) . 

This control has two separate functions. In most 
cases, it is used as a fine adjustment of the zero 
energy intercept position. In some cases it is uti-
lized to shift the entire spectrum a substantial 
amount "left" of its normal position, so that zero 
energy falls at a negative channel number. 

A switch has been provided at the rear of the an-
alyzer, labelled "Window", to enable the operator 
to select which function he desires to be provided 
by the position control. When the switch is in the 
"on" position, the front panel position control is 
biased in such a manner that as much as three volts 
position shift can be obtained with the ten turn 
potentiometer. When the Window switch is "off", 
the position control has far- less effect, and it may 
readily be used for fine readjustments o~f the zero 
position. 

The purpose of the switch is not so much to alter 
the sensitivity of the control as to introduce a bias 
to a threshold circuit (transistor T2 of the ADC 
circuit) whenever the zero energy position is sev-
eral, channels left o~f channel zero, a situation that 
can only occur if there is a positive bias applied 
to the position control. This threshold is not neces-
sary if the zero energy position corresponds to 
channel zero. It is undesirable to utilize a threshold 
in most such cases, f or anon-linearity of analysis 
occurs over the first six or eight channels when a 
threshold is used. Nevertheless, for reasons- beyond 
the scope of this discussion, the threshold is manda-
tory if the zero energy position of the spectrum has 
been suppressed. This threshold is automatically 
applied when the bias is applied to the Zero Energy 
Position Control by means of the Window switch. 
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When using a suppressed energy zero, it is not 
allowable to make a drastic shift in the zero posi-
tion . of the spectrum without proper consideration 
of the demands upon the amplifier. Before any por-
tion of the spectrum can pass the "window" circuit 
( transistors T1 and T2 of the ADC circuit) , the 
bias voltage must be exceeded. If a three volt bias 
is used (position control full counterclockwise, with 
the window switch "on") , then only pulses in ex-
cess of three volts will be analyzed. The internal 
amplifier saturates at four volts, so only a one volt 
region, the first 80 channels if a conversion gain of 
256 channels per three volts is in use, would be 
properly analyzed. 

12. ADC Input Selector switch. 

As indicated by the front panel engraving, this 
switch selects the means for gaining access to the 
ADC. In the case of external negative three volt 
input pulses, there is no time delay provided, 
which means that if coincidence operation of the 
analyzer is anticipated, those signals must be ex-
ternally delayed. Coincidence operation is sepa-
rately discussed in SECTION III E. 

13. Decade Line Interpolation switches. 
The count level at which the decade lines nor-

mally lie is at the bottom of each decade. Depress-
ing the -+- 1 interpolation button raises all decade 
lines, but not the spectrum, to the 2, 20, 200, etc., 
count levels, to allow quantitative estimates of the 
level o~f some point of interest in the spectrum to 
be made more easily. For other points, other inter-
polation buttons may be depressed, raising the 
decade line positions to 3, 30, 300, etc. 

B. Data Reduction Controls. 
1. Group Interchange Switch. 
This switch transposes information stored in the 

left half of the memory to the right half, and vice 
versa. The transfer operation of this analyzer invar-
iably causes information stored in the right half 
of the memory to be added to, or subtracted from, 
information at the left. The right half should always 
be thought of as the donor, and the left as the 
acceptor. Often it is desired to reverse this situa-
tion; rather than reversing the analyzer logic cir-
cuits to operate from left to right, the data is trans-
posed. This switch should never be operated if 
the analyzer is in operation. It should first be placed 
in the "Stop 1" mode. Failure to do this may result 
in lost information. (Most model ND130A analyzers 
are purchased with paper tape readout and read 
in devices. valuable information should always be 
read out on tape before data reducing operations 
are started. Despite the fact that it is always pos-
sible to restore data to its. original form if altera-
tions are made during data reduction, merely by 
reversing the arithmetic operations, it is quite pos-
sible that the operator could forget which opera-
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Lions he had already performed and could there-
fore not reverse them. Incorrect operation of the 
group interchange switch can cause direct loss 
of several data points. ) 

2. Multiplier Switch. 

Operation of this switch is for the most part self 
explanatory. Some of the implications of the results 
of using different switch settings are not. It might 
be supposed, for example, that ten additions, using 
the .001 multiplier should result in the same sum 
as one addition using the .ol multiplier setting. It 
is not, for the reason that round-off errors are 
involved. The number 000359, multiplied by .001 
produces the number 00000.359 in standard arith-
metic operations. The analyzer, however, cannot 
add a fraction of one count to the acceptor chan-
nel involved. No number of transfer operations 
(computer cycles) would result in alteration of the 
number in the acceptor channel. However, one 
transfer operation, using a .01 multiplier, would 
result in the number 3 being added to the channel 
involved. Further discussion of round off errors is 
given later. 

:3. Initiate Computer Cycle Switch. 

The analyzer must be in the CRT readout mode 
of operation, using all 512 channels, and the dec-
ade lines must be on, before operation of this 
pushbutton switch will have a proper effect. Press 
the switch until it is seen that a computation cycle 
has been initiated, then release it. The results will 
be automatically displayed after each channel has 
been operated upon. Far addition operations, the 
analyzer Add-Subtract switch should be on "add", 
otherwise on "subtract". 

If the resulting information is read out by means 
of typewriter, it will be observed that channel zero, 
ordinarily used for live time accumulation, is not 
affected. in 'the same manner as the other channels, 
and that channel zero information is lost or altered 
in a rather meaningless manner. 

If the analyzer is in a 256 point display mode, 
and the initiate button is pressed, there may be a 
slow and improper operation upon the data in the 
memory. After the "pass", it will appear that the 
spectrum has been destroyed. Place the analyzer in 
the opposite arithmetic mode (add or subtract), 
and press the button again. The data will be re-
stored. This false operation, i.e. using a 256 point, 
instead of a 512 point, display mode for data reduc-
tion, and failure to have the decade lines "on" dur-
ing display with the result that the computer cycle 
will not begin, are the most common operator 
errors to be expected. 
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C. Integration Controls. (Switches located on 
power supply cabinet front panel) 

1. "Off-All-Selected" switch 
This switch determines the type of data reduc-

tion to be utilized. When in the "off" position, the 
operation resulting after an initiate computer cycle 
signal has occurred is point by point addition or 
subtraction of the donor spectrum to or from the 
acceptor spectrum. When in the "All" position, the 
operation is integration of the entire 256 point 
donor spectrum, except the first channel, with the 
sum recorded in channel 1 (the second channel) of 
the acceptor channel group. When in the "Selected" 
position, the integration includes only the range 
selected by means of the switches on either side 
of the center "off-all-selected" switch. 

2. "Address at Integration Start Point", "Address at 
Integration End Point" switches. 

The purpose of these switch groups is to select, 
when "Off-All-Selected" switch is in the "Selected" 
position, the portion of the donor spectrum which 
is to be integrated. 

A little practice is required before the operation 
of the range selection switches can be made easily 
and without hesitation. It is necessary to always use 
a lower channel number for the region of interest 
beginning point than the end point. Therefore it is 
mandatory that all of the "end point" switches be 
"up" while selecting the starting point. The starting 
point is indicated by a discontinuity in the dis-
played spectrum, located at the point which has 
been selected by the switches. After the starting 
point has been set, a similar operation is carried out 
for the end point. A process, such as will be de-
scribed, should be followed in setting the switches 
which determine the start point. Turn "on" the 
switch labelled "128"; if the discontinuity moves 
too far right, turn it off, otherwise leave it on. Then 
turn on the switch labelled "64". If the discontinuity 
occurs toff far to the right, turn it off, otherwise 
leave it on. Repeat for each switch. This systematic 
approach is easy to learn, and can make it possible 
for almost anyone to set both the upper and louver 
boundaries to the desired location, as indicated by 
visual examination o f the CRT display, in ten or 
fifteen seconds. Without a systematic approach it 
is possible to waste a great deal of time. It is im-
portant that the exact mechanical routine described 
above be followed, despite the temptation to an-
ticipate that the next switch in the sequence need 
not be turned on because it may be obvious that it 
will simply have to be turned off again. This is not 
to say that the optimum time of setting the boun-
daries can be reached using that method, but con-
sistently easy and quick operation will result after 
a few minutes practice. 



In setting the right hand boundary, no discon-
tinuity (not even the starting point discontinuity ) 
will be evidenced until the right hand boundary is 
located at a higher channel number than the left. 
The absence o f any discontinuity indicates that the 
upper boundary is too far left. Before setting the 
right hand boundary, turn all of the right hand 
boundary switches off (down) , in order that the 
mental processes involved in setting that boundary 
can be identical to those used in setting the left 
boundary. 

For easiest operation, first identify the exact 
point to which the boundary is to be positioned and 
adjust the boundary to that position. If it is re-
quired to alter the boundary position after it has 
been set, it is best to repeat the entire sequence of 
switching as described above, starting with the 
"128" switch. however, once proficiency in the use 
of the switches has been acquired, it is not difficult 
to adjust the boundaries without repeating the ̀ 
entire sequence. 

D. Data Reduction and Integration Processes. 

1. General Methods of Use. 
The mechanics of switch operation to allow 

various simple computations to be made upon ac-
cumulated data have been made in the preceding 
section. Some remarks concerning the use: of the 
available facilities will be made in the present 
section. 

Two separate types of computation are available; 
integration of selected energy regions, and the 
point-by-point addition or subtraction of two 256 
point sets of data, with multiplication of one set of 
points by any constant ;during the process. The 
latter process has been called "spectrum stripping" 
or "spectrum peeling", for the reason that that 
process is often used to "strip" one component of 
a complex spectrum by subtraction o~f a (typically ) 
non-complex spectrum from the former. A more 
concise name for the process is perhaps nesting, 
taken from the terminology used in computer pro-
gramming, in which a very similar operation is 
carried out. Since the end object o~f "stripping" is 
not necessarily the only object, it is wrong to en-
courage that terminology even though it may be 
phonetically more pleasing and perhaps tradition-
ally understood to really mean point by point addi-
tion of two sets of numbers. 

2. Operations involving nesting. 
To determine the activity of a radiation source 

an energy distribution analysis is made, using the 
analyzer in a conventio:~lal manner. The resulting 
spectrum may indicate one or more than one nu-
clide, but in either event, the determination of 
absolute intensity is made by comparison of the 
results with the previously determined response of 
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the radiation detector and analyzer to a source of 
the same composition, and comparable known in-
tensity. 

If the radiation is from a single nuclide, the final 
result can be readily obtained, for it is only neces-
sary (in the simplest cases) ~to compare the total 
number of accumulated counts in the spectrum 
with those obtained in a similar measurement of 
a known standard. Even if the analysis includes a 
significant amount of background radiation, if the 
background is known to be constant the same sim-
ple method can be used merely by taking into ac-
count the known background radiation. Sometimes, 
of course, either the background or other compo-
nents in the sample of interest are unknown, but 
the nuclide of interest provides a line of known 
energy. If a standard spectrum of this nuclide of 
interest has previously been made, with the same 
energy scale (kev/channel) and detector-source 
geometry, this standard can be experimentally sub-
tracted in repeated operations using an appropri-
ately small multiplier constant, until the line van-
ishes from the complex spectrum. The amount of 
the standard which was subtracted in order to 
cause the line to vanish, in the complex spectrum, is 
obviously proportional to the intensity of the nu-
clide of interest. 

Some situations lend themselves- to this tech-
nique; the line of interest may be of considerable 
intensity in relation to the continuum in the same 
general energy region, and therefore there is little 
uncertainty involved in deciding when the line has 
"vanished". The spectrum shown in figure 18 is 
such an example, although even here it is difficult 
to determine within a percent when the vanishing 
"point" has been reached. It may be necessary, in 
a case such as this, to utilize the integration func-
tion, to determine the average number of counts in 
the "peak" region, and compare this with the aver-
age just preceding and just following that region. 
Perhaps, in this example, it would have been easier 
to determine the intensity of the line by use of in-
tegration in the first place. However, the "stripping" 
method does frequently clarify the remaining dis-
tribution curve, for the standard in some cases is 
complex, and removal of that component from the 
unknown is sometimes necessary, in order to ex-
pose other interesting components. 

In the use of the method of step by step removal 
of bne or more components of a complex spectrum, 
a new or at least renewed appreciation of the diffi-
culties introduced due to statistical variations in 
the recorded counts is developed. Subtraction of a 
standard from the unknown frequently clearly ex-
poses those statistical variations introduced by both 
the known and unknown spectra. While it is some-
times out of the question to obtain new measure-
ments relatively free of statistical error, it is cer-
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tainly not out of the question to obtain standard 
spectra which are virtually free of statistical error. 
Such standards may be computer derived, or they 
may simply be standards obtained by making very 
long measurements, to reduce statistical errors. 
Some care is required, however, to avoid errors that 
result when "rounding off" individual numbers in a 
set, as always occurs when multiplying factors less 
than unity are involved. A number such as 001318, 
when multiplied by 0.001, for example appears as 
000001 and is indistinguishable from the number 
001999 of ter a similar multiplication, in the arith-
metic circuits of the ND-130A analyzer, for the 
counting channels cannot recognize fractional 

.~ "counts", so the resulting numbers as stored in the 
memory appear as 000001 in both cases. It is not 
usual that such round off errors are of consequence, 
but where they are considered to be of conse-
quence, it is preferable to multiply the "unknown" 
spectrum by an appropriate decimal multiplier (10, 
100, or 1000 ), and to subtract the standard from 
this, using a multiplier correspondingly larger than 
otherwise. There then is little or no round-off error 
introduced. 

An example of an unsatisfactory set of circum-
stances, and the resulting possible errors, will be 
given. Suppose an excellent standard has been ob-
tained, and that this has above five times the num-
ber of counts, per channel, in the regions of inter-
est as the corresponding component of the un-
known. Since subtraction of the standard is ordi-
narily "experimental", or trial and error, the opera-
tor may decide to use a small multiplier, perhaps 
0.01, inorder to be certain that he does not over-
subtract. TO be sure, better judgment would result 
in his use of a 0.1 multiplier at least for one "pass", 
but in this case, rather than changing the multi-
plier, he may hold the "initiate computer cycle" 
button during about 20 passes. If, however, the 
numbers in the region of interest in the standard 
were a little over a thousand or just a few thousand, 
the round off error could be as much as 5'% (001999 
appears as 000019, but so does 001900) . While the 
operator obviously is prepared to accept some 
rather large statistical errors, since it has been, for 
this example, assumed that the unknown compo-
nent of interest has an intensity level of about a 
hundred counts per channel in that region, he may 
not be prepared to accept systematic errors of as 
much as 5%. He should, first of all, always use the 
largest multiplier he can, rather than many opera-
tions with a smaller multiplier. Second, where ex-
perience dictates .that round off errors .can be ap-
preciable, he should multiply the "unknown" spec-
trum by 10 or 100 before reducing the data. It was 
in anticipation of such, requirements that the anal-
yzer memory capacity has been made six decades, 
despite the fact that it is very rare that such capac-
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ity is actually needed for ordinary analysis opera-
tions. Multiplication by 10 rarely causes data over-
flow, and in cases where multiplication by 100 
might seem justified, this is ordinarily because there 
are relatively few counts in the "unknown" spec-
trum, and therefore data overflow can hardly be 
expected. 

To multiply data points by 10, the spectrum 
should be transferred, using a multiplier of unity, 
into an empty memory group, and without erasing, 
this should be repeated 9 more times. To multiply 
by 100, this "times ten" spectrum should be multi-
plied by 10. ~~ 

One o~f the most frequently used operations that 
is made, using the spectrum subtraction facilities, 
is the subtraction of a standard background spec-
trum from new measurements. One of the real 
merits of the provisions for subtracting fractional 
amounts of a standard from a new measurement is 
that it becomes possible to use a measuring time 
different than that used for accumulating the stand-
ard background spectrum. Another is that it allows 
amost statistical-error free background standards to 
be used. It is often frustrating to observe the 
almost complete Ioss of information that results 
when a weak radiation source is measured for some 
time, followed by an "on line" subtraction of back-
ground, which can introduce extremely large statis-
tical errors in the remainder. The use of a statistic-
ally accurate background spectrum measured over 
a much longer period does not introduce new 
errors of consequence providing that round-off 
errors are avoided in the manner described above. 
When the data is read out by typewriter, it must 
be kept in mind, of course, that the decimal point 
position has been altered. The "fractional" counts 
are not meaningless parts of each number. 

In the use of standard spectra, it is clearly neces-
sary to carefully reproduce the energy scale and 
zero energy position of the new measurements. An 
error in the positioning of a spectral line of much 
more than five percent of the width of the line at 
half height can result in a pronounced "wiggle" in 
the remainder spectrum after subtraction. This 
"wiggle" is less offensive than might first be sup-
posed, but the need for highly accurate setting of 
energy scale soon becomes apparent to the user. 
The temperature effects upon radiation detector 
gain must be considered, in measurements which 
are to be followed by data reduction involving sub-
traction of standard spectra. The effects upon the 
photomultiplier, as counting rates change, must also 
be considered. It is usually found that gain shifts 
of amounts which are unacceptable are not pro-
duced by the analyzer proper, under reasonable 
conditions. For optimum gain stability, the anal-
yzer should be operated in an environment which 
does not change in temperature by more than 



four or five degrees f ahrenheit during measure-
ments. Temperature control of the environment of 
the radiation detector is generally far more neces-
sary; afew tenths of a degree, for example, can 
alter the gain of some photomultiplier -tubes a 
significant amount. 

3. Integration. 

Many measurements can be interpreted without 
utilization of the spectrum subtraction operations, 
except for possible use of background subtraction. 
(Usually little spectral detail is encountered in 
background radiation. It is not important that en-
ergy_ scales be very exact, in such cases.) The de-
sired information can often be obtained by means 
of the integration facilities of the analyzer. It is 
necessary to point out that round-off errors can be 
significant in integration, more frequently than for 
spectrum subtraction. The round-off is "biased"; 
that is, the rounded off digits are treated as zeros, 
so the final result is always too small, except in 
cases where the last digits of all the numbers 
stored are zeroes. If large areas are to be integrated, 
it is necessary to use a constant multiplier of such 
value that the sum channel does not overflow. 
There may therefore be cases in which multipliers 
pf small values are used during integration. The 
final answers will be too small by about 0.45 times 
the number of channels involved, divided by the 
constant multiplier used. This may be as many as 
23,040 counts, for 512 channels and a multiplier of 
0.01. Such an error is not negligible, even though 
there would be no purpose in using such a multi-
plier unless more than ten million counts were the 
estimated total in the region of integration. The 
correction for the effect can readily be applied, 
however, since i~t is fixed, except for statistical vari-
ations. An important point to be made, however, 
is that round-off errors always occur in any of the 
data reduction processes involved in this analyzer 
unless multipliers equal to or greater than unity 
are used; smaller multipliers can often be avoided, 
and in integration processes round-off errors can be 
quickly calculated and proper correction made. 
Naturally, if the existence of round-off errors is un-
known to the operator, he may use very small 
multipliers out of habit, and his results could be 
in error by indefinitely large percentages, e.g., if 
no channel contained more than 999 counts, but a 
multiplier of 0.001 were used! 

~. Front Panel Connectors 

1. Routing Signal Connectors. 
In some applications it is desirable to store in-

formation in different quadrants or halves of the 
memory on the basis of some externally observed 
circumstance. 
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The mechanism involved in routing to different 
quadrants is as follows. The analyzer should be set 
up in such a way that the group size is 128, but 
the sub-group position is "0 to 511". Ordinarily the 
analysis scale would be 3 volts per 128 channels. 
Information signals from multiple detectors, if they 
are involved, must be linearly mixed (as they are, 
for example, in the ND-500 Dual Amplifier, and 
also as they are mixed when separately applied to 
the external amplifier BN~C's marked A and B ), and 
coincident (plus or minus a microsecond or two 
with the event which is to be stored in the asso-
ciated memory quadrant. For two 256 point meas-
urements, the scale should be 256 channels per 3 
volts, and group size 256 points. 

The routing signals can be condenser coupled, 
if desired, but it is preferable that they be directly 
coupled. For non-routing, the voltage should be 
two or three volts negative, but not more than ten 
volts negative. For routing, they should became 
positive three volts, but not more than ten volts. 
The loading upon the routing signals is 2 m.a. The 
pulses should last for at least a microsecond, and 

I ono longer than two microseconds, for best results . 
The Nuclear Data dual amplifier model ND-500 

may be used as a source of routing pulses, as ~vell 
as for amplification of signals from tvi~o detectors . 
In a simple situation, this dual amplifier may be 
used to allow independent analysis of events de-
tected by two detectors, without any experimen-
tal relationship between the two. Ordinarily, such 
an application should involve only low counting 
rates, for accidental coincidences cannot be 
avoided any more easily than in the case of single 
detector analyzer operation. The effect of acciden-
tal coincidences in the times of occurrence of 
events detected in two detectors is more serious 
than simple "sweep-out", for swept out events are 
recorded into the wrong portion of the memory. 
This does not decrease the value of using two de-
tector operation, however, for there is no justifica-
tion for such operation (where simple time shar-
ing of an analyzer among two or more detectors is 
involved) unless the samples being measured are 
of low activity. If high activity is involved, the 
measurements are usually made in sequence, since 
this requires but slightly longer than if they are 
measured simultaneously. 

Another type of measurement, referred to earlier, 
involves analysis of actually coincident and related 
events detected in two detectors. The difficulty 

r 

usually involved in this type measurement is that 
if the signals from the detectors are linearly mixed, 
after amplification, as is the case for the ND-500 
dual amplifier, the only events which can be re-
corded by the analyzer are either non-coincident 
and therefore uninteresting, or coincident events 
which will be recorded as sums, of the energies of 
the two events. To avoid this problem, the Nuclear 
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Data model ND-501 two channel temporary pulse 
storage unit may be used. This device receives the 
signals from the detectors, and stores them in volt-
age form, until they can be stored digitally by the 
analyzer. Proper routing pulses are provided by 
that unit. By various alterations in interconnections 
it is possible to record non-coincident events ob-
served at the two detectors into separate memory 
quadrants, with coincident events separately 
analyzed and stored in the remaining t~vo 

quadrants. 

2. Busy BNC. 
This output signal indicates when the analyzer 

is not in the process of analyzing or storing, an 
event. It is used as a signal to control the model 
ND-501 pulse storage unit, and it may also be 
used for rough indications of percent dead time 
by connecting a voltmeter between the terminal 
and ground through a diode. The signal is positive 
when the analyzer is not busy, otherwise it is neg-
ative. If the anode of the diode is connected to 
the meter, and the other end to the BNC, a rea-
sonably linear indication of percent dead time is 
provided. Calibration of the meter is not difficult, 
but varies for each analyzer. A continuous indica-
tion of percent dead time is often useful in initial 
experiment set-up processes, where no knowledge 
of source intensity is available. No analysis should 
be attempted, except for cursory examinations, if 
the dead time exceeds 90%; the use of a dead time 
meter permits rough estimates which avoids meas-
urements with excessive dead times. 

3. Ready BNC. 
This is also an output signal. It is intended as an 

indicator that the analyzer has completed an analy-
sis, and is ready for a new sample, when automatic 
sample changers are involved. It may also be used 
to control an elapsed (calendar) time indicator, or 
to control other equipment which must be aware 
of the current operating mode of the analyzer. This 
signal is positive approximately two volts when the 
analyzer is in the analysis mode of operation, and 
otherwise negative approximately three volts. It 
should not be loaded with more than one ~n~illiam-
pere in either direction. 

4. Coincidence BNC. 
This BNC is an input BNC to vvh~ ~9 ~~pI1Qd 

either a negative signal, to blo~~ die analyzer 
linear gate, or a positive vo~ta~;e to unblock it. The-
signals applied from the r-aeon detector to the 
internal amplifier, or t~ the inverter stage of that 
amplifier, are delav~ two microseconds to allow 
external. devices to _reach . a. decision on whether 
the... s~.g~l s~~ld or should not be blocked by the 

s }~~~ gate. The: -coincidence signal must be de-
y,,~1 ~ i ciently to allow the related signal pulse 

t~►rou ~~ ~ tie gate, if the external device natural 
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delay is less than two microseconds. It is import~~nt 

that the coincidence signal straddle, in time, the 
signal pulse as it enters the ADC. It is obviousl~T 
important that the coincidence signal not be ex-
cessively long, for if it is, there may accidentally 
be later signals which are unrelated to the event 
of interest, which may enter the ADC and be ac-
cepted. This is not of importance where there is 

always a signal which accompanies the coincidence 
pulse, as is normally the case, for the ADC closes 
its linear gate immediately after the pulse of inter-

est has entered. Nor is it important at low counting 
rates, where accidental coincidences are rare. 

The coincidence signal should be normally nega-
tive about three volts, and should become positive 
a volt or two to allow the input signal to pass. It is 
advisable that the total change in the coincidence 
BNC voltage not be much in excess of four or five 
volts, to avoid possible feed-through of the coin-
cidence pulse during the entry of the real signal 
pulse. 

Anti-coincidence operation is similar, except that 
the coincidence BNC must be held normally posi-
tive avolt or two, and must be made negative 
three or four volts to block a signal. Anti-coinci-
dence pulses must be longer than the duration of 
coincidence pulses, for it may well be that the sig-
nal to be blocked is very large, and therefore ab-
normally long. Ten microsecond long anticoinci-
dence signals are recommended. It is imperative 
that these signals completely straddle the antici-

pated detector signal, in time. 

I n anti-coincidence operation there is 

normally a memory cycle produced by the tran-
sient caused by closing and reopening the linear 
gate. There is ordinarily no count due to this effect 
stored above channel two or three. There is a 
similar effect produced in coincidence operation 
in situations where a coincidence pulse arrives but 
no detector signal occurs. 

Proper coincidence signals are provided by the 
model ND-500 dual amplifier. 

5. Signal Input BNC's. 
a. Negative 0-3 volt signals. x-. 
Where such devices as external transistorized 

amplifiers, external pulse storage units, and sim-
F ---~~tr ents _are employed, it is preferable to 
connect4 directly to the ADC, in which case this 
BI~i~C is utilized as an entry point. The ADC 
-operates . with negative input pulses, with the f oI-
lowing r~e$trictions. 

The rise ' time of the pulses, to the maximum 
voltage point, must not be longer than five micro-
seconds, and they should "break away" fairly rap-
idly after this point.``~~gure~ 20 indicates the ideal 
signal waveform. 

The input pulses must not be s r r ~ duration 
than one microsecond from beg~ning tt~►~~ .~nax-

• 



imum voltage point. For, maximum resolution pulse 
widths of two or more microseconds are desirable. 
For maximum linearity, all pulses must have iden-
tical waveforms, although linearity is not a sensi-
tive function of waveform. Input pulses should not 
exceed five volts in amplitude; if the device used 
to provide the pulses occasionally produces some-
what large pulses, this is permissible, but it is 
not advisable to use a device such as an amplifier 
which has a ten orfifteen volt range. The output 
of such a device should be attenuated by a factor 
of two or three in order that full scale output sig-
nals from the device will be about four volts. 

It is permissible to operate the ADC with a di-
reet connection to the photomultiplier, without use 
of any amplification, where scintillation counting is 
involved. In such cases, the RC time constant of 
the photomultiplier anode circuit should be about 
four or five microseconds. 
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Figure 20. Ideal input putse shape. 
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Figure 21. Acceptable input pulse shape. 
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In the case where d.c. voltages, or slowly chang-
ing a.c. voltages are to be sampled, and an analysis 
made of the distribution of the- voltages found dur- 
ing the sampling intervals, for example in certain 
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experiments involving the use of the Mossbauer 
effect, it is necessary to bypass the condenser 
coupling between the input BNC and the ADC 
circuits. A short circuit or 1000 ohm resistor across 
that condenser is sufficient. (The condenser in-
volved is the 0.002 microf arad condenser con-
nected to pin 4 of the upper left hand ten pin 
amphenol connector on the ADC board) . The co-
incidence BNC connector terminal must be held 
negative 3 volts at all times, except when it is de-
sired to analyze the present value of the input 
voltage. The information accumulated during such 
a measurement is simply the distribution of voltage 
values existing during the samplings. The input 
voltages must be negative with respect to ground, 
and should .,not vary more than four or five volts 
from ground. Full scale amplitude of the voltages 
is about three volts. 

In the analysis of "d.c." voltages, the act of hold-
ing the coincidence gate closed, until it is desired 
to determine the value of the voltage, effectively 
shapes the signal for the ADC conversion cir-
cuitry. The "coincidence" pulse should last for two 
or three microseconds, although pulses of as little 
as one microsecond duration are tolerable. 

b. Detector BNC. 
This BNC is the point to which the anode of the 

photomultiplier should be connected, through a 
capacitor if necessary. Discussions of detector 
anode circuit requirements are given in a later sec-
tion. This point may also be used to accept signals 
from preamplifiers which amplify signals from 
solid state alpha detectors, providing those signals 
have the same waveform as is provided by a scin-
tillation detector photomultiplier, as described in 
Section IV. The internal amplifier is designed only 
for signals of the type provided by scintillation 
counters. 

c. External Amplifier BNC. 

Two BNC's are pro~~ided for accepting signals 
from vacuum tube amplifiers such as the Oak 
Ridge DD-2, A-8, A1D, or similar amplifiers. Such 
signals are either positive, with an amplitude of 
0-100 volts, or bipolar. The signals are inverted in 
the last stage of the internal amplifier, and are 
delayed two microseconds before reaching the 
ADL circ;~lits. 
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IV. AMPLIFIERS AND PULSE SHAPING 

,A. General 

The model ND130A analyzer, as is the case for 
most multichannel analyzers, determines the dis-
tribution of the peak pulse amplitudes of input 
signals. The nature of the ADC in the ND130A is 
such that it is necessary that the pulse remain at 
nearly its maximum voltage level for two or three 
tenths of a microsecond, and further that the pulse 
duration from start to the peak value be at least 
one microsecond. The best stability and linearity 
are achieved if input signals are even slower in 
rising, and have a longer "flat top". 

There is an upper limit to the length of the 
pulse, in the case of the ND130A analyzer, although 
this is not an inherent limitation and can readily 
be avoided by a simple modification, to allow even 
indefinitely long pulses to be analyzed precisely. 
For the standard unmodified analyzer, it is recom-
mended that pulses no slower than three or four 
microseconds ~ be utilized. 

It should be said, in the way of dispelling con-
cern about the problem of pulse shapes, that a 
respectable job of analysis can be done by the 
analyzer with "any old" waveform, except that 
there should not be pulse "overshoots" flr "under-
shoots". Each pulse must return with reasonable 
speed to its initial voltage level, ref erred to as the 
baseline, and voltages should be monotonically 
increasing or decreasing before and after the peak. 

The requirements become more stringent as an-
ticipated pulse rates increase, however, and the 
more nearly ideal the pulse waveform the more 
nearly perfect will be the analyzer performance. 
The ideal waveform is shown in Figure 20 with an 
acceptable shape shown in Figure 21. Such pulse 
waveforms are approximated by the internal am-
plifier, and most vacuum tube type amplifiers. The 
analyzer accepts positive pulses of this form, with 
a range of 0 to 100 volts, for an inverter and at-
tenuator are included in the analyzer. Bi-polar 

pulses (positive followed by negative pulses } are 
also acceptable, at the signal input BNC's for 0-
100 volt pulses, but not into the pulse amplifier 
and not directly to the ADC. The inverter "clips" 
the negative portion of the pulse. 
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tl) ANODE CURRENT 

(2) INTEGRATED ANODE CURRENT 

t3) CAPACITOR VOLTAGE 

(4) DELAYED AND INVERTED 
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE 

t3) SUM OF (3) ANO t4) - 

Figure 22. Current and voltage relationships at photomul-
tiplier anode. 

B. Amplifier Input Requirements 

Radiation detectors usually provide a quantity of 
charge at the detector anode or cathode. This 
charge is provided over a period of time which 
varies from a few millimicroseconds to several 
microseconds, depending upon the type of detec-
tor used. It is not generally advisable to generate 
a voltage pulse directly by allowing this current 
to flo~~v through a simple resistive circuit, utilizing 
the resulting voltage pulse as the signal to be ap-
plied to the analyzer, despite the fact that this 
would be a very simple approach free of some of 
the problems encountered in conventional systems. 
The reason that this approach is bad is that the 
maximum value of the voltage pulse would then 
indicate only the maximum rate of charge deposi-



Lion at the detector collector, and would not indi-
cate precisely the total charge. The detector 
usually provides a total charge which on the aver-
age is proportional to the energy of the event de-
tected. There are statistical variations but these 
are basic limiations of the detector. To minimize 
the error, the voltage pulse produced at the ana- 
lyzer ADC circuits should have an amplitude pro-
portional to the total charge received. An inte-
grating circuit of some kind is needed, yet some 
method is required to "chop" the pulse after it has 
reached nearly its maximum level. 

The integrated charge produces a voltage across 
a capacitor at the detector collector, and as sho~~vn 
in Figure 2~, this charge is permitted to flow to 
ground at a relatively slow rate through a resistor. 
The- voltage signal produced is inverted, delayed 
an appropriate amount, and linearly mixed with 
the original voltage signal, producing the "ideal" 
voltage signal of Figure 20. 

The delayed and inverted signal must be of 
proper amplitude. If the value of the RC circuit 
time constant at the collector of the detector is 
large, then the delayed signal should have virtually 
the same amplitude as the condenser voltage. 
However, if the RC time constant is small, then 
it is necessary that the delayed and inverted signal 
be somewhat smaller in peak amplitude than the 
signal at the condenser, for fairly obvious reasons. 
Improper attenuation of the delayed signal will 
result in either an overshoot or an undershoot in 
the final pulse, both of which are highly unde-
sirable. 

The RC time constant at the collector of the de-
tector may be varied, to produce an overshoot-
free amplifier output signal, or the adjustment po-
tentiometer on the internal amplifier board may 
be trimmed to provide an optimum signal. In ex-
amining pulse wavefroms, it is preferable to "look" 
at the signal at the base of transistor number 1, on 
the ADC board, rather than at the amplifier output 
terminal. The photographs of Figures 23, 26 and 
25 indicate the undesirable "undershot" and 
"overshoot" conditions, quickly correctable to the 
form shown in the center photograph, which indi-
cates the waveform when adjustment is proper. 
Incorrect adjustments do not produce any apparent 
error in the accumulated distribution curve, except 
at high input pulse rates, since the adjustment in-
fluences only that portion of the pulse which oc-
curs after the maximum voltage point has been 
reached. At high pulse rates, signals which occur 
during the overshoot or undershoot intervals of 
earlier pulses will be analyzed incorrectly since 
they will be "riding" on a voltage other than the 
normal baseline voltage. At low pulse rates, there 
is not much chance that there will be accidental 
coincidences of the existence of an incorrect base-
line voltage and a new pulse. This suggests that 
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Figure 2~3. Input pulse with too much "undershoot". 

Figure 24. Correctly adjusted input pulse. 

Figure 25. Input pulse with too much "overshoot" 
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the manner in which the trimming adjustment 
should be made is by examination of a spectrum 
taken at high pulse rates, and adjusting until the 
spectrum has the appearance (at the low energy 
region) of one measured at lower rates. Either• 
method of adjustment is satisfactory. 

The internal amplifier is designed for use only 
with scintillation detectors. The same general prin-
cipals should be followed for other detectors. In 
the case of solid state detectors, the collection time 
is very short, and in theory it should be possible 
to produce pulses which accurately indicate the 
total charge received, with pulse widths which are 
well under a tenth of a microsecond. However, the 
analyzer cannot operate well with pulses less than 
a microsecond in width, and in fact it is advisable 
that the pulses be even longer in order that the 
excellent resolution of such detectors not be 
slightly degraded by the use of pulses only one 
microsecond wide. In the case of proportional gas 
counters, the collection_ time is much longer; total 
pulse widths of five microseconds may be required. 
It is advisable that delay line shaping o f the 
.signals be utilized for such long pulses, to pro-
duce the ideal pulse waveform shown in Figure 
16; the relatively sharp breakaway is particularly 
important for long pulses. The ADC can recognize 
the occurrence of a maximum point in a pulse only 
on a rate of change basis. Any signal which 
changes at a rate less than five millivolts per 
microsecond will not be recognized at all by the 
ADC. For optimum response, it is necessary that 
the voltage pulse return to the baseline voltage at 
a rate of at least 25 millivolts per microsecond at 
some point in the return process, preferably within 
a microsecond of the peak value time. When esti-
mating the adequacy of a contemplated pulse 
waveform, the smallest pulse of interest, not the 
largest, must be the basis of calculation. ~ _ 

_.~,k'or. the yan~l~~s~£ PX~ el_y. Yslow~au~~___ -- ._or d.c. 
voltages, the analyzer should be operated in the 
coincidence mode, with the coincidence BNC volt-
age held at negative 3 volts until the signal of in-
terest has reached a maximum value, or when it is 
desired to sample the d.c. or slowly changing 
voltage. I t is necessary to apply the signal to 
be analyzed directly at the base o f transistor° 
number 1 on the ADC board, through a 1000 ohm 
resistor, in such cases. The action of the linear 
gate, which opens at the time the coincidence 
pulse becomes positive and closes at the end of the 
coincidence pulse, forms a nearly ideal pulse at 
the input to the actual ADC conversion circuits. 
Coincidence pulse widths of one or two micro-
seconds are recommended for such applications. ~' zero intercept adjustment. 
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C. Gain and Zero Position Calibration 

Though an operator often has no need to be con-
cerned about the actual gain and zero settings of 
an analyzer, in many situations it is really impor-
tant that the zero and gain adjustments be virtually 
perfect. Such situations always exist when auto-
matic data reduction, internal or external to the 
analyzer, is involved. The most stable existing 
analyzers, under the most favorable conditions, 
cannot be depended upon to maintain correct zero 
and gain settings for long periods of time. For this 
reason, some possibly helpful hints will be given 
to assist in rapidly calibrating these settings. 

For ordinary purposes, in which it is simply de-
sired to make a measurement in which the gain 
and zero settings are reasonably correct, just on 
principle, a source of radiation with two or three 
lines of known energy should be analyzed. It is 
well- to ,spend a f ew minutes in considering  --
channels the lines should fall into, for correct zero 
and gain values. After the trial measurement, re-
adjust the gain so that the most energetic line falls 
into the correct channels. Then adjust the zero, 
with appropriate readjustment of the gain so that 
the highest energy line will again fall into the cor-
rect channel. 

The choice of source for this use is of some im-
portance. In the case of gamma analysis, a good 
source is cesium 137. If the photopeak is placed in 
channel 221, and the 32 kev x-ray line is placed in 
channel 10.6, the gain and zero are correct for a 
3.0 k.e.v. per channel measurement. The use of a 
source with a high and very low energy line per-
mits more rapid zero adjustments than if the two 
lines are not so well separated. There is a limit to 
the amount of difference that is desirable, how-
ever, since the lower energy end of the analyzer 
characteristic is rarely as linear as the higher en-
ergy end, and the detector itself may be non-linear 
at low energies. It is usually more important that 
the straight line portion of the analyzer_. character-. 

,, istic pass through _the 0, 0, coordinate than._ it_ is _for__ 
.~--

`~ an extremes low energy_ ling tQ. be recorded __into _ ,t

exactly the_ proper low numbered channel. If this _ -- 
is _the case, then such a source as a combined co-
balt 60 source and cesium 137 source should be 
used. The 2.5 m.e.v. sum peak, and the 0.662 
m.e.v. cesium photopeak should be adjusted to fall 
into, say, channel 250 and 66.2, respectively. Botll 
the detector and the analyzer are linear in these 
regions. The method outlined in the illustration 
shown in Figure 10 should be used in determining 
line centers. 

Once the zero intercept has been properly ad-
justed, the amplifier or detector gain may be varied 
as desired, without appreciable effect upon the 



If information must be analyzed with nearly per-
fect settings, it is usually for the reason that 
standard spectra are to be subtracted from new 
information by automatic means (by means of a 
digital computer, or the Nuclear Data model Nb- 
130A analyzer-computer) . Such operations require 
adjustments to be correct to within a few percent 
of the width of the spectral lines involved. It is 
usual that the model ND130A analyzer involved in 
these operations would have a punched paper tape 
input and output. The paper tape input device 
should be used to read into the analyzer a s tandard 
spectrum utilizing the same energy scale and zero 
setting of the standard spectra to be utilized in 
data reduction. This spectrum need not be the same 
as those to be involved in data reduction, for those 
may well be from difficult to obtain, short lived iso-
topes. If the standard spectra have, as they should, 
standard energy scales (e.g. 5 k.e.v. per channel, 
or 10 ke.v. per channel) , and if the standards have 
been made with appropriate care, then any com-

mon standard spectrum available using the desired 
energy scale may be selected, read into the ana- 
lyzer, and the proper analyzer gain and zero 
settings may be made with great accuracy by 
utilizing the overlap display mode of operation to 
compare a new measurement of that isotope with 
the standard. 

Standard spectra normally contain information 
accumulated over long measuring periods. It is not 
reasonable to make trial measurements of the 
common "test" isotope for sufnciently long periods 
of time to allow exact overlapping of the test spec-
trum and the standard. It is desirable that the data 
reduction f acilitie~s be used to manuf acture a stand-
ard test tape or two which have the selected 
standard isotope recorded after multiplying all 
points by some fraction such as one-tenth or even 
one one-hundredth. In a minute it is possible to 
have sufficient statistical accuracy to precisely 
determine the analyzer calibration, using the modi-
fied standard tape and display overlap. 

V. ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 

A. Design 

1. Linear Circuitry. 

The object of the converter circuits is to provide 
a digital representation of the amplitude of the 
input signal pulses, in such a form as to allow the 
analyzer storage circuits to tally a count in a mem-
ory channel corresponding to that digital repre-
sentation. The storage control circuits can accept 
a number in the form of a series of short pulses, in 
which a number N is represented by a sequence of 
N pulses, separated typically by 1/ 2 microsecond. 
These pulses are counted by the storage circuit 
"address scaler", and a~t the end of the pulse 
train the state of the scaler corresponds to the 
number of pulses in the train. The storage circuits 
tally a count in the memory channel correspond-
ing to the state of the scaler. 

In a sense, the most important group of circuits 
in the entire analyzer are illustrated in Figure D3. 
These are the circuits which generate a pulse 
of duration proportional to the amplitude of the 
input signal, which pulse is used to gate a two 
megacycle oscillator in order to generate the re-
~quired sequence of address scaler advance pulses 
(ADCA) . The output of this circuit is the signal 
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ADCB (called "Y" in this diagram; some further 
shaping of this signal is required elsewhere on the 
ADC Board. The signal "Y" is essentially the 
pulse-length modulated pulse of interest) . 

The mechanism for generating the length modu-
lated pulse, ADCB, is entirely contained in the por-
tion of the circuits shown in this diagram labelled 
"Sweep Circuit". The linear gate, and window 
level control circuits are important enough cir-
cuits, but are used for preliminary handling and 
control of the analyzer input pulses, which arrive 
at the sweep circuit pretty much in the same form 
as received from the internal or external linear 
pulse amplifier. 

Transistors 6, 7, 8, and 9, comprise a rather ordi-
naryfeedback circuit which tends to maintain the 
voltage at the base of transistor 7 (T7) to be the 
same as that of T6. The voltage at the base of T7 
is essentially equal to the voltage across the two 
paralleled 1000 microfarad condensers. If the volt-
age at the base of T7 is more negative than that 
at the base of T6, T9 is cut off and the proper 
voltage is produced at the condensers by means of 
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the five microampere current through the lOM 
resistor connected to -F- 50 volts. If the base voltage 
of T7 is higher than that of T6, transistor T9 con-
ducts, and through the diodes between that tran-
sistor and the condensers, charges the condensers 
appropriately. Transistor T10 is normally not con-
ducting and therefore has no effect upon the 
circuit. The diode to the signal called "CLOCK" 
is also normally non-conducting. 

A property of this feedback circuit is, obviously, 
that any tendency of the base voltage of T7 to be 
more positive than that of T6 is corrected quickly. 
If the opposite voltage error exists, however, the 
correction is very slow, for the diodes to T9 are 
not capable of conducting in the direction to 
cause the condenser to charge more positively. The 
correction is solely by means of the current 
through the ten megohm resistor. 

When an input pulse arrives, the condensers are 
rapidly charged to the same voltage as the nega-
tive input pulse, until the input pulse has reached 
a maximum value. The condenser voltage then re-
mains almost constant, except for the slow charg-
ing action. The voltage "Y" becomes several volts 
positive, and soon after this, transistor T10 con-
ducts (typically 60 microamperes) for other cir-
cuits cause the signal "F" to become positive, 
allowing current to flow through the 499 K re-
sistor. The signal called "RAMP" is a steady volt-
age of about 8, 16, or 32 volts depending on the 
setting of the Analyzer "channels per 3 volts" front 
panel switch. 

The effect of the current through T10, which is 
very constant, and the nearly constant current 
through the 10 megohm resistor, is to linearly dis-
charge the condensers. When they have returned 
to zero volts (the voltage at the base of T6 is 
always essentially zero when the linear gate is 
closed, as it always is during conversion processes) , 
the voltage "Y" (ADCB) quickly returns to a 
slightly negative value. The length of time during 
which "Y" is positive is therefore proportional to 
the peak voltage of the input signal pulse. 

The window level control circuit is simply a 
coupling circuit to provide d.c. restoration for the 
condenser coupled input signals, and to establish 
a quiescence voltage value (baseline) of about 
zero volts (normally) . The two diode-connected 
2N393 transistors in this circuit comprise a temper-
ature compensated diode clipping circuit `vllicll 
holds the baseline voltage nearly equal to the win-
dow level voltage (from the front panel Zero En-
ergy Position control) despite the action of the 
330K resistor connected to -I- 8 volts. The trim-pot 
shown slightly changes the voltage baseline to al-
low long-term drifts to be compensated, in order 
that the settings of th.e Zero Energy Position con-
trol will be the same during the life of the instru-
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ment. The network diodes at the lower portion of 
that circuit are protective circuits to minimize the 
effects of possible excessively large input pulses 
accidentally applied to the ADC. 

The linear gate circuits, transistors T1, T2, T3, 
T4, and T5 operate as follows. Normally T2 is non-
conducting and therefore Tl and T3 are simple 
emitter followers. T39, not actually part of the op-
eration of this circuit,. is non-conducting, so the 
diode between T39 and T3 is also non-conducting. 

Any voltage pulse appearing at the base of Tl 
also appears at the output of emitter follower T3, 
if and only if T4 and T5 are non-conducting. The 
output of the linear gate is within a f ew millivolts 
of zero volts if T4 and T5 are conducting, whether 
an input pulse is present or not. Thus signals pass 
through the gate circuits either virtually "un-
touched", if T4 and T5 are cut off, or do ~ not pass 
through at all if T4 and T5 are conducting. 

Transistor T2, though normally non-conducting, 
has the function of preventing the linear gate out-
put voltage from becoming positive when the win-
dow level voltage, from the front panel zero en-
ergy position control, becomes positive. If the 
window level voltage has been set to be positive 
E volts, no negative input signal less than E volts in 
magnitude will pass the linear gate circuits, since 
the emitters of Tl and T2 cannot be appreciably 
more positive than the base of either due to the 
basic characteristics of any PNP transistor, for a 
level setting of E volts. 

It may not be obvious `vhy it would not be 
allowable to permit the linear gate output to be 
normally positive. In fact, except f or a maj or dif -
ficulty which occurs after the whole analysis and 
storage operation is completed correctly, there is 
no reason for including transistor T2. The analyzer, 
under normal conditions (Zero Energy set at chan-
nel zero) will operate perfectly without it. 

Suppose the window level voltage is positive, 
however, as is the case when the zero energy posi-
tion is set at some location well to the "left" of 
channel zero. If a signal pulse of substantial size 
occurs, the sweep circuit would respond normally, 
and an analysis would occur. The output pulse 
train would be shorter than if the energy zero 
level were normal. This should be expected since 
the whole pulse height spectrum is to be shifted 
left. After storage of a count in the appropriate 
memory channel, the linear gate will re-open. 
When it does, the linear gate output voltage will 
rise to the same value as the (positive) window 
level voltage. This means that the sweep circuit 
will react, for the sweep condenser voltage was 
approximately zero before the gate opened, and 
now must be allowed to charge positively. When 
it does, the signal "Y" (ADCB) becomes positive 
which causes address advance pulses and in fact an 



entire "nonsense" analysis and storage cycle. This 
is to say that there is a very good reason for the 
existence of transistor T2, if the spectrum zero en-
ergy position is ever to be shifted to the left of. 
channel zero on the intensity-energy plane. With-
out. it the Analyzer will continuously go through 
meaningless analysis operations. 

This transistor is not introduced to the circuit 
without penalty, however. Transistors T1 and T3, 
as tandem emitter followers, are very linear in per-
f orm~ance. But if the base voltage of T2 is zero (for 
a case in which the baseline voltage at the base of 
Tl is also zero) the transfer characteristic of Tl 
and T2, f or a negative going voltage, is quite non-
linear for the first 100 millivolts of change in the in-
put voltage. This means that the lower three per-
cent of a three volt spectrum will be quite non-
linear. Since T2 is necessary only if the window is 
used to suppress the zero energy position, it is 
biased off completely by the analyzer rear deck 
WINDOW switch when that switch is off. When 
that switch is on, T-2 has a bias of about 50 milli-
volts negative applied to it, which causes it to pre-
vent "nonsense" analysis cycles. When the WIN-
DOW switch is on, therefore, the lower three or 
four percent of the recorded spectrum will be non-
linear whatever window level setting is used. When 
the switch is off, the analysis is reasonably linear 
even at channel number three or four, for 256 point 
analysis. . The window level control is then usable 
only as a trimming adjustment of the zero position, 
with a sensitivity of several dial turns per channel. 

There is a great difference in the usefulness of 
the lower three or four percent of the channels 
when zero energy is set at channel zero, and when 
it has been suppressed. In normal operation it is 
not suppressed, and a standard energy scale (10 
k.e:v. per channel is particularly convenient ) 
should be utilized. If the analyzer is useable from, 
say, 50 k.e.v. to 2.56 m.e.v., it is rarely necessary to 
alter gain settings. If, due to insensitivity over the 
lower eight or ten channels, the region up to 100 
k.e.v. is inaccessible frequent gain changes may be 
required. Where the window level control is used, 
there evidently is a disinterest in lower energy in-
f ormation. Then the loss of the lower three or four 
percent of the measurement means only that there 

~is a few percent loss in total channels available. In 
the case of non-suppressed zero, however, the dif-
f erence between proper linearity over 98% of the 
range and 96'% of the range means a factor of two 
differences in the total range of energies which can 
be measured using one gain setting. 

There is a good reason for providing a switch to 
control the use of the energy zero position control. 
The same switch which provides a voltage to that 
control to allow many channels of zero suppression 
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applies a 50 millivolt safety bias to T2. The energy 
zero control has a less drastic effect per dial revo-
lution in normal operation, with the WINDOW 
switch off. 

The analyzer is sensitive to very small signal 
pulses. It is mandatory that the signal source be 
relatively free of noise, for noise will be analyzed, 
and much time will be lost in the process. If noise 
is a problem, the WINDOW switch should be 
placed on. This causes the analyzer sensitivity to 
decrease even when the zero energy intercept is at 
channel zero, with a penalty only of a f ew chan-
nels of analyzer non-linearity. 

2. ADC Logic Circuits 

The linear circuits described in the preceding 
section are relatively independent of the analyzer 
computer and ADC logic circuits, except that the 
linear gate is blocked during appropriate times, by 
those circuits. The computer and ADC circuits, on 
the other hand, are highly dependent upon the 
single output signal from the linear circuits, ADCB. 

When that signal becomes positive, the follow-
ing sequence of events occur. (Refer to Figure 27, 
which shows the time sequence.) First, a two 
megacycle per second continuous pulse train ap-
plied to a control flip-flop (F) (see ADC Logic 
Circuit Diagram) through diode gate 2 is al-
lowed to turn on that flip-flop. The flip-flop turns 
on, therefore, in synchronization with the two 
megacycle per second oscillator. Twa microseconds 
later, the same two megacycle signals are allowed 
to advance the analyzer channel scaler, for the 
shaping circuit (T36 and T37) is unclamped when 
the base of T35 is allowed to become positive, 
which happens two microseconds after the control 
flip-flop is turned on, for at that time gate 1 is en-
ergized. The address scaler advances as long as 
T35 is non-conducting, which continues until 
ADCB becomes negative again. When the control 
flip-flop (F) is on, the linear sweep operation is 
initiated, for the signal called "F" from that flip-
flop becomes positive, allowing T10 to conduct, 
typically 60 microamperes. 

Since the Fflip-flop turns o~n in synchronization 
with the address advance pulses, and since the 
linear sweep does not start (in earnest) until the 
F flip-flop is on, therefore the ramp start point and 
the first address advance pulse are always fixed in 
time relative to each other, so there is negligible 
time jitter regardless of the exact moment of ar-
rival of the input signal pulse. 

When the sweep circuit has completed the re-
quired _sweep action, ADCB becomes negative, 
gate 1 closes which ends the address advance 
pulses (ACS) , and gate 6 provides a positive 
ADCS (initiative storage) signal. This causes a 
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count to be stared in a channel, the number of 
which equals the number of ACS pulses which 
occurrf~d. 

At the end of storage, the signal P4 Rep (which 
means "end of memory cycle") occurs, which re-
sets the Fflip-flop. The linear gate then reopens. 

P4 Rep also triggers the reject trigger pair 
( T24 and T25) . If ADCB occurs while that trig-
ger circuit is on, gate 4 produces a signal called 
ADCR, which causes the next memory cycle to be 
a non-add memory cycle, for the control circuit 
"ALTER" flip-flop is turned off by any ADCB sig-
nal. Only if ADCB occurs very soon of ter a previ-
ous memory cycle will gate 4 produce a positive 
signal. Therefore only radiation signals occurring 
during; the end of a memory cycle are rejected. The 
reason for the rejection circuits being included is 
to prevent events, which may be distorted by the 
transient state of affairs at that time, from being 
recorded, for they would be recorded incorrectly. 

A "tagged" artificial signal pulse shown in Fig. 
26, is periodically applied to transistor T3, in the 
linear gate circuit. This signal pulse is distinguished 
from real signal pulses by virtue of its size. It is 
larger than any signal pulse. This tagged pulse is 
the clock pulse, used for analyzer live-time deter-
minations. If it passes the linear gate, the analyzer 
ADC circuits make an attempt to analyze it. How-
ever, the discriminator transistor, T15, detects such 
pulses, and when one occurs, the clock trigger pair, 
T20 and T21, is triggered. This causes gate 1 to 
close, preventing ACS signals. It quickly discharges 
the linear sweep _circuit, and so despite_ the - rarge 
.size of tie tagged. input signal applied to the linear 
gate, storage of a count occurs very soon after oc-
curren+ce a~ the "periodic tagged clock_ pulse, and 
storage is in channel- zero. 

Other signals may cause storage of counts in 
channel zero, except for the action of gate 5, which 
rejects any count from channel zero unless the 
clock trigger is on. Naturally it is essential that 
-only periodic timing pulses be stored in that chan-

Figure 26. Linear Gate output signals showing large 
"tagged clock" pulse. 

nel. It should be observed that the tagged clock 
pulses, if they occur during or just after the last 
part of a storage cycle, will be rejected by the ac-
tion of gate 4, just as real signal pulses are. 

B. Adjustments 

The ADC circuits should normally require no 
adjustments during the life of the instrument. 

The trim-pot shown in the window level control 
circuit diagram may be readjusted to cause the 
zero energy intercept of the amplitude versus 
channel number characteristic of the analyzer to 
be shifted. The front panel control accomplishes 
the same purpose, but it may be desired to main-
tain the setting of the front panel control the 
same, during very long periods, do make operation 
easier. A convenient "zero" position (not necessarily 
full counterclockwise) front panel control setting 
should be selected and locked. Then the analyzer 
zero intercept should be adjusted correctly using 
the trim-pot. 
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VI.. Digital Circuitry 

A. General 

The Nuclear Data Model ND130A Analyzer is 
essentially a simple count tally computer with an 
analog-to-digital converter to control the count-
ing channels into which counts are to be tallied. 
Except for relatively complex operations involved 
during readout, the instrument would be quite 
easy to understand and easy to describe. There 
are some intricacies introduced to allow more 
flexibility during even simple analysis operations; 
for example, it is frequently desirable to utilize only 
a portion of the memory for a particular measure-
ment, and to provide for external determination of 
which section is to be used for a particular count. 
Also, it is desirable to record the measurement live 
time into one of the analyzer's channels during data 
accumulation. 

It is well to separate discussions of operations 
during data accumulation, without live time tally 
functions, from operations during readout. It will 
be seen that certain basic major components of the 
analyzer, such as the memory array, the adder, the 
address scaler, and the like, are utilized for both 
analysis and readout functions . An initial under-
standing of their use in data accumulation, de-
scriptions of ~~vhich are largely in English rather 
than symbolic language, is helpful in understand-
ing the largely symbolic explanations given of the 
readout operations. 

The analyzer utilizes a memory and arithmetic 
circuits which are serial decimal in structure, 
rather than parallel decimal as used in some 
analyzers. A discussion of the analyzer digital cir-
cuits should therefore be preceded by an explana-
tion of the difference in the two systems. 

As far as the actual arithmetic process is con-
cerned, there is virtually no difference between a 
parallel system and a serial system. Just as a per-
son adds two whole numbers by considering the 
sum of the two least significant digits first, then 
the next, and so o~n, with proper consideration of 
the carries involved, so also do the arithmetic cir-
cuits of multichannel analyzers of either type. In a 
parallel system, the whole number is read into a 
register of twenty or twenty-four binary digits. 
Since incremental addition is usually involved, a 
"one" is added to the first decade, the least signifi-
cant digit of the number. If there is a carry (if the 
number had a 9 in the least significant digit posi-
tion) , an increment is added to the next digit, and 
so on. The process is really a several step process, 
with the operation upon any digit not initiated un-
til it has been completed in all less significant digit 
positions. After the process is completed, the new 
number is restored to the memory, in the same po-
sition from which it was read. The process requires 
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only one or two microseconds, plus the actual 
length of time required in reading and writing 
from and into the memory. 

In serial decimal arithmetic, the same process is. 
used, but only one decimal digit at a time is react 
from the memory. Only if there is a carry involved 
is more than one digit operated upon. The object 
of serial decimal systems is to avoid the need for 
the twenty or more stage memory output register, 
for each such stage requires a sense amplifier to 
amplify memory output signals,, a combination 
binary scaler-shift register stage, and a memory 
writing circuit. In a serial system a four stage 
simple register with sense amplifier, writing circuit, 
and a logical adder is used to handle the informa-
tion read from the memory. Nine times out of ten, 
only the least significant digit is operated upon, for• 
if there is no carry, there is no need to operate upon 
successive digits of the whole number involved. If 
there is a carry, the next digit is read from the 
memory, and an increment is added to it. When-
ever acarry is involved, the next digit is read from 
the memory. For a given memory speed, the aver-
age time required for arithmetic operations is 
11.111 percent greater than if a parallel system is 
used. 

Frequently subtraction is involved, instead of 
addition. The logical adder circuit, comprised of a 
network of diodes and resistors, is wired in such 
a way that when a signal called "ADD" is present, 
the output of the network is an increment greater 
than the input, and when the signal called "SUB-
TRACfi" is present, the output is one less than the 
input. Where neither addition or subtraction is in-
volved, as during readout, the adder circuitry does 
not alter the number presented. 

A simplified block diagram of the memory, 
shown in the analysis mode of operation, is given 
in figure 1. After the analyzer ADC has produced 
the desired channel scaler state, that circuit pro-
vides asignal called ADCS, which causes a stor-
age cycle to be initiated. The pr~o~gram pulser, in 
response to this signal, generates four pulses in se-
quence, each on a separate wire. These signals, 
called P1, P2, P3, anal P4, are spaced about four 
microseconds apart and except for P4 which is 
one microsecond long, are each four microseconds 
in duration. These, successively, reset the M regis-
ter, produce memory read currents and a strobe 
pulse for the M register reading amplifiers, write 
currents, and finally scaler reset signals. The act of 
reading the four binary digits from the selected 
channel and decimal digit position causes those 
magnetic cores associated to be reset to the zero 
state. When the memory write and inhibit cur-
rents occur, the selected cares are placed in a new 
state corresponding to that of the adder output. 
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There are a considerable number of operations 
which are not basically necessary, yet are very use-
ful in certain situations, not shown in this block 
diagram,. simply because it is not practical to de-
vise adrawing type symbolism which is literally 
correct and also understandable. It is important to 
recognize the limitations of the block diagram pre-
sentation, in order to appreciate the need for a 
more concise notation. Some of the functions actu-
ally included in the analyzer, but not indicated on 
the block diagram, because their inclusion cannot 
but confuse the presentation are as follows 

Frequently it is desired to limit storage to one 
half of the memory, or a quarter of it. To abso-
lutely black storage of counts which would fall into 
the wrong quadrant in the event the ADC makes 
an attempt to advance the address beyond the 
quadrant of interest, a signal must be provided to 
indicate that (in case of 128 point, or quadrant, 
operation) the channel scaler has been advanced 
more than .127 steps. 'The signal which indicates 
this is called "AO" in the terminology of the dia-
grams for this analyzer. It is a positive pulse which 
occurs after 128 advance pulses have occurred, if 
quadrant operation has been switch selected, or 
256 or 512 advance pulses otherwise, depending 
upon the size of the memory group in use at the 
time. When the signal AO occurs, it is mandatory 
that there be no count storage associated with the 
analysis operation which produced that signal. Two 
methods could be used to prevent that storage; one 
would be to block the "initiate. storage" signal, but 
this, it happens, would disturb the entire analyzer 
logic since various flip-flops and registers set dur-
ing the analysis operations are ordinarily reset at 
the end of a storage cycle. If the storage cycle did 
not occur, means would have to be provided to 
reset all applicable registers when AO occurred. 
Another method, the one used in this analyzer, is 
to allow the normal operations to proceed, but with 
the adder circuit in a "non-add" state. Aflip-flop, 
called the ALTER flip-flop, has been included to 
remember for whatever time may be required, that 
the current memory cycle should be a non-add 
operation . 

A further function, not shown, is that of forcibly 
setting the address to the desired quadrant or half, 
as determined by the front panel group position 
selector switches. Still another important function 
is that of setting the M register to state 0010 im-
mediately after the last memory cycle in an arith-
metic operation. If the M register, in a non-add 
memory cycle, should happen to result in the 
reading of the digit 9 into the M register, then the 
carry recognition circuits would initiate a new 
memory cycle as soon as the ALTER flip-flop was 
turned back on, as it absolutely must ~be, following 
the non-add memory cycle. Resetting the M regis-
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ter to state 0010 (2) , during the interval subse-
quent to the end of the memory cycle until the 
next analysis, prevents this from happening. Re-
setting to state 0000 would do just as well, and 
would be simpler, but unfortunately the same 
problem exists when non-add memory cycles oc-
cur when subtraction is involved, in which case a 
zero in the NI register introduces the carry recog-
nition, since it is necessary to carry when subtract-
ing from zero. 

Another highly important function performed 
during analysis but not shown in figure 1 is that 
of tallying the live time of the measurement into 
one memory channel. The analog-to-digital. con-
verter performs the greater part of the task. If. the 
tally computer possessed any awareness of the 
processes involved in tallying, it would neverthe-
less not be aware of any difference between tally-
ing time, and tallying radiation events, except that 
there would be a certain periodicity with which 
counts were tallied into channel zero. Whenever 
the ADC provides an initiate storage command, 
without any address advance pulses,. and providing 
there is no count reject signal given, the count will. 
be recorded into channel zero. This can happen if; 
and only if, the ADC has received and accepted a 
"Clock" pulse from the clock oscillator, meaning 
that the ADC_ was not busy at the time of occur,
rence of that pulse. 

Included in the tally computer circuitry, how-
ever, is a monitor circuit which continuously ex-
amines the state of affairs in channel zero. If a 
memory cycle occurs, in address zero, a signal 
called "auto stop" (AS) is generated if the value 
of the number stored in that channel has reached 
a preselected level. For example, if a one minute 
measurement were operator-selected, then the 
monitor circuit provides the AS signal whenever 
any access is made to the fifth digit of channel 
zero of the memory. Such access would only be 
made if there had previously been 9999 counts re-
corded in that channel, for only then would there 
be a sufficient number of arithmetic carries to re-
sult in a memory cycle in digit five. For a two min-
ute measurement, the front panel experiment time 
selection -switches are so wired that not only must 
an access have been made to digit five, but the 
decimal digit 1 must have been read from that lo-
cation. Only if there had been 19999 previously 
recorded counts in that channel would the condi-
tions be satisfied. For ten minute timing, the sixth 
digit must have been interrogated, and for twenty 
minute timing a "1" must be seen during an inter-
rogation of that digit. Similar requirements are 
placed for 4, 8, 40, and 80 minute timing. 

An exception occurs for automatic stop opera-
tions during subtraction. The only time the ana-
lyzer will automatically stop during subtraction is 



when the sixth digit is interrogated, a situation 
which happens whenever the previously tallied 
live time has been subtracted one count beyond 
zero. 

These special functions could be used as illustra-
tions o~f the considerable difficulty that would be 
involved in attempting to literally display the ana-
lyzer interconnections by means of block diagrams, 
even in this simple operating mode. This might in 
part suggest that perhaps a slightly different logi-
cal design could have been used, which would lend 
itself to block diagram representation more easily. 
The use of an "ALTER" flip-flop, far example, can 
easily be avoided, insofar as the functions already 
described are concerned. There are other uses of 
this flop'-flop, however, particularly in the Model 
ND130A Analyzer-Computer. For easy conversion 
from one analyzer model to another, the concept 
of utilizing the "ALTER" flip-flop has bee n 
retained. 

Actually, the description problem is not one of 
analyzer complexity, but one of representation 
means. In this instruction manual, a very simple 
Boolean notation is used to indicate the various 
functions which are perf armed under certain con-
ditions. Clearly, it is as literally correct to state in 
abbreviated English (Boolean notation) the con-
ditions under which a scaler is reset, for example, 

DESCRIPTION 

as to draw a rectangle labeled "scaler" with signal 
lines connected to it, and with an English label at 
each such line in order to show that the scaler is 
reset under certain conditions. 

The object of considering any representation at 
all -beyond the circuit diagrams is to condense all 
of the information available in the circuit diagrams 
to a f orm which does not require the reader to 
.recognize individual circuits as gates, or flip-flops, 
or scalers, and the like. 

B. Symbolic Representation 

It has been seen that during data accumulation, 
several major components are involved. These are 
shown in figure 1, and include the magnetic core 
memory, program pulser, M register, channel 
scaler, digit scaler, and adder. It would be imprac-
tical to formally symbolize these major circuits, 
which are digital in nature, by anything like a set 
of logical. symbols. They are quite well known 
computer components, and the properties of these 
will be described in ordinary English. However, 
the operations upon these components (i.e. reset, 
advance, start, etc.) occur only under cei~tain con-
ditions. These conditions can. ~be listed more or less 
systematically, and such a listing literally describes 
the operation of the computer, providing that the 
response of each major component to the opera-
tions upon that component is understood. 

OF MAJOR COMPONENTS 

1. Magnetic Core Memory. 
This memai•y has a capacity of 3072 decimal 

digits. Any digit desired may be read from the 
memory by application of suitable binary address-
ing signals to it. In response ~to a particular ad-
dress, in the form of a twelve bit binary number 
from the address and digit scalers, and in response 
to a timing signal (P2, described earlier) , it pro-
vides the decimal digit stored in the selected ad-
dress. The output is in the form of positive signals 
of in the order of a volt amplitude on each of four 
lines. These_ signals set the M register, described 
below, to any of ten possible .states. These states, 
and the decimal value associated, are 

State 
0000
0001 
oolo 
0011 
01.00 
0101 
OI10 
0111 
x.000 
1001 

Value 
Zero 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Sig; 
Seven 
Eight 
Nine 
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When another timing signal,. P3, occurs, a num-
ber is written into the same address (since the 
channel and digit scalers have not been changed, 
as is always the case during a given memory cycle ) 
and the value of this number is dictated by the 
output signals from the adder circuit, described 
below. 'The same decimal coding, of course, is used 
for reading into the memory as reading out. 

In the interest of brevity, the memory will be 
considered to consist of not only the magnetic core 
array, but also the current generators used to drive 
the array. Whenever a memory cycle has been 
initiated, it invariably follows that .the memory 
register, M, is set according ~to the value of the 
digit read from the memory during the P2 pulse, 
and the digit provided by the adder is always re-
stored to that same address location. 

2. M Register. 

This is a set of four flip-flops, `vllicli may be set 
to any state by the signals from the memory. It 
provides output signals called M°, M1, M2, and M~;, 
as well as the complement of these signals. It can be 
reset to state 0000 by a signal called RM, and can 
be set t0 state 0010 by a signalcalled RDSO. 
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3. Adder. 
This circuit responds to the output signals from 

the M register, and three signals called ADD, 
SUBTRACT, and IDLE. The response is such that 
the value of the number applied is increased, de-
creased, or unchanged, at its output terminals, ac-
cording to the presence of any one of the three 
signals commanding a particular arithmetic. 

If addition is involved, the output is normally an 
increment greater than the input except if the input 
is the digit nine, in which case the output is zero. 
A similar exception is involved in the case of sub-
traction, in which a nine appears at the output if 
the input is zero. The adder provides a further out-
put signal, called REP, and its complement REP. 
This signal indicates that a repeat memory cycle 
is called for, whenever a nine appears at the adder 
input during addition, or a zero during subtraction. 

4. Channel Scaler. 
This is a binary scaler of nine stages. Its state 

can be advanced one step at a time by an input 
signal called ACS. Its state can be advanced six-
teen steps at a time by a signal called ACS16~. It 
can be reset to state 000000000 by means of a sig-
nal called RCSO. The last two stages, the most 
significant binary stages, can be set to any of four 
possible states by means of signals called RCg0, 
RCgl, RC70, and RC71. The outputs of the scaler, 
Cn and the complement, Cn, corresponds to the 
output of the nth stage. The signal Cn is affirma-
tive, that is positive, whenever the nth stage is in 
the "1" state. It provides a signal called AO when-
ever it has been advancd a greater number of steps 
than the number of channels in the operator-
selected group, during the advance provided by 
the ADC. 

5. Digit Scaler. 
This is a binary scaler, which provides output 

signals Dn and D11 from the nth stage o~f its three 
stages. This scaler can be altered one step at a 
time, forward or backward, in response to an input 
signal called ADS. Operation is forward if an input 
signal called DSF is present, and backward if the 
signal DSB is present. This sealer can be reset to 
state 000 or to state 101 by signals called RDSO 
and RDS5 respectively. It provides signals DO, D4, 
D5, D6, and D7, respectively, when it is in state 
000, 100, 101, 110, and 111. 

6. Program Pulser. 
This is a pulse sequence generator, previously 

described. 

7. ALTER Flip-Flop. 
This is a control flip-flop, providing an output 

called ALT when on, otherwise it provides the ~_____ 
positive signal ALT. It is set or reset according to 
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the conditions shown in the logic tables following. 
The output signals, modified by the front panel 
ADD-SUBTRACT switch, control the operation of 
the logical adder (3) . 

8. READ Flip-Flop. 

_ This is a control flip-flop, providing signals R and 
R according to whether it is on or aff. The signal 
R is utilized directly in some cases, but from that 
signal is derived two more signals called RT and 
RT, which are positive when R is positive and, re-
spectively, when the readout mode switch is in the 
digital position or the analog position. The symbol 
RT can be taken to mean READ-TYPE, or READ-
TYPE NOT. Since the logic of the entire analyzer 
is the same for paper tape punch or read operations 
as for typing, it is correct to observe that a better 
symbol would be RD and RD, after READ-
DIGITAL. The symbol RT, however, has been used 
in several other analyzer models and was retained. 
These remarks are included to emphasize the paint 
that most of the abbreviated symbols used in this 
analyzer are derived from the first letters of the 
operations involved. Examples are RDSO, which 
means reset digit scaler to 0, or RC71, which means 
reset the C ~ stage (of the channel scaler) to state 1. 
After reading the present descriptions of the basic 
analyzer components i~t is well to spend a little 
time studying the definitions of symbols given in 
section VII. The section IX Logic Tables are more 
understandable if repeated back references to defi-
nitions can be avoided. 

When this flip-flop is in the on state, the analyzer 
is in the readout mode of operation. It will 'be seen 
from the logic table that numerous gates are 
blocked when R is negative. The logical struc-
ture is changed by switching the READ flip-flop 
on or off. 

9. ANALYZE Flip-Flop. 

This control flip-flop provides the outputs A and 
A. Whenever this flip-flop is on, the analyzer is in 
the analyze mode of operation. The structure of 
the analyzer logic during such times can be seen 
from an examination of the logic table. It is possible 
to have both the READ and the ANALYZE flip-
flops on at the same time only if there is a mis-
operation such as might occur if the analyzer 
power is switched on with the operating mode 
switch on a position other than "Stop 2". The logic 
tables (which should be only cursorily examined 
at this paint) indicate that the signal "Start R" 
which is a signal from the front panel operating 
mode switch, or the end of analysis signal (derived 
by differentiating the signal A) can turn on the 
READ Flip-Flop. Neither can happen while the 
ANALYZE Flip-Flop is still on. 



10. MR Register. 
This is a register used exclusively for readout 

purposes, in the Model ND120 Analyzer. It is used 
to store one decimal digit of the channel being read 
out when the analog readout mode is involved. In-
formation can be shifted into it from the M register 
through a set of transfer gates, upon a command 
called Transfer to MR (TMR) . Transfer of this 
digit frees the M register to receive the next most 
significant decimal digit from that channel. Analog 
decoders connected to both the M and MR register 
generate a current proportional to the magnitude of 
the two most significant digits. These currents are 
applied to a logarithmic diode, which generates a 
voltage proportional to the logarithm of that cur-
rent. To this is added a voltage proportional to the 
digit position of the most significant digit read from 
the channel. The sum of these voltages therefore is 
the logarithm of the number stored in that channel,. 
with very high accuracy except for the round-off 
error introduced by ignoring all digits except the 
mast significant two digits. 

Another use of this register is to sense when a 
digit other than zero has been read from the chan-
nel currently being interrogated. A signal output, 
called MR, is positive when this register contains 
no binary "1's". During analog readout, continuous 
memory cycles occur until this signal _becomes nega-
tive, once interrogation of a channel has begun. In 
the event no non-zero digits are found in the chan-
nel, it is artificially set to state 0001, which stops 
the search process. A slight disadvantage of this 
method is that zero looks the same as one count, in 
analog readout. There is very good reason for using 
this logical structure, however, and it has therefore 
been usd despite this generally minor limitation. 
During decade line generation, the M register 
and the MR register must be in state zero and 0001, 
respectively, in order to simulate 1, 10, 100, etc., 
.counts at the six decade line levels. In the model 
.130 analyzer this register is also used as a scaler. 

11. PHASE Flip-flop. 
This flip-flop provides output signals PH1 and 

PH2, which are respectively plus and minus when 
the flip-flop is "on", and vice-versa. The logical 
structure during readout is changed when this flip-
-flop is "on". During Phase 1 operations, if readout 
is analog,. data is read from the memory and dis-
played paint by paint. During Phase 2, decade lines 
are plotted. In digital readout, the typewriter is 
caused to carriage return during Phase 2. A 
"dummy" interrogation of the current channel is 
made while the carriage is returning. That channel 
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had previously been read out by typewriter (or 
punch ar magnetic tape) , so the "dummy" interro-
gation causes no loss of typed information, and has 
the purpose of "marking time" while the carriage 
is physically returning. 

C. Overall Operation 

Reference should be made again to the list of 
symbols, definitions, and general remarks given in 
section VII. The circuit equivalents given in figure 
26 should be examined. A study of section IX, 
showing the overall computer logic, should now 
give an accurate picture of the analyzer structure. 
.From this -table, and the information in sections 
VII and IX, a literally correct block diagrarr~ 
could be constructed, although such construction is 
not a recommended aid to understanding. The logic 
table could have been constructed from the circuit 
diagrams, but this is exceedingly tedious since it re-
quires sufficient understanding of transistor cir-
cuitry to be able to interpret the individual gates, 
differentiating circuits, and the like. The logic ta-
~bles should, instead, be an aid to understanding the 
circuitry, for these tables tell the intended func-
tions of individual circuits. 

No attempt will be made to translate into plain 
English the meaning of each operation shown in the 
logic table. Some of the operations can conceivably 
seem inefficient or redundant, but an explanation 
of the design philosophy would almost always be a 
convincing justification of the method used. How-
ever, the purpose of this manual is not to teach de-
sign philosophy,, but only to provide sufficient inf or-
mation that those who are interested in complete 
understanding of the analyzer circuits can, in fact, 
achieve any level of understanding desired. One 
thing is certain; whatever the presentation might 
be, ~an understanding can only be a~chieve~d after a 
great deal of thought and time. 

D. Wiring Tabulations 

Section X of this manual lists the signals which 
are interconnected from board to board, and con- 
Hector to connector. Preceding these tabulations is 
a "map" of connector locations. This "map", used in 
conjunction with the silk-screen markings on the 
circuit board, oan be used to rapidly locate any 
circuit of interest. Generally the use of transistor 
numbers, as ,shown on the circuit diagrams (the 
board name is indicated on the circuit diagram) , 
is the best way of locating a circuit. The transistor 
markings are for the most part orderly, with the 
transistors which are adjacent usually having num-
bers which are adjacent. 

u 
u 

u 
v 
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Figure 27. Timing sequence, analog-to-digital Converter. 
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VII. LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN ND130 COMPUTER LOGIC 

SIGNAL 

A ~: 

A 
~.. 

ACS 

AC'S16 ~-

t..~-
ADD 

AI3CR ~-. 

ADCS 

AD'S 

ALT ~~, 

ALT 

AO 

MEANING 

Output of A flip-flop. Positive 
when this flip-flop is "on". Sig-
nals that the ANALYSIS mode of 
operation is in process. 

A not. 

Pulse which advances channel 
scaler state one unit, d u r i n g 
analysis or readout. 

Pulse which advances channel 
scaler sixteen units, during dec-
ade line generation only. 

Signal derived from front panel 
ADD-SUBTRACT switch. This 
signal, when positive, causes an 
increment to be added to any 
digit read from the memory. The 
control circuit "alter" flip-flop 
must be on, and the front panel 
switch must be in the ADD posi-
tion for this signal to be positive. 
(see SUBTRACT) . 

Signal generated by ADC, to turn 
off "alter" flip-flop when it is de-
sired to not tally a particular 
count. Ref erred to as "ADC Re-
ject" pulse. 

Command from ADC to cause a 
storage cycle following analysis 
of a signal. 

Signal which alters digit scaler by 
one step. May be forwa~ or 
backward, depending upon the 
condition of signals DSB and 
DSF. 

Signal from "Alter" flip-flop, pos-
itive when that flip-flop is on. 
When this signal is positive, the 
next digit to be read from the 
memory is altered by plus or 
minus one depending upon 
whether addition or subtraction 
is involved. 

ALT not. 

Address scaler overflow. This sig-
nal is a positive pulse which oc-
curs whenever the channel (ad-
dress) scaler overflows as a result 
of ACS pulses, but not as a result 
of resetting (RCSO) pulses. For 
128 point operation, this occurs 
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AR 

AS 

CHO 

Cam, Cn. 

C~~. 

C$G. 

C8G 

CH7. DO 

when the state of the scaler 
changes from 127 to 0; for 256 or 
512 point operation it occurs 
when the state changes from 255 
or 511 to 0. (see MS) . 

This is a switch derived signal, 
positive when it is desired to op-
erate in the AUTO-REPEAT 
mode. It is positive only when the 
front panel AUTO-REPEAT 
switch is ON, and when the read-
out mode switch is in the DIGI-
TAL position. 

Autostop. This signal becomes 
positive when conditions, ~ switch 
selected by the experiment time 
selector controls on the front 
panel, are satisfied. Used to turn 
off the Analyze flip-flop when 
further conditions are also met. 
See logical structure. tabulations 
(set A}. 

Signal which is positive when 
channel .scaler is in a state cor-
responding to the first channel of 
a selected group position. 

Output signals from the `n'th 
stage of the channel scaler. 

One of the input signals to gate
whose output signal is CHO. C7G 
is identically equal to C7 for 512 
and 256 point operation. For 128 
point operation it is open. 

One of the input signals to chan-
nel scaler decoding matrix. CgG is 
controlled by the overlap switch. 
With this switch in the normal 
position, CgG is identically equal 
to C8. In the overlap position it 
is held at —4 volts. 

One of the input signals to gate
whose output signal is CHO. CMG 
is identically equal to Cg for 512 
point operation. For 256 and 128 
point operation it is open. 

Signal positive when the channel 
and digit scalers are in states cor-
responding to the least significant 
digit of channel 7. 

A 

u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
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cLacl~ 

CR 

CR' 

D11 Dll 

Timing oscillator output signal. 

Driving pulse for typewriter car-
riage return solenoid. 

Signal which, when positive, en-
ergizes carriage return solenoid 
driver. 

Output signals from the `n'th 
stage of the digit scaler. 

D5 Signal positive when digit scaler 
is in the 101 state. 

D5 Signal positive when digit scaler 
is not in the 101 state. 

D6 Signal positive when digit scaler 
is in the 110 state. 

D7 Signal positive when digit scaler 
is in the 111 state. 

D7 Signal positive when digit scaler 
is not in the 111 state. 

DLS 

DSF 

DSB 

ERASE 

EST . IS. 

G 

H . D~EF . 

Signal positive when decade line 
switch is in `off' position. 

Signal positive when digit scaler 
alterations are to be . ̀ forward' 
when ADS occurs. 

Opposite of DSF 

Signal when positive prevents 
"1's" being written into the mem-
ory. 

Pin connection for external initia-
tion of storage. 

Ground. 

Output from channel scaler ana-
log decoders. 

iD from address. Output from digit scaler analog 
decoders. 

iD to MR . Output from digit scaler decoder:, 
or from decade line interpolation 
switches, depending on front 
panel PEN CALIBRATION 
switch setting. 

L111 Output from M and vIR register 
analog decoders. 

I ° , I1, I2 , I3 . Output signals from inhibit cur-
rent generators. P3. 

1.1° ~ 1V11~M 2~M 3 ~ 

M°~M
i ~M.z

~M~~ 

MB 

MR 

vIR°. .1 

MS 

NDB 

~1 

P2 

~1 

Output signals from memory reg-
ister M. This register receives in-
formation from the memory ar-
ray, adigit at a time, and controls 
the logical adder circuits as well 
as various analyzer control cir-
cuits. This is the memory output 
register from which the type-
writer, punch, and analog read-
out devices receive digital infor-
mation. M° is positive when the 
nth stage is "on", or in the "1" 
state. It is otherwise negative. 
Mn is of the apposite polarity. 

Signal which is positive when the 
memory is not busy. This signal 
persists for a short time after the 
end of the memory cycle. 

Signal which is positive when 
memory register MR contains all 
zeros. This register receives in-
f ormation from the M register; 
the contents ~of the M register be-
ing transferred to the MR regis-
ter at the beginning of each 
memory cycle. The function of 
the MR register is to retain the 
most significant digit of each 
channel during display time so 
that the outputs of the M and 
MR registers can be decoded to 
provide vertical deflection volt-
ages for CRT and pen operation. 
The MR register plays no part 
during the analysis mode or dur-
ing digital readout. 

Signal positive when 1st stage of 
MR register has to be set to the 
« ~, 1 state. 

Signal which gives AO. For 128 
point operation, MS is identically 
equal to Cs; for 256  point opera-
tion it is equal to C7; and for 512 
point operation it is equal to C~. 
(See AO ) 

Signal positive when analyzer is 
not busy. 

First pulse from program pulser. 

Second pulse from program 
pulser. 

Third pulse from program pulser. 



P4. 

P4.REP 

PEN 

PH1 t -_ 

PHA 

R 

R 

Rp, R1, Rz, R:~ 

RA~1P 

RC~0 

RC~I 

RC~0 

RC' 1 

RC80 

RCg 1 

RCSO 

RDSO 

REP 

Fourth pulse from program 
pulser. 

Positive signal occurring at the 
end of the last memory cycle in 
an arithmetic operation. 

Signal positive when READOUT 
MODE switch is in the PEN 
position. 

Signal positive when "phase" 
flip-flop is in the phase 1 state. 
This signal is positive during 
curve plotting part of analog 
readout process, and also positive 
during analysis. It is negative on 
analog readout during the decade 
line plotting process, and on digi-
tal readout at the end of every 
eighth channel during the time 
required for the typewriter car-
riage to return. 

The opposite of PHl. 

Signal positive during readout 
mode of operation. 

Signal negative during readout 
mode of operation. 

External read-in signals which, 
when positive, set corresponding 
M register stages to `1' state. 

Voltage which determines ADC 
linear ramp slope. 

Set channel scaler fifth stage to 
state "0" 

Set 5th channel scaler stage to 
"1" state. 

Set 8th channel scaler stage to 
"0" state. 

Set 8th channel scaler stage to 
"1" state. 

Set 9th channel scaler stage to 
"0" state. 

Set 9th channel scaler stage to 
"1" state. 

Reset channel scaler to state cor-
responding to the first channel of 
a selected group position. 

Reset digit scaler to state 000 

Signal which is positive when the 
M register contains 9 during ad-
dition or 0 during subtraction. 

~2 

REP Opposite of REF. 

RM Reset M register. 

RT Signal positive when READOUT 
MODE switch is in the type po-
sition and the Rflip-flop is on. 

RT Signal positive when READOUT 
MODE switch is not in the type 
position but the Rflip-flop is on. 

So, S1, S~, S3 . Signals from memory sense amp-
lifiers. 

SIG . GND . Ground bus on Address Board 
separate from Power Supply 
ground. 

Shaped output signal of readout 
oscillator. 

Driving pulse for typewrite r 
space solenoid. 

Signal which, when positive, en-
ergizes space solenoid driver. 

Signal pulse which occurs at time 
the main mode switch is placed 
into the ANALYZER position. 

START R Signal pulse which occurs at time 
the main mode switch is placed 
into READ position. 

STOP Steady signal from main mode 
switch when in the STOP posi-
tion. 

SUBTRACT Signal derived from front panel 
ADD-SUBTRACT switch. This 
signal, when positive, causes an 
increment to be subtracted from 
any digit read from the memory. 
The control circuit "alter" flip-
flop must be on, and the front 
panel switch must be in the "sub-
tract" position for this signal to 
be positive. 

TMR Transfer contents of M register to 
MR register. 

TWS Control signal which initiates 
driving pulse for operating type-
writer, punch, or reader solenoids. 

V . DEF . Output from logarithmic trans-
ducer that provides vertical de-
flection signals for CRT and PEN 
displays. 

"0" . . . . "9" Connect .directly to typewriter 
solenoids 0 through 9. 

SO1 

SPACE 

SP' 

START A 

u 
u 
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SC)20 

OSC 

C 

C 

DR 

Twenty millisecond pulse gener-
ated by a trigger pair in response 
to each TWS signal. 

Periodic pulse from an oscillator 
circuit which has a frequency of 
about 4 kc/s during CRT read-
out and DUMP modes of opera-
tion, 50 cps during PUNCH mode 
of readout, lOcps during TYPE 
readout, and 1/~ cps during PEN 
readout. 

Output of "C" flip-flop, which is 
positive when this flip-flop is "on". 
This flip-flop is set whenever a 
carry is involved subsequent to 
the addition or subtraction of two 
decimal digits, during data reduc-
tion processes. 

Complement of C. 

Output of DR flip-flop, when that 
flip-flop is "on". When this sig-
nal is positive, the computer logic 
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DR 

~~IR15 

MR15 

AMR 

cMR 

DRSW 

FTC -~-

is changed f roan ordinary read-
out to the data reduction logic 
indicated in Section IX. 

Complement of DR. 

Signal which is positive when MR 
register contains the binary num-
ber 1111, which is equivalent to 
fifteen. 

Complement of MR15. 

Signal to step vIR scaler one unit. 

Signal which permits carry sig-
nals to be coupled between stages 
of the MR register. 

Signal which is positive when 
"initiate computer cycle" push-
button is depressed. 

Force to channel 1. Signal which 
causes address ~ to temporarily 
change to channel 1. 

FTC Complement of FTC-}-. 



EXAMPLES OF CIRCUIT EQUIVALENTS 
OF SIMPLE 800LEAN NOTATIONS 

NOTATIONS 

SET ALT = A • P4 

SET R =END OF A +START R 

ACS 16= SOI•PH2• RT 

RM = PI +PH2 • P4 

TYPICAL CIRCUITS 

A a--

P 4 SET ALT 

END OF A o---- SET R 

START R o s~ 

NOTE: 

ENGLISH EQUIVALENT OF RM = PI + PN 2 • P4 
"RESET M REGISTER WHEN PI OCCURS OR 

WHEN P4 OCCURS DURING PHASE 2 " 

SOI 

PH2 

RT 

ACS 16 

PH 2 RM 

P 4 PI 

+ — 
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TO TYPEWRITER 

DR 
ER 
FR 

0 
a 0 m 

0 

z 
0 
U 

AR 
BR 
CR 

T S 24 PI N 
I ~ 
SPECIAL SIGNALS 

36 PIN 
NORMALLY NOT CONNECTED 

Q,E W,B 
~ ( ~ ~ ADDRESS BOARD I _I I ~ 

r --
I 

MEMORY 

~----- X 
r 

I 

r' 

r 
1 I 1 

~,TW, H 

J 
t 

T 
I I 1 1 

M R BOARD 

L 
 lI 

I 1 1 
M,S 

K 

TO 14 PIN CONNECTOR 
ON REAR OF POWER 
SUPPLY 

GR 
HR 
JR 

a 
0 m 

0 

z 
0 
U 

KR 
LR 
NR 

FRONT PANEL BOARD 

a 
0 
m 

0 
a 

AD 

CONNECTOR LOCATIONS 
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VIII. SERVICING 

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

It has been our experience that when analyzer 
servicing is needed the best method is to return 
the instrument to the factory. In this way the work 
can be done quickly and efficiently by trained per-
sonnel; there is no danger of makeshift repairs that 
are sometimes found necessary where work has to 
be done in the field without the complete test 
facilities and equipment that exist at the factory. 
Also, when servicing is carried out in the factory, 
the analyzer can be given proper heat, cold, and 
marginal tests before being returned. 

In the ND130A, all circuit boards are replace-
able, including the front panel, and it might be 
thought that board replacement would be con-
sidered the most efficient form of servicing. For a 
simple fault confined to one board this might be 
true, but it is not always easy for the user to decide 
if the trouble lies on a board, or in the cable har-
ness, or the front panel, oi• with auxiliary equip-
ment. 

There are penalties attached to any form of serv-
icing, and the only satisfactory way to avoid these 
penalties is to have extremely high reliability. The 

user can help to maintain the reliability of the in-
strument by discouraging modifications, alteration, 
or repair by other than the most skilled engineers. 

In a surprising number of instances, analyzers 
of an earlier type, returned for repair, have been 
found to be not faulty in any way. Apparent mal-
functions have involved several misunderstandings 
by the user, but one of the most common types of 
apparent failure has been due to detector mal-
f unctions, which produce symptoms that are often 
interpreted incorrectly by the user as analyzer mal-
functions. As measurement precision improves, 
gain drifts and timing errors much less than those 
earlier considered tolerable become important er-
rors. As a result effects «rhich are inherent in the 
analysis of random signals produce results that are 
often mistaken for analyze imperfections by all 
but the most experienced users. It is in order to 
avoid these misunderstandings that much of the 
information in this manual has been written, and 
it is interesting to note that the ND-130 per-
formance is sufficiently good that a large part of 
this information concerns effects not often observed 
in the use of earlier analyzers. 
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IX. COMPUTER LOGIC 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 

.1,,,~--,.~ 

Set A 7B 6B AR .End of R 

Start A 

Set A 9B 10B CHO . P4 . D6 

8B ADD . CHO .REP . AS . P4 

STOP 

DR 

ACS 17A ADCA 

16A RT . D7 . PHI . P1 

15A PHI . SO1. RT 

18A DR . C-~ . P1. D6 . MR15 

ACS16 3A SO1. PH2 . RT 

ADD ADDSW .ALT 

A 1 ~ S 9A 8A P4 . RT 

7A REP.P4. DR . ... 
6A PH2. AO . RT 

5A P4 . PHI . RT 
w ~~ 

4A DR.C-~.MR.SO1. 

Set AI~T 27B 28R P4 . A 

. 25B 1llR.C~$.C.MR15.P2. 

24B 1)R . C~ R . MR15 . P2 

5c~t AI~T- 31B ADCR 
.~. 

32B AO . DR 

-- 30B A . DR 

29R DR . P4 

ANIR 39A DR . C-~ . P1 

.~. _..,~ 
Scat C 17B 1~3B I~R . C- ~ . RFP . MR15 . P4 

_ _~ 
Sct C: - 19R 20R ] )R . RC:` 1. RF.P 

Garr. Ret. 24A PH2 . I )5 . (S()20 ) 

Scat D11 21B 22B I~RSW . PI-i2 . h5 . CIiO . P4 

Set DR 23B 26B CHO . DO 

DSB 23A PH2 

RT ____ _ 
22A MR . RT 

21A DR . P2 

_____. 
DSF 23A DSB 

I S 49A ADCS 

SO1 

48A REP . DR 
._._ .~ 

47A RT . D~ . MR . PIII 

RM2 ~. °DR.RDSO~ 

MR°1 44A 43A ~ ~ DR . P2 . D7 . MR 

. 42A P2 . PH2 

Set PHI 14B 16B P4 . CH7 . DO . Pi i2 . RT 

15B D7 : RT . AO°: PFi 2 

STOP 

(DR' forces PH1 negative) 

Set PH2 11B 13B RT . P4 . CH7 . DO . PI II 

12B RT.AO.PHI 

(DR forces PH2 negative) 

Set R 1B End of A 

Start R 

(DR fc~rees R neg~ltive) 

Set R 4B 5B CI-iU , RT . P3 . D7 

STOP 

2Ii (AR-{~Pen).AO.D(~.Pii2 

(DR farces R negative) 

RCaO 2A DR . C:" . P4 

RCtil 34A 1)R . C;~ ~ . ~III15 . I'4 

.... 
RCSO 14A Start of A .11 

13A P4 . REP . A 

RDSO 20A 19A I'4 . REP . A 
._ 

18A I)R.C- ~.P1.1)6.NIR15 

--
RDS5 12A l0A A.R 

11A PIII . SO1. RT 

RM 30A Pl 

29A PH2.I'4 

RMR 41A 40A SO1.DR 

38A P1.1)R . CS 

SOl OSC (R -~- DR ) 

SPACE 28A PHI . D5 (S020 ) 

____ _ 
STOP STOPSW . MB . DR 

._____ 
SUBTRACT ADDSW .ALT 

TMR 37A 36A DR . P1 .~ 
DR.C8.P4.(D5-}-xl) 

Z'W5 45A 46A RT . P2 . D7 . (PI iI -}- D6 ) 
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SECTION X. CONNECTOR PIN DESIGNATIONS 

ADC BOARD 

ND 130 A HARNESS ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR AD (ADC) CONNECTOR P (ADC) 

To To 
1 Red F. P. Board "To Amp" Coinc. 1 $$22 Black JR 1 -E-50 
2 Green Energy O Pot #22 Black Q 1 -I-50 
3 Grey W.C. Switch Win. Lev. 2 #22 Brown JR 2 —50 
4 Orange F.P. Board "To ADC" Sig. #22 Brown Q 2 —50 
5 3 
6 White /Red F. P. Board "From Amp" -{-8 4 #22 Red JR 4 - -{-8 
7 X22 Red Q 4 -}-8 
8 Yellow PreAmp Board " — 8" — 8 5 #22 Orange JR 5 — 8 
9 Violet PreAmp Board Und. Sig. X22 Orange Q 5 —8 

10 Black Energy O Pot GND 6 X22 Green JR 6 _ -~4 
Black PreAmp Board "G" GND X22 Green Q 6 -~-4 

7 X22 Blue JR 7 — 4 
#22 Blue Q 7 — 4 

R #22 White JR 8 Cx 
n2`? White Q R C~ 

0 
l0 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR A (ADC) 

To 
1 White /Violet Switch TC 

2 Black J if NDB 
3 
4 Brown .T 7 RAMP 

5 
6 Red HR 1 ADCR 
7 
8 Orange BR. 1 R ARCS 
9 

10 Yellow B 13 CHn 
11 
12 Green BR 4 A 

Green J 8 A 

13 

14 Blue FR 0 MB 

Blue L 5 MB 

15 _ 

16 Violet BR f P 4.REP 

17 
18 Grey E 7 ACS 

19 
20 Grey /Brown ER ~1 P1 

21 
22 Black /White K 19 CLOCK 
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ADDRESS BOARD 

n 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
r~ 
n 
n 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR W (ADDRESS) 

To 
1 Black /White Y 9 

2 Violet /Orange N R 3 

Violet /Orange Y 10 
3 Brown /White Y 7 

4 Blue /Orange NR 4 

Blue /Orange Y 8 
5 Red /White Y 5 

6 Green /Black Y 6 
7 Yellow /White Y 3 

8 Green /Red Y 4 

Green /Red J 15 
9 Violet /Black Y 1 

10 Grey Y 2 
11 Grey /White X 5 

12 Yellow/Black X 6 
13 Brown /Green X 3 

14 Red /Green X 4 
15 Yellow /Grey X 1 

16 Yellow /Green X 2 

17 Blue /Green X 8 
18 Violet /Green X 7 

19 Grey /Green X 10 

20 White /Green X 9 

21 White /Black X 12 
22 Brown /Blue X 11 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR B (ADDRESS) 

To 

C7

C7

C7
C~ 

Cs 

C~ 
C5
C5 

C4

C4
C4 
Cs 

C 3
C2

C~ 
C 1

C 1

Co

Co

Do
Do

D 1
D 1
_. 
D 2

D 2

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 
6 
7 _Grey 

Brown /White 

Brown /White 
Red /White 
Green /Black 

Yellow /White 

Green /White 
Viglet /Black 

/Black 

L R 14 

J 2 
K 10-
K 11 

J 4 

J 5 
J 17 
J 22 

C8
Cs 

C8
C gG 

C gG 

C'G 
RC 81 
RC 80 

Grey /Black AR 2 RC 80 
8 Grey /White J18 RC 71 

9 Black /Grey J 20 RC 70 
10 
11 Black /Orange K9 . H.DEF 
12 Red /Violet J13 iD 

Red /Violet ER 2 iD 

13 Yellow A 10 CHO 

Yellow GR 8 CHO 

14 Orange /Violet GR 11 CH 7.D0 

15 Yellow /Violet K 18 D4 

C 8 Yellow /Violet GR14 D4 

16 Green /Violet ER 5 D7 

17 Violet /Grey BR 9 D6 

18 Grey /Violet K 14 D5 

Grey /Violet E R 22 D5 

19 White /Violet GR 9 DO 

20 White /Black BR 19 D5 

21 

22 Red /Blue BR 21 I)7 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR Q (ADDRESS) 

To 

1 X22 Black P 1 
#22 Black T 1 

2 X22 Brown P 2 
n22 Brown T 2 

3 
4 n22 Red 

X22 Red 
5 X22 Orange 

n22 Orange 
~i n22 Green 

X22 Green 
7 X22 Blue 

n22 Blue 
8 n22 White 

n22 White 
J n2G Black /Yellow. 

10 X26 Blue /Red 

P4 

DR 4 
P5 
DR 5 
P6 
T6 
P7 
DR 7 
P8 
DR 8 
Dr 1 

BR 17 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR E (ADDRESS) 

To 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 White 
6 White /Brown 

7 Grey 
Grey 

8 Grey /Green 
9 Yellow /Orange 

10 Green f Orange 
11 Blue /Orange 
12 Violet /Green 

13 White /Green 
14 Blue /Green 
15 Yellow /Green 

AR 1 
AR f3 
A18 
AR 7 
AR 6 
AR 4 
L13 
L 19. 
AR 8 
AR 5 
AR 10 
AR 9 

-~ 5a 
- -+- 50 

— 50 
— 50 

-~- 8 
-}- 8 
—R 
—8 
-~ 4 
-~- ~ 
—4 
—4 
G 
G 
RI 

DR.0 s 

Sig. Gnd. 
ACS 16 
ACS 
ACS 
RCSO 
ADS 
RC 40 
RC 41 
RDSO 
RDS5 
DSB 
DSF 
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CONTROL A BOARD 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR DR (CONTROL A 

To 
1 #26 Black /Yellow 
2 X26 Grey /Black 
3 #26 White /Green 
4 X22 Red 

#22 Red 
5 2'2 Orange 

rt22 Orange 
6 #26 Grey /Orange 
7 X22 Blue 

n22 Blue 
8 n22 White 

ff22 White 
9 X26 Grey /Blue 
10 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR AR (CONTROL A) 

To 
Q 9 RI 1 Whita E 5 Sig. Ground 
PS 34 End 2 Grey /Black B 7 RC g0 
PS 33 Start 3 White /Brown E 6 ACS 16 
Q 4 -~ 8 4 Yellow /Orange E 9 ADS 
T 4 -~- 8 ' Yellow /Orange HR 10 ADS 
Q 5 _g 5 White /Green E 13 RDS5 
T 5 _g 6 Grey /Green E 8 RCSO 
PS 32 All 7 Grey E 7 ACS 
Q 7 —4 8 Violet /BGrecn E 12 RDSO 
T 7 —4 9 Yellow /Green E 15 DSF 
Q 8 G 10 Blue /(~Treen E 14 DSB 
T 8 G 
PS 31 Selected 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
ND 130 A HARNESS 

CONNECTOR. ER (CONTROL A) 
To 

1 
2 Red /Violet B 12 
3 Violet /Blue GR 10 
4 Grey /Brown A 2U 

Grey /Brown LR 6 
5 Green /Violet B 16 

Green /Violet KR 6 
6 Orange /Green M 13 
7 Violet /Yellow L 4 

Violet /Yellow HR 5 

R White /Blue L 7 

White/Blue KR 3 

9 Blue /Yellow L 3 

Blue /Yellow KR 2 
10 
11 

12 Red /White LR 15 
13 Brown /Grey GR 3 
14 

15 Brown /White LR 14 

Brown /White T 10 

16 Black /Green GR 2 
17 Key 
18 Orange /Black M 4 
19 
20 Red /Brown HR. 11 

21 Yellow /Black M 2 
22 Grey /Violet B 18 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR BR. (CONTROL A) 

To 
1 Black/Blue T,R- 7 
2 
3 

P3 ~-

iD 4 Green A 12 A 

REFP Green KR 5 A 

P1 5 Red /Black M 1 CR,~ 
P1 6 Violet A 16 P4.REP 
D7 7 Key 
D7 8 Grey /Yellow L 17 RT 
R M--~2 Grey /Yellow GR 12 RT 
Stop 9 Violet /Grey B 17 D6 
Stop Violet /Grey KR 10 DG 

A 10 Grey /BIuE M 7 REP 

A Grey /Blue KR 9 REP 

R 11 White /Grey GR 7 P4 

R 12 Orange /Grey L 20 PH2 
Orange /Grey GR 5 PH2 

13 Violet /White KR 8 PH1 

C8 Violet /White J 19 PH1 

DR 14 Blue /White HR 3 DR.0 s 

15 Brown /Green GR 6 AO 

C$ 16 White f Orange L 18 RT 

C8 White /Orange GR 13 RT 

DR 17 Blue /Red HR 8 DR.C 8

Blue /Red Q 10 DR.Cg 
SP A 18 Orange A 8 ADCS 

19 White /Black B 20 D5 
MR 15 White /Black M 6 D~ 
MR 20 Blue /Violet LR 11 P2 
D5 21 Red /Blue B 22 D7 

22 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR FR (CONTROL A) 

To 
1 White /Yellow M 14 RM 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR CR (CONTROL A) 

2 To 

3 Violet /Black 
4 Green /Grey 

KR 13 
M 12 

RC gl 
TMR 

1 Violet f Brown 
2 Orange /Red 

LR 9 
M 2Q 

5 3 Brown /Red M 10 
4 Grey /Red M 9 

MS 6 Yellow /Grey J 6 Grey /Red PS 14 
7 Black /Violet HR 6 X.001 5 
8 Blue /Grey M 11 AMR 6 Red /Grey L15 
9 Blue A 14 MB 7 Orange /White HR 15 

Blue LR 8 MB 8 Green /Red LR 1 
10 Yellow /Red L 16 R 9 Brown /Orange KR 1.4 

Ye11Qw /Red KR. 1 R. 10 

IS 
RWS 
T M ~--~ 1 
RMR 
RMR 

OSC 
P13 
DPO 
SET DR 

u 

u 

u 

u 
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n 
n .n

n 
n 
n 
n 

CONTROL B BOARD 

ND 130 A HARI~TESS 
CONNECTOR KR (CONTROL B) 

To 

~'D 130 A HARNESS 
CO~'~'ECTOR CSR (CONTROL B) 

To 

1 Yellow /Red FR 10 R 1 Red /Orange K 8 ALT 

2 Blue /Yellow ER 9 R 2 Black /Green ER 1G DR 

3 V~'hite /Blue ER 8 A 3 Brown /Grey ER 13 DR 

4 Grey /Orange J 11 AR 4 

5 Green BR 4 A 5 Orange /Grey BR 12 PH2 

6 Green /Violet ER 5 D7 6 Brown /Green BR 15 AO 

7 Black /Yellow L 1 PEN 7 White /Grey BR 11 P4 

8 Violet /White BR; 13 PH1 8 Yellow B 13 CHO 

Violet /White PS 9 PH1 9 White /Violet B 19 DO 

9 Grey /Blue 
10 Violet /Grey 
11 
12 Red /Yellow 

B R 10 
BR 9 

J 9 

10 Violet /Blue 
Violet /Blue 

11 Orange /Violet 
12 Grey /Yellow 

M 8 
E R 3 
B 14 
B R 8 

REP 
REP 
CH7.D0 
RT 

REP 
D6 

AS 
RT 13 Violet /Black FR 3 RC 81 13 White /Orange BR 16 

Violet /Black J 21 RC 81 14 Yellow /Violet B 15 D4 

14 Brown /Orange CR 9 SET DR 15 Brown /Violet K 4 DRSV~' 

15 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR LR (CONTROL B) 

To 
CR 8 
L6 
L2 

1 Green /Red 
2 Violet /Orange 
3 Brown /Yellow 
4 
5 Green /Blue L 10 
6 Grey /Brown ER 4 
7 Black /Blue BR 1 

8 Blue FR 9 
9 Violet /Brown CR 1 
10 
11 Blue /Violet BR 20 

12 Yellow /Blue L 22 

13 Orange /Blue J 3 

14 Brown /White B 1 

Brown /White ER 15 
15 Red /White K 10 

Red/White ER 12 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR NR (CONTROL B) 

To 

DPO 
ST.R 
ST.A 

Erase 
P1 

P3 -I-

MB 
IS 

P2 

C6

C7

C8

C8
C8
C8

1 Blue /Black Y 11 C 8M 1 

Blue /Black K 5 C 8M 

2 Black f Brown Y 12 C8M 2 

Black /Brown K6 C8M 
3 

3 Violet /Orange W2 C7 
4 

4 Blue /Orange W4 C6

5 Black /Orange X 22 -{- 8V .5 

6 White /Brown X 20 — 8V 
7 Green /Orange X 17 p3_ 6 
8 Yellow /Orange X 19 P a -~-
9 Red /Orange X 18 P2 7 

10 White Y21 CT 
R 

9 
10 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CO~'NECTOR HR (COI~TTROL B) 

To 
1 Red A 6 
2 Black /Red K 1 
3 Blue /White BR 14 
4 Brown /Blue K 2 
5 Violet /Yellow E R 7 
6 Black /Violet K 3 

Black /Violet FR 7 
7 Red /Green J 1(1 

S Blue /Red BR 17 

Blue /Red M 5 
9 

10 Yellow /Orange AR 4 

11 Red /Brown ER 20 

Red /Brown M 3 
12 
13 

14 Violet /Red M 61 

15 Orange /White CR 7 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR JR. (CONTROL B) 

To 
X22 Black S 1 
n22 Black P 1 
X22 Brown S 2 
X22 Browt, P 2 

X22 Red 
X22 Red 
X22 Orange 

X22 Orange 
n22 Green 
X22 Green 
X22 Blue 

22 Blue 
X22 ti'Yhite 
X22 tiVhite 

S4 
P4 
S5 
P5 
S6 
P6 
S7 
P7 
S8 
PR 

ADCR 
X.1 
DR.0 8 

X.01 
Stop 
X.001 
X.001 
DLS 

DR.CB 

DR.CB 

ADS 
MR 15 
MR 15 

ALT 
P13 

-E- 50 
-~- 50 
— 50 
— .50 

-{- 8 
-{- 8 
—8 
_g 

-{- 4 
-}- 4 
—4 
—4 
G 
CT 
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FRONT PANEL BOARD 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR K (FRONT PANEL) 

To 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR J (FRONT PANEL) 

To 
1 Black /Red HR 2 X.1 1 Brown /Black M 22 V.DEF 
2 Brown /Blue HR 4 X.01 2 Brown /White B 1 Cg 
3 Black /Violet 
4 Brown /Violet 

HR 6 
GR 15 

X.001 
DRSW 

3 Orange /Blue LR 13 C7

5 Blue /Black NR 1 C 8M 4 Yellow JWhite B 4 C 8G 

6 Black /Brown NR 2 CgM 5 Green /White B 5 C 7G 

7 6 Yellow /Grey FR 6 MS 

8 Red /Orange GR 1 ALT 7 Brown A 4 Ramp 

9 Black /Orange B 11 H.DEF 8 Green A 12 A 

10 Red /White LR 15 CA 9 Red /Yellow KR 12 AS 

Red /V~Thite B 2 C8 10 Red /Green H R 7 DLS 

11 Green /Black B 3 C gG 11 Grey /Orange KR 4 AR 

12 Green /Yellow M 17 Add 12 Blue /Brown M 19 iD to MR 

13 Orange /Yellow M 18 Subtract 13 Red /Violet B 12 iD irom Addrass 

14 Grey /Violet B 18 D5 14 White /Red M 21 i NI 

15 15 Green /Red W 8 C4

16 16 Black A 2 NDB 
17 17 Violet /Black B 6 RC 81 
18 Yellow /Violet B 15 D4 18 Grey /White B 8 RC 71 
19 Black /White A 22 Clock 19 Violet /White BR 13 PH1 
20 Green /Brown H 10 M o 20 Black /Grey B 9 RC 70 
21 Yellow /Brown H 9 M, 21 Violet /Black KR 13 RC 81 
22 Orange /Brown H 8 M 2 22 Grey /Black B 7 R. C 80 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR L (FRONT PANEL) 

To 
1 Black /Yellow KR 7 PEN 1 
2 Brown /Yellow LR 3 Start A 2 

3 Blue /Yellow ER 9 R 3 

4 Violet /Yellow ER 7 Stop 4 

5 Blue 
6 Violet /Orange 

A 14 
LR 2 

MB 
Start R 

5 

7 White /Blue ER 8 A 6 
8 7 
9 8 

10 Green /Blue LR 5 Erase 9 
11 
12 

10 

13 Green /Orange E 10 RC 40 
14 
15 Red /Grey CR 6 OSC 
16 Yellow /Red FR 10 R 
17 Grey /Yellow BR 8 RT 

18 White /Orange BR 16 RT 
19 Blue /Orange E 11 RC 41 
20 Orange /Grey B R 12 PH2 
21 

22 Yellow /Blue LR 12 C6

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR T (FRONT PANEL) 

To 
Q1 
Q2 

X22 Black 
X22 Brown 

n22 Red 
n26 Red 
n22 Orange 
n26 Orange 
n22 Green 
X22 Blue 
X22 White 
n26 Blue /Yellow 

X26 Brown /White 

DR 4 
Switch 
DR 5 
Switch 
Q6 
DR 7 
DR 8 
PS 35 

ER 15 

-~ 50 
— 50 

-~- 8 
-~ 8 
_g 
_g 

-~- 4 
—4 
G 
CHI C

C8 u 
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MR BOARD 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR Z (MR) 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTORS (MR) 

To 
1 1 

2 Black X 1G I 3
3 Brown X 15 I 2 2 

4 Red X 14 I 1
5 Orange X 13 I° 3 

6 White X 21 G 4 
7 Yellow Y 13 S ° 

8 Green Y14 S , 5 

9 Blue Y15 S 2 
10 Violet Y16 S s 6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR TW (MR) 

To 

1 Black TS 17 
2 Brown TS 5 
3 Red T S 16 
4 Orange TS 8 
5 Yellow TS 15 
G Green T S 3 
7 Blue TS 14 
8 Violet TS 2 

9 Grey TS 13 
10 Black /V~Thite TS 1 
11 Brown /White TS 6 
12 Red /White TS 18 
13 White TS 21 
14 

15 White /Black TS 7 

White/Black M fi
1G 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 Green /Black TS 4 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR H (MR) 

1 
2 Orange /Red 
3 Violet /Red 
4 Grey /Red 
5 White /Red 
6 Black /Orange 
7 Red /Blue 
8 Orange /Brown 

Orange /Brown 
9 Yellow /Brown 

Yellow /Brown 
10 Green /Brown 

Green /Brown 

To 

TS 24 
RS 12 
TS 11 
TS 10 
TS 9 
TS 23 
TS 22 
K 22 
TS 20 
K 21 
TS 19 
K 20 

<<9>> 
<<8,~ 
<<7>> 
<<G>> 
<<5>> 
<<4„ 
<<3>> 
<<2>> 
<<1>> 
<<0>>~ 

Space 
CR 
G 

D 5

D 5

— 48V 

TWS 
R 3
R 2 

R 1
R° 
M 3
l~T 2 

~I 2 

1VI 1
~I 1
~,j o 

M o 

X22 Black 
n22 Black 
X22 Brown 
X22 Brown 

X22 Red 
X22 Red 
#22 Orange 
X22 Orange 
X22 Green 
X22 Green 
n22 Blue 
X22 Blue 
X22 White 
X22 White 

To 
PS 1 -{- 50 
JR 1 -{- 50 
PS 2 — 50 
JR 2 — 50 

PS 4 -}- 8 
JR 4 -~- S 
PS 5 _g 

JR 5 _g 

PS 6 -~- 4 
JR 6 -{- 4 
PS 7 —4 

JR 7 —4 

PS 8 G 
JR 8 G 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR M (MR) 

1 Red/Black 

2 Yellow /Black 
3 Red /Brown 
4 Orange /Black 

5 Blue /Red 

G White /Black 

White f Black 

7 Grey /Blue 
8 Violet /Blue 
9 Grey /Red 

10 Brown /Red 
11 Blue /Grey 
12 Green /Grey 
13 Orange /Green 
14 White /Yellow 
15 

16 Violet /Red 
17 Green /Yellow 
18 _Orange /Yellow 
19 Blue /Brown 
20 Orange /Red 
21 White /Red 
22 Brown /Black 

To 
BR 5 

ER 21 
HR 11 
ER 18 

HR 8 

BR 19 

TW 15 

BR 10 
GR 10 
CR 4 
CR 3 
FR 8 
FR 4 
ER 6 
FR 1 

HR 14 
K 12 
K 13 
J12 
CR 2 
J14 
.T 1 

C R' 

MR 
MR 15 
S P' _ 

DR.0 s (CMR) 

D5 

D5 

REP 
REP 
RMR 
M R °--~ 1 
AMR 
TMR 
(RM--~2) 
RM 

ALT 
ADD 
SUBTRACT 
iD to MR 
TWS 
iM 

V.DEF 
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REAR DECK 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR PS (POWER CABLE) 

To 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR TS (24 Pin Amphenol Blue Ribbon on 

Analyzer Rear Panel) 

1 $$22 Black 
2 #22 Brown 
3 X26 Green /Orange 
4 X22 Red 

S 1 
S 2 
SC 1 
S 4 

-~- 50 
—50 

-~ 8 

To 
1 Black /~'~'hite TW 10 
2 Violet TW 8 
3 Green TW 6 

< <0„ 
«2» 
«4 ~, 

5 #22 Orange 
6 X22 Green 

S 5 
S 6 

_g 

-~ 4 
4 Green /Black T W 22 
5 Brown TW 2 

—48V 
<<8>> 

7 #22 Blue S 7 —4 6 Brown /White TW 11 Space 

8 #22 White S 8 G l White /Black TW 15 D 5
9 $$26 Violet /White KR 8 PHI 8 Orange ZW4 <<6>> 

1Q #26 Red /White SC 3 9 Black /Orange H6 R n
11 X26 Green /White SC 4 10 `White !Red H5 R 1
12 #26 Blue /White SC 5 11 Grey ,'Red H4 Rz
13 X26 Black/Orange SC 6 12 Violet H3 R3
14 X26 Grey /Red CR 4 R1IR 

,'Red 
13 Grey T«" 9 «1>> 

15 X26 Black/V~Thite Y 9 C~ 14 Blue TW 7 <<3„ 

16 X26 Violet /Orange 
17 X26 Brown /White 

18 26 Blue ;Orange 

Y 10 
Y 7 

Y 8 

C' 
Cfi 

C~ 

15 Yellow T ~" a 
16 Red Tom' 3 
17 Black TW 1 

<<5~, 
«7~, 
«9>> 

19 n26 Red /White Y 5 C5 18 Red /White T V6' 12 C R. 

20 X26 Green /Black 
21 #26 Yellow /White 

22 X26 Green /Red 
23 #26 Violet /Black 

Y 6 
Y 3 

Y 4 
Y 1 

C5
C4

C4
C3

19 Green /Brown H 10 
20 Yellow /Brown H9 
21 White TW 13 
22 Orange /Brown H8 

23 Red /Blue H7 

M~ 
M 1
G 
M 2
M 3

24 #26 Grey Y 2 C3 24 Orange /Red H2 TWS 
25 X26 Grey /White X 5 C2 

26 X26 Yellow /Black X 6 C2 ND 130 A HARN ESS 
27 X26 Brown /Green X 3 C 1 CONNECTOR SC (SPECIAL) 
28 X26 Red /Green X 4 C 1 To 
29 #26 Yellow /Grey X 1 Co 1 #26 Green /Orange PS 3 

30 #26 Yellow /Green X 2 Co 2 
31 $$26 Grey /Blue DR 9 Selected 3 #26 Red /Blue PS 10 

32 ff26 Grey /Orange DR 6 All 4 #26 Green /White PS 11 

33 #26 White /Green DR 3 Start 5 #26 Blue /White PS 12 

34 X26 Grey /Black DR 2 End 6 X26 Black /Orange PS 13 

35 X26 Blue /Yellow T 9 CHI ~ 7 
36 8 

9 
10 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
WINDOW CONTROL SWITCH (REAR DECK) 

Upper right Orange 
Upper left Grey /Yellow 
Center right White /Violet 
Center left Grey 
Lower right Red 
Lower left 
Switch Terminals are as viewed from front of Analyzer 

To 
T5 
Energy O Pot 
Al 
AD 3 
T4 

_g 

TC 
Win. Lev. 

-~- 8 
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MEMORY STACK 

n 
n 

n 
n 

n 
n 

_~ 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR X (MEMORY) 

To 

ND 130 A HARNESS 
CONNECTOR ~Y (MEMORY) 

To 
1 Yellow /Grey W 15 C° 1 Violet /Black W 9 Cs 

Yellow /Grey PS 29 C° Violet /Black PS 23 C3

2 Yellow/Green W 16 C° . 2 Grey W 10 Ca 

Yellow /Green PS 30 C° Grey PS 24 C3

3 Brown /Green W 13 C 1 3 Yellow /White W 7 C4

Brown /Green PS 27 C 1 Yellow /White PS 21 C4

4 Red /Green W 14 C 1 4 Green /Red W 8 C4

Red /Green PS 28 C 1 Green /Red PS 22 C4

5 Grey /White W 11 C2 5 Red /White W5 C5 

Grey /White PS 25 C2 Red JWhite PS 19 C5 

G Yellow /Black W 12 C2 6 Green /Black W6 C5

Yellow/Black PS 26 C2 Green /Black PS 20 Ci 5 

7 Violet /Green W 18 D° ? Brown JWhite W3 C~ 

8 Blue /Green W 17 D~ Brown /White PS 17 C 
fi 

9 White /Green `V 20 D 1 R Blue /Orange W4 c r. 

10 Grey /Green W 19 D 1 Blue /Orange PS 18 Cs 

11 Brown /Blue W 22 D 2 9 Black /Whit; Wl C7

12 V~Thite /Black W 21 D 2 Black /White PS 15 C7

13 Orange Z 5 I° 10 Violet /Orange W2 C7 

14 Red Z 4 I1 Violet /Orange PS 16 C7
15 Brown L 3 I2 11 Blue /Black NR 1 CR 
16 Black Z 2 I3 12 Black f Brown NR 2 Cg 
17 Green /Orange NR 7 P 3 —

13 Yellow Z7 ►~ ° 

18 Red /Orange NR 9 P2 14 Green Z8 S, 
19 Yellow /Orange NR 8 P 3 -~- 15 Blue Z9 S2
20 White /Brown N R 6 -8V 16 Violet 7, 10 S~ 

White /Brown Y 20 —8V 
17 

21 White Z 6 G 
18 

White Y 21 G 19 
22 Black /Orange 

Black /Orange 
N R 5 
Y 22 

-}- 8 V 

+g~~ 
20 White /Brown 

21 White 

X 20 

X21 

—8V 
G 

White NR 10 G 

22 Black /Orange X 22 -~8V 
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DETECTOR 8NC 
(FRONT PANEL) 

-4F 

-4F 
V 

1.2K 1200-125 1.25 Ns 

2N 521 -8F 

22K 

.ol 
~• 

~.

4.7 K 47 K 

+8F ' 

470 

+ 22 mf 
T15V 

2 N 521 

4.7 K 

2 N 446 A 

- 4F 

47 ~ 

+8~ 

4 7 .rt 
-8 o-~M/1, 

6.8 K 

+8F 

COARSE GAIN 
(FRONT PANEL) .a 

2 K 

 O 

tK 

 O 

[P} 499 ~ 

O 

249 n 

249 n. 

 O 

22 mf 

I 15 V 

33K 

FINE GAIN 
500 

10 TURN 
HELIPOT 

(FRONT PANEL+ 

22 m f 
15V 220 

-•M/1► 

• 

- -2z 

+ I15 TTV 

 o+8F 

22 mf 
_ 

+~ 15 V ~"+ 

_ _ '-

(N 6467 

-4F 

 o-8F 

-8F 

22K 

~2N 1300 

330 ~ 

22 mf I 15V 

2.2 K 

t 
2N446A 

- 4F +8F 

7 

.01 

V 

4T K 
 'NN1~-~ 

15mmf 

18K 

33K 

~ I N 627 I N 627 

"1 = 15mmf 

47K 
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• 

15 K 
- e o-~~ 

• 

15K 
- 8 O-~V1M+ 

C° o M 

C~ o aM 

~° o 

15 K 
-8 a-~1I1M" 

~ ° o s~ 

C~ o 

C• o 

C° o 

15K 
-8o---MM-

Coo ~ • 

c° ~ ~I • 
15K 

-8 o•~VW-

C 66 0 ~ 

C~ o 

C° o 

• 

~-

• 

• 

15K 
- 8 ~~-

VERTICAL ADDRESS CURRENT p ~ ~ ~ 
FROM CURRENT GENERATOR I i 

1 i 

~- - ~- - t - Y- --*- --~ 

' ~ 

e e 
I 

e 
I 
b b I 

b 
1 

0 

L COLLECTORS OF BILATERALS IN ABOVE ARRAYJ 

MEMORY 
PLANES 

J 

NOTES: 

1. GT1663 TRANSISTOR OUTPUTS CONNECT 
TO MEMORY ADDRESS WIRES 

2. 2N596 MAY BE USED FOR GT 1663 

2N 404 

ND 120 
MEMORY ADDRESS 

ND 130A CIRCUITS 

4-13—si 
(TOP BOARD MEMORY 
ASSEMBLY 



CLOCK OSC. 

680~-
- g o—MM-~ 

.01 

6469 I~ 
122,pj 

1 15V 4.7 K 

+4 

4.7 K 
2.2 K 
`M 2N445 A 

~ 22 

T ~j 

I 

20 K4'' 

1 • 

2N393 2 N393 

IOK 

3.3 K 

_8 

10 K(P) =.22 pf 

IOK 

2 pf 

ON 
0 

OFF 

LIVE TIMER - 

I MIN 
0 0 

— 2 pt 

10 MIN 

D4 0 

D5 0 

TIME UNIT 

ON 

SWITCH NOT CONNECTED 
PROVIDED ONLY FOR 
CLARITY OF FRONT 
PANEL LETTERING 

Mo 0 

M i o K 

M~ o 

K 

ON 

0 

0 

ON 

0 

0 

• 

OFF XIO 

XI 

OFF X 2 

OFF 

OFF 

CLOCK (To ADC drowinq , page D 2 ) 

2.2K 

0 
R 

S01 OCS, 

_8 

68K 
002 

10 K 4.7 K 

.002 

2.2 K 
• 'W~ 

2N393 2N393 • 

68 K 

-4 

2N445A 

-8 

>OOSC (To drawing, pope D 10 

3.3 K or page D 56 ND 130A ) 

• 

TYPE 
• 

H2~~ 'o-- i F-+ 

PUNCH-♦ 

DIGITAL 

 of 

'-~ ~--'-oj Io""'.~ F" 

I ~ 
I-  - I
I I

d io 

DUMP 

 o~ 

• 

X4 0R 

X8 

ADD AS 

CLOCK AND LIVE TIME SWITCHING CIRCUITS  I 

I 

_4o I

-4 
~'~o 
o~ 

ANALOG 

 o RT 

o R~ 

FORM OF READOUT SWITCHES 

CRT CRT 

2.7pFf -0~{~. 

-4 ~~ 

+4 0 ~ 

PEN 

a PEN 

 1 

2- 27— 62 

OSCILLATOR CONTROLS 

ND 130A (FRONT PANEL BOARD) 

4-13-61 



r- — — — —

I c 

0 — 512 

c~ c° c° 

° ° ADDRESS BOARD ° 
-- -- --- — --

A 
Q 

—~ 

~ ~ 

0 

Q 
— pp-- — —

A A 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 • 

,i. 

0— 255 
OFF —o ~ ON 

—8 

256 — 511 
OFF 

0 —127 

128— 255 

256 — 383 

384 — 511 

—o 

SWITCH NOT CONNECTED, 
PROVIDED ONLY FOR 
CLARITY OF FRONT PANEL 
LETTERING. 

—'-0  MB 

ON 

--O TiB 

OFF ON 

MB 

NDB +8 —8 

47K 3,3 K SEOT 

~! ~° 

OFF O,N 

MB 

NDB 

OFF ON 

OFF 

MB 

ON 

~ 

+8 —8 

4.7 K 

~I 
3.3 K S28 

0 

NDB +8 —8 

4.7 K 3.3 K 
256 

>N 

NDB +8 --8 

3.9K 3.3 K 384 

o 
SUB —GROUP POSITION SWITCHES 

 • 

 • 

r ... ___. , _. 

c~ c~ c 2 c3 C4 Cs C6

• 

CHO GATE ON ADDRESS BOARD o 

CMG A 

512 POINTS 

256 POINTS 

128 POINTS 

I 

°_J..__. 

C°G 

OFF 
o n o 

k 
ON 

0 

• 

 o ~e 

GROUP SIZE S~AIITCHES 

OFF — 
0 

—ON 
0 

OFF 
0 

ON 
K 

o ~T 

 o MS 

 ode 

I

GROUP CONTROLS 
N D 120 
ND 130A (FRONT PANEL BOARDS 

6— 7-61 



DLS 

0  o RT 

START R 

0 0 

4.7 K 

STOP START A 

:001 

4.7 K 

0 

MB 

—o—,. 

0 0 

4.7 K 

,001 
 0R~ 

H. DEF. C8G 

470 ~ 

Ceo--o --:,-4
-  •  •  • -

470 .~ 

' A 22 K - 

DECADE LINE SWITCH I 22 K OFF ~--~ ON 

I OVERLAP SWITCH 

O N♦----+ O F F 

AR(AUTO-REPEAT) 

- 40--0  0+ 4 

NORMAL ~---►AUTO-REPEAT 

AUTO-REPEAT SWITCH 

MB PH2 

40 

A 

_~ 

READOUT ANALYZE 

R 

STOP 2 STOPI 

I  MODE SWITCH ~ 

_L 
ERASED—~ 

RC~O 

2.2K 

10 K 

-4 

X50 -50 
0 

/O 

ERASE PUSHBUTTON 

RC~I 

2.2 K 

IOK 

0---0+4 

ADDRESS ADVANCE PUSHBUTTONS 

200K TOOK 49.9K 25 K 
(P) 

OFF ♦--► PEN CALIBRATION 

L PEN CALIBRATION SWITCH ~ DECADE LINE PUSHBUTTONS —J 

ADD SUBTRACT 

ALT 
-8 o—~I11b 

2.2K — — — — 

-4 
SUBTRACTS—+ADD 

IK 

ADD SUBTRACT SWITCH —~ 

TO 
AMPLIFIER CONNECTOR (AD -I ) 

0 FF ~--~ ON 

COINCIDENCE 
BNC 

COINCIDENCE SWITCH—J 

-8 

ND 120 
ND 130A 

4-13-61 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CIRCUITS 
(FRONT PANEL BOARD) 



+8 

'F4 

3.3 K 

t 
o 

C4 PH2 

-4 

4.7 K 

~! ~ k 

O 
PHI OSC R7 

POINT PLOT GATE 

256 

IK 

ALL ZENER DIODES 
6313 8V 

512 128 

RAMP SWITCH 

PLOT 

 I 

~- 50 

ON ADC BOARD 

330 ~ 

on • C off 

IK 10 TURN 
6466 

WINDOW SWITCH 
(REAR PANEL) 

ENERGY ZERO 
POSITION POT 

ENERGY ZERO 
POSITION (AD-2) 

ENERGY ZERO POSITION 

TO ADC INPUT (AD -4) 

BNC ~ c 
NEG 0-3 VOLTS 
I-3 ps PULSES 

~ SEE AMPLIFIER DRAWING ~ 

~_ -
I 
L— — _ .__. 

GAIN 
_~ 

BNC "A" B U B~~ 
POSITIVE OR BIPOLAR 0-100 VOLTS 

I-3 /is PULSES 

GAIN ' 
_+ 150 ~ 

BNC INPUT FROM DETECTOR 

INPUT SELECTOR SWITCH  I 

MISCELLANEOUS FRONT 
ND 120 
ND 130A PANEL CIRCUITS 

4-i3-si (FRONT PANEL BOARD 



I 6 

~ I/2 A 
~ SLO- BLO 

110 V 
AC 

I/2 A 
SLO- BLO 

• 
I 

PILOT 

100 K 

4 

ii 

R 

5 

6 

IN4kB 5.n 3 W 2000 ~. 3 W 
~V~h 

- 100 mf - 100 mf 50 ~ - 100mf - IOOmf 

+ 150 V +, 150 V 3 W ♦. 150 V ♦, 150V 

IN 1830 RA 
50V YIN441B 
10 W 

• 

- - = = = 

IN441B 5n.3W 700.cilOW 

TRIAD 
HSM 230 

5 

g I.O~ 3W IN441B 
'M • sl 

7 

5 

I.On 3W 
 '1/V1► 

INKIB 

+ IOOmf IO n  +1100mf 

- 150 V 3 
W 

- 150 V 
IN1830RA 
50 V 
10 W 

:N~ IB 

IN441 B 

0-50 

 0+50 

-12 
2N375 

-8 +12 

- 50 O 

47K 

O
2N404 

I  

-50 -12 

47 K 

O 2 N 404  
3 

6313 

IK 

-8 -12 

1.5 K 
0+12 (4 

+~ 1000 mf 4~ 1000 mf 
- 15V - 15V 1.5K 

1 

..L 1000 mfg IOOOmf 
.}. 15 V + 15V 

 0-12 

47 K 

IK 

2N375 

22 mf 

I + 15 V 

-22 mf 

I + 15 V 

+50 

+12 

+8 

+8 

+4 

~ POWER SUPPLY 
ND 120 
ND 130 A (PS BOARD) 

4— 13-61 



DR O 

Q
A 

A 

K • 

+8 -8 

4.7 K 6.8 K 

2 N 446 A 

-4 

O  -8 
 • 

• 

1000 
m m f --~-

Y 
0 0 

START A AR R 

47 K 

-8 +8 

6.8 K 4.7 K 

2N446A 

3.3 K 3.3 K 

8.2 K / 

 2N711 2N 711 

100 K 

+8 

DR 

8.2K 

o 
STOP 

8.2 K 

100 K 

+8 

A 
0 
A 

• ~  ODR 

+8 

® 6.8 K 

• 

-8 

6.8 K 

• • • • 

Y Y Y ~L * Y Y 
O O b b b o O 
P4 AS REP CHO D6 P4 CHO 

CONTROL BOARD 

A
g
CS ACS 16 

A 

0 

+8 

0 
8.2 K 

o O o o b o 0 0 
TO GATE /8 RT D7 PH I P I RT PH I SO I 

(RDSO) 

CONTROL BOARD QA

IK 
2N 711 

1 
- 

Q 
\ 

2N 711 ~ • 
~~ 

 O-8 

IK 4.7K 15K 

+8 

6.8 K 

~ ~ 

Y Y. 

0 0 
SOI PH2 RT 

ND 130 A 

5 —IT-61 

Set A thru ACS16 

LOGIC 



~ ~ 

p -8 

r 

15 K 

7C o8 7C o 1C 

8.2 K 28.2 K 

Y Y Y 

0 0 0 
P 4 RT DR REP P4 RT 

+8 
x 

6.8 K 

Y 

0~ 
AO PH 2 

Y 

d 
RT 

0 
P4 

CONTROL BOARD ~A

+8 

8.2 K 

• 

Y 

0 
PH I DR• ~ 

A
g
LT AppLT 

A A 

+8 - 

680n 6.8 K 

2 N 446A 

-4 

+s ~ 

8.2 K 

27 
• 

+8 ~ 

68 K 

+8 ~ 

6.8K 
24~ 25 

• 
28 

• `~ • ~ • • 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 
MR SOI MB DR-C~ MR15 P2 MR15 C DR•C8 P2 P4 

 I I 

TOOK 

+8 

3.3 K 

+8 

4.7 K 

2 N 446A 

3.3 K 
-4 

8.2 K ~ 8.2 K 

2 N 711 2 N 711  

100 K 

+8 

3/ 

+8 T

• 

68K 

Y 
o 

A P4 DR 

29 

+8 

6.8 K 

CONTROL BOAR D 

O_ 
DR•C8 

+8 
~ ~ 

6.8 K _ 6.8 K 

0 0 0 0 
~ AO ADCR DO 

 I 

ND 130 A 
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ADS t hru Set ALT 
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L-- CONTROL BOARD QA --~ 

O 
A 

+8 -8 

4.T ~K 6.8 K 

2N446A  • 

S 

-4 

/7 

• 

AIL Y 
0 0 
P4 REP 

.3K 

C
p
A 

-8 +8 

6.8K 4.7K 

 2N446 A 

3.3 K 

-4 

8.2 K 

 2NTII 2NTII 

100 K 

+8 

/B 

Y 

DR•C~ 

♦8 

6.8K 6.8 K 

8.2K 

100 K 

+8 
/9 

~ ~ 

 • • 

Y Y yc. 
0 0 0 

MR15 RC°I OR ~ D6 OR•C•

CR S

PH2 

IOK 

D5 

CONTROL BOARD 08 ~ L CONTROL BOARD QA —~ 

D
p
R 

A 

-~8 -8 -8 
O 

1.5K 6.8K ~6.8K 

2N446A • 

-4 
3.3 K 

+6 

3.3 K 
-4 

4.T K 

2N 446A 

8.2 K ~ 

 2NTII 2NTII 

100 K 

O 

8.2 K 
23 

r 100 K 

-8 

+8 

~- 8 

6.8K 
22 

+8 

+8 

6.8 K 

 • • ~ • • 

4.7 K Y Y Y Y Y 

0 0 0 0 
P4 CHO D5 PH2 DO CHO 

I INITIATE 
-- COMPUTER 

CYCLE 
(FRONT PANEL) 

l.5 K 

f4 

CONTROL BOARD 

AMR thru Set DR 
ND 130A 

5-17-61 LOGIC 



D~ 

A8 
4 
A 

3.3K 
150 2„

• 

-8 

~ 

6.8 K 

4.7 K 

6.8 K 
2N404 

+8 
/3 

• 

3.3 K Q 

• 

7C 7C 

• 

+8 

~ 4.7 K 

'" • • 

+8 

• 

-H 8 
~ ~ 

TOOK 

• 

Y ~C Y 

0 0 o a_ o ~ o 
PH 2 RT MR RT DR P3 EXT•IS ADCS 

49 

_8 

10 K 

• ~ 

-~F 8 
~ 

O  
6.8 K 

7~ • 

+8 

47 
4.7 K 

• • • 

Y Y Y _ _ 
a o a o 0 o a 

SOI REP DR RT PHI MR D5 

CONTROL BOARD QA 

RM2 

RDSO DR 

44 

-8 

15K 

MR
p
°-I 

A 

-~ 8 

6.8 K 

0 
STOP OR P2 

 • 

0 
D7 

 • 

+8 

O 
6.8 K 

• 

Y 
_ o 
MR PH2 P2 

 I 

DSB thru MR° I 
N D 130 A 

5-17-61 LOGIC 



PH 2 
O 
A 

+8 - 8 

2.2 K 6.8 K 

DROIC ~ 
500 
~~ 

2N446A 

3~K 

-8 +8 

PH
Q

I 

A 

IK 

 2N446 A 

3.3 K 

-4 

8.2 K 

 • 

IOOK 

+8 

t 
2N711 2N711 

+8 +8 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

/p .7 K 4.7 K /3 . /5 4.7K 

• • • • •  ~ 

8.2 K 

100 K 

+8 

/4 

♦8 

Y Y ~C Y Y Y Y Y Y. Y 
o d b o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO RT PHI PHI CH7•DO P4 RT A STOP PH2 AO RT DO 

I 

♦8 

4.7 K /s 

~~ 

8.2 K Y Y 
0 0 

DLS PH2 RT CHT•DO P4 

CONTROL BOARD 

DR O 

-8 

~ ~ ~ 
47 K 

 • • 

K 

R 

A 

-~8 -8 

1.5K 6.8K 

2N446A 

-4 

3.3 K 

-8 +8 

6.8K 2.2 K 
0 

3.3 K 

R 

Y 

2N446A 

8.2 K 

 • 

IOOK 

+8 

2NT11 2NTI1 

O 

8.2 K 

100 K 

+8 

15K `T  330 Y 

_ b o 0 
A START R PH2 DO AO PEN 

+8 -~ 8 
~ ~ 

O 
6.8K 

• • 

Y Y 
0 0 0 

STOP D7 P3 RT C HO 

ND 130 A 
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Set PHI t h r u Set R 

LOGIC 



RCgD RC~I 

DR•C° P4 DR•C8 MR15 

1.5 K 

R oS0 

A 

-4 

2N 1300 

IK 

+8 

0 

• 

T
—.002 

b 
P4 STOP FRO 

GATE ~0 
(RDS5) 

RDSO RDS5 

-8 

15 K 

/3 

+s 

6.8K 

+8 

-4 

2N1300 
-8 

• 

15K 

+8 
~ 

3.3 K /B 

TO GATE 
(ACS) 

t8 

/7 

15K /2 

~ 

12~ 

2.2 K 

~ 

♦8 

6.8 K /9 
• 

~ 
// 

+8 
~ ~ 

2.2 K 

• ~ • • 

Y Y Y. ~ Y 

0 0 0 6 o o 
A P4 REP P4 REP A DR•C~ MR15 D6 

_ 
PI RT SOI PHI A 

l CONTROL BOARD OA

TO .00 
ON GATE /4 
(RCSO) 

+8 ~ 

O 
2.2K 

_ 
R 

 I 

RC80 thru RDSS 
ND 130 A 

5 —17-61 LOGIC 



SOI 
RM RMR (From drawing D 21) S 

A 
Q 

—4 

2N404 

—8 

10 K 

+8 

30 

14 

2.2 K 

29 

+8 

4.7 K 

Y 

0 0 0 0 
PI STOP PH2 P4 SET SOI 

+8 

PI 

6.8 K 

r.. 1000
mmf 

OSC 

—4 

—8 
O 

TMR TWS 

~ R 

—4 

2N 404 

-~ 8 

17 

22 K 

15 K 
37 

• ~ 

Y 

Y Z4.7 K 

+8 +8 +8 
~ ~ 

10 K 6.8 K 6.8 K 

 •  • 
36 ~ 35 Y

0 0 0 
PHI D5 DR PI P4 DR•Ce D5 

O 

2N711 

6.8 K 

X•.001 

—4 

2N404 

—8 

6.8 K 

46 

D6 

+8 

19 

1.5K 

45 

Y 
0 0 
PHI RT 

0 
P2 

+8 

15K 

4.7 K 

DT 

CONTROL BOARD QA   

N D 130 A 

5 —IT -61 

RM thru TWS ~. 

LOGIC 



DR•Ce 

DR 

DR•Ce 

4.7 K 

C~ DR 

26 

MISC. 

P4~ REP 

+8 +8 

4.7 K 

~8 

D 4.7 K 

P4 REP 

+8 

MS 

I 

-8 

M R 15 

+8 

MR 15 

I  MR 15  ~ 

10 K 
2 ps 2 ps 

250mmf 3900-200 3900-200 
'—i 

0 
R P 13 

FROM 
PULSE 

GENERATOR 

CONTROL BOARD QA 

+8 

6.8 K 

10 K 

T T 
3.9 K 6.8 K 

_4 

100 

25 47~ 

O 
DR•C~ 

I 

2 ps 2 ~s 
3900-200 3900-200 

v 

T T 

 • 2 N 1300 

Y, I O K 

r 
2N1300 

R 

 • 

~IOK 

 0-4 

2 N 1300 

10 K 

O 
X .0 OI 

CONTROL BOARD ~8

O O 
X.01 X .I 

FROM FRONT PANEL 
MULTIPLIER SWITCH 

• 

33 K 

 O -8 

4.7 K 

2 N711 

  2N711 

TO 
'—'~ ADS 

3.3 K 

ND 130A 
MISC. CONTROL CIRCUITS 
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+8 

IK 

v 
U 

+4 

+8 

IS 

4.7 K 
4.7 K 

2N446 

2~+71 

3~R 

2.2 K 

+4 

 ~O MB 

 • 

33K ~ i K 

• 

• 

330 mmt 

I I 

 • 

IK 

150 K 
MM--

330 mmf 

82 K 

3.3 K 10 K 

• K 

~~ 

• 

 • 

2N393 2N393 

DR 

68 K 

AR RT +8 -8 

22 K 

1.5 K 

2N445 
2.2K 

ERASE 

P3+ 

3.3 K 

2N446 

28 

1K 

P3- 

4.7 K 

• 

i0 K 

2N711 

• 

75 
mmf 

• 

 • 

2N711. 

9 

IOK 

• 

i  75 
T mmf 

4.7 K 

220K 220 K 

 o + 3.5 

330.n 
♦~- 

22p115V 

~+ 1 

~IN627 

• O+ 4 

 • 

Y 

100 

 • 

10 K 

 • 

PI P2 

IK ~ Y Y ~ K)K SIK ~ Y Y ~IOK 
1 

2N521 • • 

~11~ 

100 
mmf 

2N 521 
R 

• 

• • 

P3+ 

680 ~ 

2N521 

~47 K .T.. mmf ~ 4,7K 

2.2 K 
2NT11 
R 

• 

-4 

 2N 521 

680 .n.. 

+8 

0+3.5 

 0+8 

 O -8 

 ~o P4 

PULSE GENERATOR 
ND130A 

(CONTROL BOARD © ) 
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~ ~ 7 

o Caor C e " X .01 " 
C8 0 • 

o~ 

0 Ceor Ce " X I " 
Cg • 

0 

r 
ADDRESSES FROM ADDRESS SIGNALS " X I " 
ADDRESS SCALER TO MEMORY 

+4 SELECTED -4 ALL 

I 

GROUP INTERCHANGE SWITCH 

i 
MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL CIRCUITS 

PAGE D 5T I 

X .001 (HR-6) X.Q01 (HR-2) Xol (HR -I) 

A ~ A 

-~40 • 

" X .001" Ì- v_ ~ 

-0E- 1 - 

♦-~ 

~--0 ~-0 

• CHI ~ • • • • I• • 
I 

Y Y Y Y Y Y '" 
-" 

~ 
I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C~ CZ C3 C4 Cs Ca C~ 

LOCATED ON ND 130 AT(P) FRONT PANEL SWITCHBOARD 

• 

MULTIPLIER SWITCH 

6.8 K 

4.T K 

 I 

0-4 

ERASE SUM 

2N446 

 0 0---0 ERASE 

CLEAR SUM 

I 

C8

ERASE LEFT 

o~ ERASE 

CLEAR LEFT  1 

ND 130 A FRONT PANEL CONTROLS 
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O 

START 
• • 

d v d v d v d 

C°  C°  C~ C~ C2 C2

q 

O O O O O 0 0 O O 
C3 C3 C4 C4 

R
q
I 

A 

+8 -8 

4.~ K 6.8 K 
330 K 

ip

2 N 445A 

3.3 K 
-4 

_8 

6.8 K 

R
p

I 

A 

+8 

~4.7 K 

 2 N 446 

3.3 K 

-4 

8.2 K 

100 K 

t8 

+8 

6.8 K 

a w 

O O 

C~ C~ Cg Cg

I 
C7 C~ 

O O 

2 N 1300 

50 

IK 

-8 

t 
r 

8.2 K 

100 K 

+8 

+8 

6.8 K 
END 

4.7 K 
Y 

ALL P4 DR PHI 

, W

O O O 

P4 SELECTED C° C°

LOCATED ON ND 130 AT(P) FRONT PANEL SWITCHBOARD ~ I ON ND 130A CONTROL BOARD UA  I I 

a 

O 

C~ C~ 

O I ~I ~I ~I ~I ~I 
C2 C2 C3 C3 C 4 C 4 C5 Cs Ca C° C~ C~ 

ON ND 130 AT(P) FRONT PANEL SWITCHBOARD  I 

N D 130 A 
I NTEGRATION START -STOP 
CONTROL CIRCUITS 



FULL SCALE ADJUST 

ma METER 

~NUCL.EAR 
-~.J ~,. ! 
--~-~OATA. - 

-~INC. 

---*MADISON, WIS. 

CIRCUIT FOR DEAD TIME 
MONITORING 

12-20-61 W.E.P. 



NOTE: 
ADDITIONAL FILTERING OF THE DISPLAY MAY BE ACHIEVED 

SY PLACING 47 K RESISTORS IN SERIES WITH THE HORIZONTAL 

AND THE VERTICAL LEADS TO THE DISPLAY. 

O  NORMALLY CONNECTED TO REAR PANEL OF 

COMPUTER UNIT, HOWEVER WHEN TALLY 

CONTROL UNIT IS USED THE TYPEWRITER 

CABLE IS CONNECTED TO REAR PANEL OF 

POWER SUPPLY UNIT. 

TO REAR PANEL 

-►NUCLEAR 
DATA 

----I NC. 

-+MADISON, WIS.-•--

CONNECTION OF ND 120 X130) 

A NO ACCESSORIES 

RKK 



n 
F'Qllaw►a~ng are the wiring instz~etions to be used between the 
I . B.M. output Writer and the ATD3.20„ ND].3 0 or ND102 Analyzers 

n 
n 
n 

Typ~wvriter Conneetor_Amphenol Type 57 - 30240 

(ND120) (ND102} (ND120) (ND102) 
(ND130) (ND130) 

PIN NAME NAME PIN NAME NAME ..~ r..._ ..._._ _.~._ _._._ 

1 0 0 13 1 1 

2 2 2 14 3 3 

3 4 4 15 5 5 

4 -48 -48 16 7 7 

5 8 8 17 9 9 

6 Space Space ~.S Carriage Return Carriage Return 

7 NC Ground 19 NC Limit Switch 

S 6 6 20 NC -4 

9 NC +12E 21 Ground NC 

l0 NC NC 22 NC -90E 

11 NC +90E 23 NC NC 

12 NC +180E 24 NC -I2E 

NOTE: 

If eorrverting Output Writer from ND102 operation to ND120 or ND130 

operation, perform -the following modifiea-t -ions: 
3~ Remove and tape wires an pins l9 and 20. 
2~ Remove ground wire on pin 7 and reeor~neet to pin 21. 

NC = No Conneotion 



A. C . LICE 

n 
LINE 
FILLER 

~ A. C. IAIPUTS 
.~ ~~ 

.:::~: 

TYPEWRITER 

1~toTES: 

ANALYZER OSCILLOSCOPE 

1. Aline filter should be used if the A. E. 
source is noisy. The Typewriter, Analyzer 
and Oscilloscope should be connected to the 
filter which is connected to the A. C. Line. 

2. If other auxiliarq equipment is to be used, 
another filter is necessary. 
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MONITORING POINT 
AT 6.8 K RESISTOR 

ADC BOARD 

POT ADJUSTMENT 

'° 

THE INTERNAL AMPLIFIER SHOULD 8E MATCHED TO TFI~E DETECTOR 

AND LENGTH OF INPUT CABLE USED BY ADJUSTING THE POT FOR 

OPTIMUM PULSE SHAPE. (SEE PAGE 22 I N INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

TOO MUCH 
OVERSNO~OT 

Tfl0 M12CH 
~JNDERSHOOT 

PROPER AMPLIFIER 
OUTPUT PULSE SHAPE 
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NtICL~EAR -~- .UATA, I~11C . 

MADISON, WIS. 

~wsny s~cE 

POINT PWIIZPG IiI171 NUCLEAR DATA ANAi.Y7.BBS 

~tucl~ear Dada Analyzers are designed to do point plotting 

with_ the Moseley ~4ode1 2S (NtLclear Data ~ND60i}) X-Y 

recorder, or a Model 2D2 (N~clear Data AND 603) X~Y 

_Recorder, a modified Mo$eleq G-1 Null Detector {Nuclear 

Data AND 6Q23 or (Nuclear Data ~ID 605) a~xi the loos ey 

D-~lA (Ahxclear Data AND b01) or D-18 (Nuclear Data AND 604) 

Character Printer. 

CA~'!'I4N; AN UNML)DIFIED NtII.L DETF.c1~0~R I~AY ~.,. 
DAMl1~E THE ANALYZER. 

Null ~tectar~ supplied by Nuclear Data are already mo~ii.• 

fled and users desiring to awdify their own Null DetectQra 

may obtain instruct3ac~s by a~ply~g dfrectlp to Nuclear 

D,eta, Inc. 
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TAPE CONTROL UNIT 

INTRODUCTION 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
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The purpose of this unit is to permit the ND-302 
Tally Tape Perforator and ND-303 Tally Tape 
Reader to be controlled by the Nuclear Data ND-
120 or ND-130 analyzer. 

The system is designed to handle paper tape using 
eight levels or less. In these instructions, "levels" 
refer to the eight rows of holes punched parallel to 
the axis of the tape, and "channels" refer to the 
memory channels of the analyzer. 

By means of the ND-305 Control Unit and asso-
ciated Punch and Reader, the following operations 
are possible. 

1. Data stored in the analyzer memory may be 
punched out, at approximately 6 channels per sec-
ond, in a f ormat suitable for reading back into the 
analyzer. In this format, numerical data is presented 
in binary 1, 2, 4, 8 code, and a hole is punched in 
the eighth level for every data digit position. Thus 
these eighth level holes provide convenient begin-
ning and end of word signals. 

2. The above operation may be carried out at 
type speed, i.e. approximately one channel per sec-
ond. At this speed it is possible to type and punch 
simultaneously. 

3. Data punched on tape may be read back into 
the analyzer cleared memory, either at a rate of six 
channels per second or one channel per second. 
Data is read-in positively, i.e. data will be stored 
exactly as it is punched on the tape. 

SETTING UP THE EQUIPMENT 

The Model ND-305 Control Unit has four cables 
emanating from the rear deck of the unit. These 
should be connected as follows 

1. The cable marked PUNCH should be con-
nected to the rear deck of the Punch by means of 
the 34-pin Winchester connector at the end of the 
cable. 

2. The cable marked READER should be con-
nected to the rear deck of the Reader by means of 
the 34-pin Winchester connector at the end of the 
cable. 

T.1 

3. The cable marked ANALYZER should be con-
nected to the 24-pin Amphenol connector marked 
"Typewriter or Tape Control" on the analyzer rear 
deck. 

4. The fourth cable is the a.c. line cord, and this 
should not be connected until the following setting-
up operations have been completed. 

Connect the 10-pin Amphenol connector on the 
end of the analyzer d.c. power cable into the 10-pin 
Amphenol socket on the rear deck of the control 
unit. 

If a typewriter is being used, connect it into 
the 24-pin Amphenol socket on the rear deck of the 
control unit. 

Then, having first made sure that the a.c. power 
toggle switches marked "Analyzer", "Punch", and 
"Reader" are all OFF, connect the a.c. line cord tc~ 
a 115 volt 60 cycle a.c. supply. 

The switching sequences for various operations 
are given below. 

A. To Punch a Tape Leader (i.e. a series of sprocket 
holes alone). 

Put the analyzer mode switch at STOP "1", and 
the "form of readout" switches at PUNCH, and 
DIGITAL. On the control unit front panel, switch 
on the ANALYZER and PUNCH toggle switches. 
Press the BUZZ pushbutton, and a leader will be 
punched as long as the button is depressed. 

B. To Punch Out Data Stored in the Analyzer Mem-
ory (At 6 channels per second.) 

Having accumulated the required data in any 
selected channel group, buzz out a few inches of 
tape leader. Then, after releasing the BUZZ button, 
turn the analyzer mode switch to READOUT. Data 
stored in the memory will now be punched out. 
Readout will stop automatically when the whole 
channel group has been read out. To make a tail 
leader at the end of the readout, just press the 
BUZZ button after readout has stopped. 



C. To Punch and Type Simultaneously 

(At 1 channel per second.) 

All operations are as explained in sections A 
and B above, with the exception that the TYPE-
PUNCH-DUMP switch on the analyzer front panel 
should be set at TYPE, the READER toggle on the 
control unit front panel must be ON, as well as the 
PUNCH toggle, and the 34-pin WINCHESTER 
connector must be disconnected from the READER. 
The READER toggle switch controls certain d.c. 
logic signals as well as controlling a.c. power to the 
reader, and for this reason the toggle must be ON, 
but the READER must be disconnected. This is 
necessary only when it is desired to type and punch 
simultaneously. For punching alone at 6 channels 
per second, the READER switch need not be on, 
nor need the READER be disconnected. 

D. To Read Back into the Analyzer. 
Insert tape into the READER as explained in the 

TALLY TAPE READER MANUAL, and switch on 
the READER toggle on the control unit front panel. 
Clear the analyzer memory for the particular chan-
nel group into which it is required to read-in the 
data. Then turn the analyzer mode switch to STOP 
"1", the DIGITAL-ANALOG switch to DIGITAL, 
and the TYPE-PUNCH-DUMP switch to PUNCH. 
Then press the BUZZ button and keep it pressed 
until the tape stops automatically. It is now in the 
correct position for starting read-in, and the buzz 
button may now be released. Then turn the analyzer 
mode switch to READOUT. Data will now be read 
into the analyzer memory, and the operation will 
stop automatically at the end of readout. At the end 
of readout, the mode switch should be turned to 
STOP "1", and the READER toggle should be 
switched OFF in order to make the analyzer inde-
pendent of the READER. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION. (Refer to Tape Control Schematics, 
page D100 of ND 120 and ND 130 Instruction 
Book.) 

The mechanical operation of the punch is de-
scribed in detail in the Tally Tape Perforator Man-
ual. The solenoids that actuate the punches, tape 
feed capstan, and reader advance mechanism each 
require a pulse of 48 volts amplitude and 4.5 milli-
seconds width. These pulses are provided by a se-
ries of amplifiers, one of which is shown in the dia-
gram as `Tape Control Standard Amplifier'. 

The amplifier input pulses are obtained from a 
series of logical gates. The input signals to the gates 
for the various levels, punch sprocket, and reader 
and punch tape feed solenoids, are shown in the 
table adjacent to the amplifier diagram. 

In addition to the logical signals at each gate, a 
timing pulse, 4.5 milliseconds wide, is required for 
correct punch operation. These timing pulses are 
provided by two trigger pairs, show in the diagram 
above the heading of `Tape Control Pulser'. The first 
trigger pair provides pulses for the Punch tape feed 
capstan solenoid and the Reader tape feed capstan 
solenoid. The second trigger pair provides pulses 
for all punch solenoids, including the punch sprocket 
solenoid. 

T.2 

The first trigger pair is triggered from two sources. 
During "buzz" operation, i.e. punching a tape lead-
er, consisting of a length of tape with sprocket holes 
only, or advancing a punched tape into the reader, 
triggering pulses are provided by an oscillator 
mounted on the tape control board. Tk~e frequency 
of this oscillator is approximately 60 cps, and it is 
shown in the diagram above the heading of "Tape 
Control Oscillator". During buzz operations, the 
analyzer is in the STOP position, and so the only 
pulses reaching the first trigger pair come from the 
tape control oscillator. 

When punching out information stored in the 
analyzer memory, or reading in from the tape into 
the analyzer memory, the analyzer mode switch is 
in the READOUT position, and triggering pulses 
are provided 'oy the analyzer. The actual tri eri 
pulse is a signal called TWS . This signal is the out= 
put of an AND gate whose inputs are PHI and 
TWS. PHI is one of the outputs of the phase flip-
flop; TWS is the signal that triggers the 5020 trigger 
pair in the analyzer that provides the input pulses 
to the typewriter solenoid drive amplifiers. Except 
for small details, the logic used in punch operation 
is identical to that used for typewriter operation. 
When the "Form of Readout" switch is in the punch 
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position, the frequency of TWS is approximately 
60 cps. When the switch is in the TYPE position, 
the frequency of TWS is approximately 10 cps. At 
this frequency of 10 cps it is possible to punch and 
type simultaneously. 

In the analyzer, the pulse that initiates TWS also 
initiates a memory cycle. The number read out of 
the memory into the ~-Z register then determines the 
level in which holes will be punched. Since the 
memory cycle time is very short compared with ~ the 
time required f or a punch cycle, there is plenty of 
time to read data out of the memory into the M reg-
ister before the punch actually starts moving. 

SPROCKET PUNCH AND TAPE FEED. 

As explained in the Tally Tape Perforator Man-
ual, in order to punch a sprocket hole and advance 
the tape, the sprocket punch solenoid requires a 
pulse of 4$ volts amplitude and 4.5 milliseconds 
width, to be followed, of ter a delay of 1623 milli-
seconds, by a similar pulse applied to the tape feed 
solenoid. The 1623 millisecond delay gives time for 
the punch to operate and then be fully retracted 
before the paper is moved. These pulses are shown 
in Figure 7 (A) on page 14 of the Tally Tape Per-
forator Manual. In the standard Tally punch, as 
manufactured by the Tally Register Corporation, 
this delay is obtained by electro-mechanical means 
through the use of a leaf type switch and a me-
chanical delay in the switch clutch control sleeve. 
In order to reduce the number of mechanical parts, 
and thus increase dependability, this electro-
mechanical delay is not used in the punches con-
trolled by the ND305 Tape Control Unit. 

MODIFICATION TO TALLY TAPE PERFORATOR UNIT. 

Two modifications are made by Nuclear Data Inc. 
to the standard Tally Tape Perforator. One is the 
replacement of the electro-mechanical delay de-
scribed above by a completely electronic delay, and 
the other is the substitution of a buzz switch on the 
front panel of the ND-305 Tape Control Unit for 
the buzz switch on the front panel of the Tally Tape 
Perforator. The switch has not been removed from 
the perforator panel, but the wiring arrangement 
in the cable between the punch and the 1~TD-305 is 
such that the switch no longer has any effect on 
punch operation. 

BUZZ OPERATION FOR PUNCH AND READER 
The method used to obtain correct punch and 

tape feed operation with the modified perforator is 
described below. 

As explained in the introduction, the pulses for 
punch and tape feed operation are provided by two 
separate trigger pairs. The first trigger pair, (tran-
sistors 5 and 6) whose output from emitter follower 

T.3 

(transistor 7) is P~, provides the 4.5 millisecond 
pulse for the tape feed solenoid amplifier for the 
punch and also for the reader. The end of this 
pulse triggers the second trigger pair (transistors 8 
and 9) whose output from emitter follower (tran-
sistor 10) is P, provides the pulse for all punch 
solenoid amplifiers, including the sprocket punch. 

Ref erring to the diagram above the title "Tape 
Control Pulser", it will be seen that gate S is an OR 
gate, providing a positive output signal when either 
TWS is positive, or when gate N is positive. As ex-
plained previously, TWS signals are provided by 
the analyzer in the READOUT mode. When the 
analyzer mode sv~~itch is in the STOP position 
(which is the position it should always ~ be in for 
buzzing) TWS is negative, and the output of gate 
N provides triggering pulses for buzz operation. It 
will be seen that N is an AND gate, whose inputs 
are M and the output of OR gate H. As the diagram 
shows, the buzz button applies the output of the 
tape control oscillator to point M, while the output 
of gate H depends on the signals PAC or r g. PA is 
a d.c. signal derived from the punch power switch. 
When the punch s~~itch is ON, the- signal PAC is 
positive 4 volts. When the punch switch is OFF, 
the signal PAC is negative 4~volts. Thus for buzzing 
a tape leader, the punch power switch must be ON, 
and the buzz button pressed before oscillator pulses 
can trigger the P~ and P trigger pairs. For reader 
operation, the signal r s must be positive before a 
tape can be buzzed into the reader, and the deriva-
tion of this signal will be explained in the section 
on reader operation. 

In order to provide beginning and end of word 
signals on punched tape, the tape control logic is 
arranged so that a hole is punched in the eighth level 
for each data digit. The first of these eighth level 
holes also plays an important part in synchronizing 
the start of read-in as is explained in the following 
section. 

READER OPERATION 
The mechanical operation of the reader is de-

scribed in detail in the Tally Tape Reader Manual. 
The ND-305 Tape Control Unit permits only f or-
vvard operation of the reader tape f eed capstan. The 
solenoid controlling the escapement actuator f or f or-
ward rotation of the tape feed capstan requires a 
pulse of 48 volts amplitude and 4.5 milliseconds 
width. This pulse is provided by the output of the 
Reader Tape Feed amplifier, whose input pulse is 
the output of the first trigger pair Pf . 

In the following description, the combination of 
star wheels, sensing arms, and movable- and fixed 
contacts described on page 5 of the Tally manual 
are referred to as the reader toggles. 

For use with the ND-305 Control Unit, only the 
first four and the eighth toggles are used. The first 



four toggles are used to control the analyzer M reg-
ister by means of the signals R°,R1,R~,R3, shown in 
the diagram above the heading "Tape Control 
Reader Outputs". Referring to this diagram, the 
method of operation is as follows. If, for example. 
the first tape level has a punched hole, but the re-
maining three levels do not, then the first level star 
wheel will drop into the hole, thus closing switch 
ab, while the remaining switches ac, ad and ae will 
remain open. If the reader power switch is ON, 
signal RAC is 4 volts positive (when the reader 
power switch is OFF, RAC is 4 volts negative) . 
Thus every TWS pulse from the analyzer will cause 
R° to go positive, thus setting the M° stage of the 
1~1 register to the "1" state. The remaining three 
stages will be unaffected, since R1,R2, and R3 will 
remain negative. 

BUZZING A TAPE INTO THE READER 
Since data is read from the tape into the analyzer 

a digit at a time, it is important that at the begin-
ning of read-in, the starting address on the tape 
corresponds to the starting address of the analyzer. 

This coincidence of analyzer address and tape 
address is obtained by using the first eighth level 
hole as a synchronizing hole in the following man-
ner. Referring back to gate H in the Tape Control 
Pulser diagram, it will be seen that if the punch 
power switch is OFF, the signal r s must be positive 
before the output of gate H, and therefore of gate 
N, can be positive. Now the eighth level reader 
toggle is connected in such a manner that when tape 
is in the reader and there is no hole in the eighth 
level, the signal r s is positive, but when there is a 
hole in the eighth level, r 8 is negative. Thus when 
a tape leader is placed in the reader, the tape will 
be buzzed in until the first eighth level hole reaches 
the reader head. When it does, r s goes negative, 
thus holding the output of gates H and N negative, 
in spite of the buzz button being pressed, and so 
the tape remains in the correct starting position un-
til the analyzer mode switch is turned to the READ-
OUT position. Once read-in starts, TWS provides 
the triggering pulses and since point M is now per-
manently negative, the output of gate N remains 
negative regardless of the polarity of r 8. 

T.4 
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CABLE HARNESS TABULATIONS 
FOR 

ND-305 TAPE CONTROL UNIT 
Note : On the Tape Control board, connector titles 

(TAB, TRB, etc.) are shown on the copper side of 

the board. For each connector, pin #1 is the pin 

closest to the connector, title. 

CONNECTOR PSB ON POWER SUPPLY HEAT SINK 

PIN # WIRE COLOR `'VIRE DESTINATION DESIGNATION 

1 ~ Brown/Yellow FUSE (end) 115V, Hot, Fused, Switched 

~ 2 

3 Grey/Yellow FUSE (end) 115V, Cold, Fused, Switched 

4 

5 Black PSC 1 --r-50 

6 

7 Brown TPSB 2 —50 

Brown PSC 2 —50 

8 

9 Blue TPSB 7 —4 
Blue PSC 7 —4 

10 White TPSB 8 G 
White PSC 8 G 

11 Green TPSB 6 -}-4 
Green PSC 6 -}-4 

12 Red TPSB 4 -~8 
Red PSC 4 -~-8 

13 

14 Orange TPSB 5 
Orange PSC 5 

15 

T.5 
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Connector PSC ON REAR DECK, TAPE CONTROL CABINET 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

PIN # WIRE COLOR WIRE DESTINATION 

1 Black PSB 5 -a-50 

2 Brown PSB 7 —50 

3 

4 Red PSB 12 -{-8 

5 Orange PSB 14 —8 

6 Green PSB 11 -a-4 

7 Blue PSB 9 —4 

8 White PSB 10 G 

9 Violet/White TAB 4 PHI 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

T.7 

DESIGNATION 
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~ PUNCH (WINCHESTER 34 PIN CONNECTOR) 

PIN. # WIRE COLOR WIRE. DESTINATION DESIGNATION 

r 

n 
n 
n 

.:~ 

n 

A 

B Yellow/Grey TPB 5 8L 

C 

D 

E Yellow TPB 14 SKT 

F Yellow/Violet TPB 11 7L 

H Brown TPB 15 —5d 

J 
K 

L Yellow/Blue TPB 6 6L 

M 

N 

P 

R Yellow/Green TPB 7 5L 

S 

T 

U 

V Yellow/Orange TPB 4 4L 

W 

X 

Y ~ Yellow/White TPB 8 PTF 

Z Yellow/Red TPB 3 3L 

a 

b 

c 

d Yellow/Brown TPB 2 2L 

f 

g 

h 

i Yellow/Black TPB 1 1L 

j White CHASSIS GND 

k 

m Grey/Green FUSE (end ) 

n Brown/Green FUSE (end ) 

 Tie together at Socket 

T.9 
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115V, Cold, Fused, Switched 

115V, Hot, Fused, Switched 
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READER (WINCHESTER 34 PIN CONNECTOR) 

PIN # WIRE COLOR 

A Blue 

B Orange/Grey 

C 

D 

E 

F 

H 

J 

Green 

Brown 

K 

L 

M Orange/Violet 

N 

P 

R 

S 

T 

U Orange/Green 

V 

W 

X 

Y Orange/Yellow 

Z 

a 

b 

c 

d 

f 

g 

h 

l 

k 

m 

n 

Orange/Red 

Orange/Black 

Orange/Brown 

White 

WIRE DESTINATIOI~T 

Grey/Orange 

Brown/Orange 

Tie together at Socket 

TRB 14 

TRB 3 

TRB 13 

TRB 15 

TRB ~ 

TRB 8 

TRB 9 

TRB 10 

TRB 12 

TRB 11 

CHASSIS 

FUSE (end ) 

FUSE (end) 

T.11 

DESIGNATION 

—4 

rg 

-}-4 

—50 

RTF 

e 

d 

c 

a 

b 

GND 

115V, Cold, Switched, Fused 

115V, Hot, Switched, Fused 
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CONNECTOR TAB—ON TAPE CONTROL BOARD 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 

n 

PIN # WIRE COLOR `VIRE DESTINATION DESIGNATION 

1 Green/Black TTC 4 —48V 

2 

3 Orange/Red TSP 24 TWS 

4 Violet/White PSC 9 PHI 

5 Green/Brown TSP 19 M° 

6 Yellow/Brown TSP 20 M1

7 Orange/Brown TSP 22 M2

8 Red/Blue TSP 23 M3

9 Red/Orange TSP 7 D5 

10 

11 TWS~ 

12 Violet/Red TSP 12 R3

13 Grey/Red TSP 11 R2

14 White/Red TSP 10 R1

15 Black/Orange TSP 9 R° 

T.13 
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CONNECTOR TACB—ON TAPE CONTROL BOARD 

R 
A 

n 

n 

n 

PIN # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

WIRE COLOR 

Grey/Yellow 

Brown/Yellow 

White 

Black 

White/Orange 

Black/Orange 

White/Yellow 

Black/Yellow 

Black/Green 

White/Green 

WIRE DESTINATION 

Analyzer Fuse (end ) 

Analyzer Fuse (end ) 

Terminal Strip 

Terminal Strip 

Reader Fuse (side ) 

Reader Fuse (side ) 

Analyzer Fuse (side ) 

Analyzer Fuse (side ) 

Punch Fuse (side ) 

Punch Fuse (side ) 

DESIGNATION 

115V, Cold, Switched, Fused 

115V, Hot, Switched, Fused 

115V, Cold, Raw 

115V, Hot, Raw 

115V, Cold, Switched 

115V, Hot, Switched 

115V, Cold, Switched 

115V, Hot, Switched 

115V, Hot, Switched 

115V, Cold, Switched 
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CONNECTOR~"TPB—ON TAPE CONTROL BOARD 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 

i 

PIN # WIRE COLOR ~VIRE DESTINATION 

1 Yellow/Black Punch i 1L 

2 Yellow/Brown Punch d 2L 

3 Yellow/Red Punch Z 3L 

4 Yellow/Orange Punch V 4L 

5 Yellow/Grey Punch B 8L 

6 Yellow/Blue Punch L 6L 

7 Yellow/Green Punch R 5L 

8 Yellow/White Punch Y PTF 

S 

10 

11 Yellow/Violet Punch F 7L 

12 

13 

14 Yellow Punch E SKT 

15 Brown Punch H —50 

DESIGNATION 
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CONNECTOR TPSB—ON TAPE CONTROL BOARD 

PIN # «'IRE COLOR WIRE DESTINATION 

1 

2 Brown PSB 7 —50 

3 

4 Red PSB 12 ~-8 

5 Orange PSB 14 —8 

6 Green PSB 11 -F-4 

7 Blue PSB 9 —4 

8 White PSB 10 G 

9 

10 

T.19 

DESIGNATION 
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L CONNECTOR TRB—ON TAPE CONTROL BOARD 

PIN # WIRE COLOR WIRE DESTINATION DESIGNATION 

1 

2 

3 Orange/Grey Reader B r s 

4 Orange/Violet Reader M RTF 

5 

6 

7 

8 Orange/Green Reader U e 

~ Orange/Yellow Reader Y d 

10 Orange/Red Reader c c 

11 Orange/Brown Reader h b 

12 Orange/Black Reader, d,i,Z,V a 

13 Green Reader D -}-4 

14 Blue Reader A —4 

15 Brown Reader H —50 

n 
n 

T.21 
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CONNECTOR TSP (24-PIN AMPHENOL BLUE RIBBON CONNECTOR MATING WITH 
SOCKET ON ANALYZER REAR DECK) 

rt

n 

n 

4 
R 

PIN # WIRE COLOR WIRE DESTINATION 

1 Black/White TTC 1 "o" 

2 Violet TTC 2 " 2" 

3 Green TTC 3 ~ "4" 

4 

5 Brown TTC 5 "8" 

6 Brown/White TTC 6 SPACE 

7 Red/Orange TAB 9 D5 

8 Orange TTC 8 "6" 

9 Black/Orange TAB 15 R° 

10 White/Red TAB 14 R1

11 Grey/Red TAB _13 R2

12 Violet/Red TAB 12 R3

13 Grey TTC 13 "1" 

14 Blue TTC 14 " 3" 

15 Yellow TTC 15 "5" 

16 Red TTC 16 "7"' 

17 Black TTC 17 "9" 

18 Red/White TTC 18 CR 

19 Green/Brown TAB 5 M° 

20 Yellow/Brown TAB 6 M~ 

21 White 'TTC 21 G 

22 Orange/Brown TAB 7 M2

23 Red/Blue TAB 8 M3

24 Orange/Red TAB 3 TWS 

T.23 

DESIGNATION 
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CONNECTOR TTC (REAR DECK, TAPE CONTROL CABINET) 

n 

n 

A 

PIN # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

WIRE COLOR 

Black/White 

Violet 

Green 

Green/Black 

Brown 

Brown/White 

WIRE DESTINATION 

TSP 1 

TSP 2 

TSP 3 

TAB 1 

TSP 5 

TSP 6 

DESIGNATION 

«0,~ 

«2„ 

«4„ 

—48 V 

«8„ 

SPACE 

Orange TSP 8 "6" 

Grey 

Blue 

Yellow 

Red 

Black 

Red/White 

TSP 13 

TSP 14 

TSP 15 

TSP 16 

TSP 17 

TSP 18 

«3„ 

«5,. 

«7». 

«9~, 

CR 

White TSP 21 G 

T.25 
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~1 ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ a 3 

P M° 
(FROM TAPE (FROM ND-120orND-130 

CONTROL PULSER) M REGISTER) 

l 

IOK 

TWS RAC 
(FROM (FROM 
ND-120 READER 

or SWITCH) _ 
ND-130) 

PUNCH~EIR~E DER 

TPB CONNECTOR 
PIN SIGNAL 

IL 

3 3L 
4 4L 

6 6L 
7 8L 
8 PTF 
II TL 
14 SKT 
15 -80 

FOR OUTPUT LEVEL IL INPUT IS P•Mo 

2L ~~ P•M ~ 

3L ~~ P•M = 

4L ~~ P•M 3 

8 L ~~ ~~ 

6 L SPARE 

TL 

READER TAPE FEED 9L ~~ P~•RAC 

PUNCH SROCKET 10 L P 

PUNCH TAPE FEED II L ~~ ~~ P~~PAC 

TAPE CONTROL STANDARD AMPLIFIER 

♦4 

2N446 

3.3 K 

READER 
rONNECTO~ 

a ob 22~N0 n. 

I5 
a c 220 

 l 
I 

TWS 
FROM 

ND 120or NDI30 
0 

BUZZ 
0 

O O 
PAC 

FROM PUNCH 
POWER SWITCH 

2.2 K 

.I 
 ~f 

~22 K 

O 
-8 

2.2 K ~68 K 

IOK 
'r1M 

• 

/ ~ 
2N446 

—8 

4T K 
a~ o R° —_e

4T K 

c d 220 n 

a t 220 ~ 

500 -8 

~.. 

500 _ 

800 

+40 
220 
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~~ 

- 
4 
~~ = 500 

47K 

TAPE CONTROL READER OUTPUTS 

3 

 I 

• 

• 

TAPE CONTROL PULSER 

OSCILLATOR 

6.8 K 
 'N111► 

2.2 K 2.2 K 

-8 

2N446 
r 

2.2 K 

O 
-8 

22 K 

P~ 

IOK 
~M 

2 N 446 
t 

68 K 

10 

• o +4 

2 N 446 

IK 

 O' P 

TRB CONNECTOR 
PIN SIGNAL 
3 ~r
4 RTF 

9 d 
K) c 
II b• 
12 a 
13 +4 
14 - 4 
15 - 50 

TO MR BOARD 
—THROUGH 24 PIN 

CONNECTOR 

I TAPE CONTROL OSCILLATOR 

♦4 
 j 

ND 305 

5-18-61 

TAPE CONTROL UNIT 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 


